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ABSTRACT 
The turbulent transport of a passive scalar (Corrsin's problem with diffusion) and of 
an active scalar in stably stratified fluids is studied using linear analysis (rapid distor­
tion theory or RDT), Kraichnan's direct interaction approximation (DIA) and direct 
numerical simulation (DNS). The results are compared with each other and with lab­
oratory experiments. The numerical results compare favorably with the experiments 
of Sirivat and Warhaft, Budwig, Tavoularis and Corrsin and Stillinger and Itsweire 
of van Atta's group. The RDT study reveals that much of the qualitative behavior 
observed in experiments, such as the tendency for the system to evolve towards some 
statistically asymptotic state, is embodied in the lineax results. Specifically, predic­
tions from the passive scalar linear theory for lengthscale ratios (both integral and 
microscale) are in good agreement with nonlinear results but the linear values for the 
scalar transport correlation coefficient contain significant error. 
DNS and DIA results are reasonably close for the velocity field and scalar trans­
port with Gaussian initial spectra, but differ significantly for exponential spectra. 
Although the transport problem is anisotropic, the DIA results using only the first 
Legendre functions yield integrated results identical to those obtained with two har­
monics. Linear and DIA runs show significant dependence of scalar transport upon 
initial spectral shapes. 
The passive scalar transport problem is shown to be equivalent to the sum of an 
isotropic scalar turbulence problem with the scalar initial conditions of the transport 
problem and a transport problem with zero initial scalar fluctuations (both with 
the same velocity fields). The asymptotic state is defined by the zero initial scalar 
field transport problem while the rate and manner in which the complete problem 
xxvi 
approaches this state is strongly affected by the initial scalar field. 
The DIA is also used to simulate some experimental decaying turbulence ex­
periments in isotropic velocity fields, passive isotropic scalar fields and transport of 
a passive scalar by an isotropic velocity field. A rational technique for determining 
the appropriate nondimensionalization for time is presented and demonstrated. The 
spectral aspect ratio, the ratio of the integral lengthscale and Taylor microscale, A, 
is shown, with Rx, to be important for accurate simulation of the evolution of the 
isotropic velocity field. For problems involving a scalar field, the ratio of this number 
for the velocity and scalar fields plays a crucial role in the subsequent evolution of 
the scalar field. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Turbulence is characterized by statistically random fluid motions in three dimen­
sions governed by the Navier-Stokes equations. The strong nonlinearity of turbulent 
motions renders difficult any mathematical study. In spite of its intractability (or 
perhaps because of it), turbulence has attracted students from many disciplines. 
Turbulence is important in such diverse areas as weather forecasting, oceanic studies, 
chemical reactions in chemical processing and combustion, stellar evolution, aerody­
namic performance of ground vehicles, aircraft and rockets, transport of heat and 
chemical species, magnetohydrodynamics, plasmas necessary for controlled fusion, 
etc. Much progress has been achieved in the physical understanding of energy trans­
port between different scales of motion, experimental and measurement techniques, 
interaction of turbulence with other physical phenomena such as mean shear, buoy­
ancy effects, acoustic fields, and its relation to chaos, stability theory, attractors, etc. 
Mathematical progress has been made in the development of techniques for modeling 
subgrid turbulence effects, numerical simulation of the governing equations and clo­
sure of the statistical moment and probability density function (pdf) governing equa­
tions, Nonetheless a great deal of study is needed to attain a thorough understanding 
of turbulent velocity and scalar fields. This section discusses the experimental and 
theoretical background of turbulent scalar decay and scalar transport in the presence 
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of a umform mean scalar gradient which is the subject of this dissertation. 
Large Reynolds Number Isotropic Velocity and Scalar Turbulence 
The general topic of this dissertation is numerical analysis of the turbulent trans­
port of a scalar in the presence of a uniform mean scalar gradient, in both neutrally 
and stably stratifieds fluid, using multi-point statistical moments. Oboukhov [60] and 
Corrsin [9] extended the studies of Kolmogorov [41] (on turbulence velocity structure 
functions) and of Batchelor [2] (extending Kolmogorov's work to wavenumber space) 
of the spectral transport of turbulent kinetic energy in the inertial range of the energy 
spectrum to the inertial-convective range of a scalar variance (or energy) spectrum 
and found independently that it also followed a law. Batchelor, et al. [3, 4] 
analyzed the diffusive-convective (e.g., high Pr) and inertial-diffusive (e.g., low Pr) 
regions of scalar spectra and determined their behavior to be k~^ and re­
spectively while Gibson [21, 22] determined a k~^ regime when considering isoscalar 
surfaces. Kraichnan [49] and Saffman [65] considered the effects of intermittency 
and arbitrary orientation of the principal rates of strain and local fluctuating scalar 
gradients upon the analyses of Batchelor. They determined these influences to be 
negligible upon the power laws. 
A relatively large number of experiments upon isotropic turbulence have detected 
Kolmogorov's spectral regime, many under conditions which clearly do not 
meet the conditions of his hypotheses. Making measurements of the velocity field in 
a tidal basin with a channel Reynolds number on the order of 10®, Grant, Stewart 
and Moilliet [29] found an inertial spectral subrange which obeyed the k~^l^ law for 
several decades. Gibson and Schwarz [20] measured velocity spectra in a water tunnel 
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at mesh Reynolds numbers in the range of 20,000-40,000 and confirmed that, as 
Reynolds number increases, an increasing portion of the energy spectrum behaved as 
A"®/® and that, using the Kolmogorov nondimensionalization, the high wavenumber 
spectral ranges collapsed to one universal curve. This latter conclusion was based 
upon comparison of the water/sea water data of Gibson and Schwarz[20]; Grant, 
Stewart and Moilliet[30]; and the air data of Stewart and Townsend [74]. 
Grant, Hughes, Vogel and Moilliet [30], measuring scalar (temperature) spec­
tra in the tidal bcisin at very high Reynolds numbers found a significant range of 
difFusive-convective scalar spectrum with a k~^ behavior and significant inertial-
convective range following a power law. Although their data contained sig­
nificant intermittency, its effects did not materially influence the behavior of their 
spectral data. Gibson and Schwarz [20] studied conductivity fluctuations (caused 
by salt and temperature fluctuations) in a water tunnel. Water has a relatively high 
Schmidt/Prandtl number (approximately 700 and 7 for salt and temperature, respec­
tively) and the scalar (conductivity) spectra displayed both a inertial-convective 
range and a k~^ diffusive-convective range. Nye and Brodkey [59] conducted exper­
iments using optical measurements of dye concentrations injected into water flow in 
a tube (Schmidt number of 4,000, Reynolds number of 50,000). They also found k~^ 
behavior in the concentration spectrum. Clay [12] made temperature measurements 
in air, water and mercury and observed k~^, k~^ and behavior. 
Thus much of the theoretical work concerning the spectral physics of high Reynolds 
number isotropic turbulence has recieved experimental support and/or verification. 
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Low Reynolds Number Homogeneous Turbulent Velocity and Scalar 
Fields 
Many of the experiments reported concerning turbulent isotropic velocity and 
scalar fields have occurred at low microscale Reynolds numbers, i.e., less than 100. 
This has the dual benefit that the bandwidth of important turbulent lengthscales is 
narrowed and that the results may be directly compared with those of numerical DNS 
or closure theory computations. Numerical work has historically been confined to low 
turbulence Reynolds numbers because of the limitations imposed by computer opera­
tions speed and memory size. Although recent developments in computer technology 
are relaxing these restrictions somewhat, most numerical studies are still conducted 
at low Rx but often with enhanced resolution. 
Low R\ isotropic turbulent velocity fields have been studied experimentally since 
the early 1950's, with early emphasis placed upon developing techniques of flow ma­
nipulation to produce the highest quality isotropic turbulence over the longest fraction 
of the tunnel test section (c.f., Comte-Bellot and Corrsin [7, 8], Grant and Nisbet [28], 
Kistler and Vrebalovich [40] and Uberoi, et al. [77, 78]) and enhancing the resolution 
and bandwidth of the instrumentation (c.f., Hinze [38]). 
A survey of a number of turbulent velocity experiments was conducted by Mo-
hamed and LaRue [57] with the goal of rationalizing the range of decay exponents 
observed. Their results for the initial period of decay indicated n « —1.3 was a rea­
sonable turbulence kinetic energy decay exponent (in xjM). Sirivat and Warhaft [71] 
report their experimental results at two flow speeds, 3.4 and 6.3 m/s corresponding 
to microscale Reynolds numbers at x/M = 100 of 26.4 and 36.5, respectively. They 
reported decay exponents, n, of -1.29 and -1.37 for the low and high speed experi­
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ments. 
The evolution of decaying isotropic scalar turbulence has been studied experi­
mentally by a number of investigators including Mills, Kistler, O'Brien and Corrsin [56], 
Lin and Lin [53], Yeh and van Atta [83], Sepri [70] and Warhaft and Lumley [80]. 
As Warhaft and Lumley [80] point out, the scalar energy decay exponent displays 
a very wide range in these studies, from -0.87 to -3.09. They found that changing 
grid heating rates altered the scalar field lengthscales and then performed further 
experiments using the scalar to mechanical lengthscale ratio as the paxameter. By 
so doing they could vary the scalar energy decay exponent from -1.29 to -3.20, thus 
effectively replicating the previously reported data and providing the rationale for its 
variance. Mell, Kosaly and Riley [54] reported results obtained from DNS computa­
tions of a decaying isotropic scalar field with variable scalar to mechanical integral 
lengthscale ratio. By changing this ratio from 0.2 to 1.25 they were able to achieve 
scalar energy decay exponents from -2.76 to -2.23. Durbin [18] used his Lagrangian 
model to model decaying isotropic sclaar turbulence and the effects of initial thermal 
to mechanical integral lengthscale ratio. He found decay exponents to vary from -1.2 
to -2.3 as the lengthscale ratio varied from about 0.20 to 1.75 although the decay 
exponent appeared to approach an upper asymptotic magnitude at a ratio of approx­
imately 0.40. Eswaran and O'Brien [19] used a physical space model derived from 
the EDQNM to study decaying isotropic scalar turbulence reported by Sreenivasan, 
Tavoularis, Henry and Corrsin [73]. The EDQNM model used a simplified eddy dif-
fusivity equation and assumed analytical forms for the velocity field statistics, scaled 
to provide the correct intensity, lengthscales, etc. Only the scalar equations were 
numerically solved. They were able to obtain scalar energy decay exponents of -1.34 
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to -2.14 (integral lengthscale ratios of 0.7 to 1.40) for their modeling of heated grid 
experiments and -2.05 to -2.27 for the heated screen experiments (integral lengthscale 
ratios of 0.40 to 0.81). 
Isotropic Turbulent Transport of a Passive Scalar 
Corrsin [10] first suggested the problem of passive scalar transport in isotropic 
turbulence with a uniform mean scalar gradient as the simplest possible transport 
problem which could be realized experimentally and computed using turbulence mod­
els, theories or computational techniques for comparison. Corrsin predicted that an 
initially linear mean scalar gradient would retain its linear form and strength in 
isotropic turbulence. He also predicted an initially linear growth rate in the scalar 
variance (scalar "energy") in time in a nondiffusive scalar field. Wiskind [81] per­
formed the first experimental investigation of this problem using a wind tunnel. Al­
though his instrumentation for measuring the turbulent heat transfer lacked the ro­
bustness of the velocity and temperature measurement techniques (his evaluation), 
he confirmed Corrsin's predictions about the mean and turbulent scalar fields. He 
also made preliminary measurements of the heat transfer correlation coefficient, pu6y 
of -0.48. The general growth properties of the thermal field were also verified by 
Alexopoulos and Keffer [1] in wake flow and further studied Venkataramani and 
Chevray [79] in statistical and probabalistic detail. Venkataramani and Chevray 
greatly improved the linearity of the mean scalar gradient and reconfirmed the growth 
characteristics of the scalar variance while measuring the scalar transport correlation 
coefficient as approximately -0.58. 
Further refinements in experimental apparatus were reported by Sirivat and 
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Warhaft [71] who also studied the effects of initial thermal to velocity integral length-
scale ratio upon the evolution of the scalar and scalar transport fields. They used 
a differentially heated "mandoline" and "toaster" in separate experiments (see Fig­
ure 1.1), both of which substantially reduced the scalar transport in the streamwise 
and cross-stream (normal to the mean scalar gradient) directions at two different 
mean velocities (/?a's of about 26 and 36). The initial conditions affected the evo­
lution of the problem but all runs appeared to evolve towards common asymptotic 
states. Measured scalar transport correlation coefficients were about -0.70 and the 
eddy diffusivity ratios were of the order of the microscale Reynolds numbers. Bud-
wig, Tavoularis and Corrsin [5] performed experiments similar to those of Sirivat and 
Warhaft with similar scalar transport results. Gibson and Dakos [27] measured Pu0 
of -0.625 at Rx of 42 and a mechanical to thermal timescale ratio approximately 
30-50% of that measured by Sirivat and Warhaft [71] and Budwig, Tavoularis and 
Corrsin [5]. 
Numerical studies have been few in number. Hill [37] performed DIA compu­
tations under scalar conditions similar to those of Wiskind [81] with a stationary 
velocity field. Due to the limited available computational resources at the time this 
study was conducted, the velocity field two-point correlation function was assumed 
to be of several analytical mathematical forms. This permitted the partial analytical 
integration of the nonlinear DIA terms, thereby reducing the numerical effort for the 
solution of the nonlinear scalar field terms. In addition, he expanded the average 
scalar field equations using the perturbation technique to derive an expression for 
the eddy diffusivity involving the scalar response function and the velocity correla­
tion. This eliminated the requirement for numerical solution of the scalar-velocity 
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the experimental configuration for the experiments of 
Sirivat and Warhaft showing the mandoline and toaster. 
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covariajice and their related response function equations. This reduced the numerical 
requirements to that of computing only the scalar field variance and response func­
tions. He reported values of the scalar transport correlation coefficient of about -0.3 
to -0.4 and eddy difFusivity ratios around 18-26 for Rx of 29. 
Transport of a Scalar in Stably Stratified Turbulence 
Stably stratified fluids are characterized by an increasing density in the grav­
itational direction. Any vertical fluid motions in this situation involve the trans­
formation of kinetic energy into potential energy or vice versa, depending upon the 
direction involved. Thus, while vertical turbulent fluctuations can induce enhanced 
scalar transport in that direction, they can also give rise to internal waves which 
are capable of convecting energy horizontally away from their source while dissipat­
ing kinetic energy at a very low rate relative to turbulent flows. Conversely, since 
these internal waves involve vertical oscillatory motion, they may appear to be tur­
bulent velocity fluctuations in fluid velocity measurements. Thus interpretation of 
experimental (and perhaps numerical) data in this situation can be difficult and con­
troversial. Using a towed grid in a vertical water tank with neutrally and stably 
stratified fluid. Dickey and Mellor [17] studied the differences in velocity field evo­
lution induced by stable stratification at a relatively high mesh Reynolds number. 
They noted that, while the stratified velocity field initially evolved in a manner sim­
ilar to that of the unstratified case, there was a marked deviation in the decay of 
kinetic energy at a time corresponding to a critical Richardson number. This value 
for Ric = {NLfq)l was found to be 4.7 {N = —{gIpo){<tpIdz) is the Brunt-Vaisala 
frequency with g the gravitational magnitude, po a reference density and dpjdz the 
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meaji density gradient; L is the integral lengthscale and 9^/2 is the total turbulence 
kinetic energy). The interpretation of this result is that at later times in the evolution 
of the stably stratified cases, the turbulent velocity field had been converted into an 
internal wave field with correspondingly low dissipation rates. 
Gibson [23, 24, 20, 26] hcis proposed a physical model to determine when sta­
bly stratified velocity fields are actively turbulent or dominated by internal waves 
(he denotes the latter condition "fossil turbulence"). These criteria involve a suit­
able vertical velocity lengthscale, the Kolmogorov [41] dissipation lengthscale and the 
Ozmidov [63] lengthscale from which a critical dissipation rate was derived, above 
which indicated active turbulence. Gibson (c.f., [25, 26]) has applied this to some 
previous oceanic studies and determined that some were primarily wavelike, not ac­
tively turbulent as had been assumed. If this interpretation is correct, it invalidates 
at least some of the conclusions drawn from the experiments. Thus it is of great 
interest to more fully understand stably stratified turbulence, internal waves and any 
interactions they experience. Several water tunnel experiments and numerical studies 
have been conducted to study this problem. 
Stillinger, Helland and van Atta [75] and Itsweire, Helland and van Atta [39] 
conducted water tunnel tests, varying the turbulence source geometry and the Brunt-
Vaisala frequency (N) or strength of the stabilization. Their results lent qualitative 
support to the results of Gibson although changing the quantitative results. Riley, 
Metcalfe and Weissman [64], Metais and Herring [55] have conducted DNS com­
putations to simulate the experiments of van Atta's group and were able to show 
reasonably good qualitative and quantitative agreement. This occurred despite their 
use of a value for Pr of approximately unity whereas the experiments (being salt in 
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water) had a value closer to 700. Due to numerical stability considerations, DNS 
computations are limited to very moderate or low Pr. Sanderson et al. [66, 67, 68] 
conducted numerical computations of decaying stably stratified turbulence using both 
DNS and DIA techniques and found good qualitative agreement between DIA and 
DNS but the DIA required more than the single Legendre coefficient to achieve good 
quantitative agreement. 
Goals of the Dissertation 
This dissertation applies the statistical closure theory developed by Robert Kraich-
nan [42] in the late 1950's known as the direct interaction approximation (DIA) to 
the problem or turbulent transport of scalaxs, passive and active in a stably stratified 
fluid. This is a complete and self-consistent theory which is derived directly from 
the governing Navier-Stokes equations, applying a few assumptions made about the 
nature of interactions between scales of motion and utilizing a perturbation technique 
which perturbs, not from the linear case, but from the fully nonlinear case. The per­
turbations are expressed in terms of time integrations of response functions acting 
upon the (assumed) primary forcing functions producing these perturbations. The 
final step is a partial infinite summation of terms resulting in the expression of the 
triple moments in the second order moment governing equations in terms of bilinear 
products of second order moments acted upon by response functions. The result­
ing theory is a two-point two-time integro-diiferential description of the evolution 
of the second order moments containing no arbitrary constants or functions. The 
DIA is flawed in that it lacks invariance to random Galilean transformations (c.f., 
Kraichnan [45], Leslie [52]) which results in the prediction of inertial range behavior 
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of rather than the observed and accepted Kolmogorov [41] spectral decay 
(c.f., Kraichnan [43], Leslie [52]). This also results in a singularity in the response 
function as k approaches zero and a zero radius of convergence at all values of Rx. 
Nonetheless it is the exact solution of a model problem which guarantees physicality 
of the results. More complex variations of this theory employing Lagrangian velocity 
tracking (for both velocity and strain) have been developed, studied theoretically and 
numerically implemented (the Lagrangian history direct interaction approximation 
or LHDIA and strain based Lagrangian history direct interaction approximation or 
SBLHDIA, c.f., Kraichnan [47, 51], Herring [36]). While these do predict the cor­
rect k~^^^ inertial range behavior, they lack a physical model and are considerably 
more complex to compute. Simpler, markovianized theories (e.g., the test field model 
or TFM of Kraichnan [50], eddy damped quasi-normal markovianized or EDQNM, 
c.f., Orszag [61], Cambon et al. [6], the renormalized group or RNG of Yakhot and 
Orszag [82], see also Smith and Reynolds [72], etc.) have been developed but suffer 
from the need for scaling constants to achieve correct results. 
Despite its failings, the DIA remains the complete self-consistent theory of choice 
for study and comparison with direct numerical simulation (DNS) aad experiment. 
This dissertation utilized the DIA in the study of scalar transport in homogeneous 
turbulent flow with and without buoyancy effects. These results were then compared 
with those of DNS and experiment to assess the fidelity of the DIA in computing these 
problems. Some previous studies have investigated decaying homogeneous velocity 
and scalar fields using the DIA and compared asymptotic results with experiment 
and time evolutionary results with DNS and, occasionally, other closure theory re­
sults. Comparisons between the DIA and DNS were made by Herring and Kerr [36] 
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for decaying isotropic turbulent velocity and scalar fields. These were low Reynolds 
number cases (initial Rx of 15-30) which highlighted some differences (e.g., develop­
ment of derivative skewnesses) but showed overall similarity in the evolution of the 
variances and spectra. Schumann and Herring [69] compared DNS and DIA for the 
case of initially anisotropic homogeneous turbulent velocity fields. Dannevik [14, 15] 
used the DIA to computed the evolution of unstably stratified turbulence. He divided 
the variable functions into "fast moving" and "slow moving" parts and used Pade 
approximates to compute the time integrals. With this procedure he did exclude 
some portions of the second order moments and response functions. 
Dissertation Organization 
The first paper of this dissertation (Chapter 2) considers the question of the 
differences between stably stratified turbulence and Gibson's [23, 24, 20, 26] "fossil 
turbulence" by comparing DNS and DIA computations of active scalar transport 
with vajious distributions of the initial energy between the vertical and horizontal 
velocity fields and the initial potential energy field. 
The second paper (Chapter 3) deals with DIA studies performed in conjunction 
with DNS computations and linear rapid distortion theory (RDT) on the isotropic 
transport of a passive scalar in the presence of a uniform mean scalar gradient. The 
comparison in this paper of the RDT results with those of DIA and DNS were for 
the purpose of illustrating the differences induced upon the problem by the nonlinear 
effects. 
The work presented in the third paper (Chapter 4) involves only the DIA and 
consists of the direct modeling of experimental (in this case all experiments were 
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conducted in wind tunnels) studies of decaying isotropic turbulent velocity fields 
reported by Sirivat and Warhaft [71], isotropic decaying passive scalar turbulence 
of Warhaft and Lumley [80] and evolving homogeneous turbulent transport of a 
passive scalar in the presence of a uniform meaji scalar gradient studied by Sirivat 
and Warhaft [80]. While a few previous studies (c.f., Eswaran and O'Brien [19], 
Riley, Metcalfe and Weissman [64], Metais and Herring [55]) have attempted to fit 
the numerical results of EDQNM, DNS, etc. to experimental evolutionary data, this 
particular study focuses on predictive, not fitting, activities. In other words, given a 
sufficiently complete set of experimental data at one point, how must the numerical 
scheme of choice be initialized and what are the necessary conditions which the 
numerical results must satisfy at the known experimental data point in order to have 
confidence in the numerical predictions for any quantities at later points in time (or 
space in the wind tunnel test section). 
Following the last paper is a general summary of the work presented in these 
three papers. Appendix A contains a summary of the DIA equations for passive 
scalar transport and the associated geometric coefficients for the nonlinear terms and 
the linear forcing terms. Appendix B reiterates the geometric coefficients for the 
nonlinear terms and indicates some of the mathematical relationships between them. 
Appendix C presents some preliminary numerical comparisons of various geometric 
coefficients showing that, under conditions of isotropy of the velocity field, they take 
on values such that higher Legendre coefficients will contribute nothing to the low­
est order coefl5.cients, and thus the wavenumber integrated quantities of total scalar 
transport and scalar energy. Appendix D analytically examines the behavior of the 
geometric coefficients for the nonlinear terms which also appear in the isotropic scalar 
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turbulence problem. It is shown that these coefficients in the scalax-velocity covari-
ance equations contribute nothing to higher Legendre coefficients when the velocity 
field is isotropic. The linear forcing terms also contribute zero to higher harmonics. 
Although this type of behavior was not proven for the other nonlinear coefficients, 
these results do suggest that the first associated Legendre function coefficient may be 
sufficient to completely characterize the angular dependence of the scalar transport 
field. Finally, Appendix E briefly discusses the details of the p — 9 wavenumber in­
tegration technique. All these appendices support the work presented in the second 
paper in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 2. FOSSIL AND ACTIVE TURBULENCE 
A paper published in Turbulence and Coherent Structures, M. Lesieur and 0. 
Metais, eds., Kluwer Academic Publishers ^ 
Robert C. Sanderson Andy D. Leonard Jackson R. Herring ^ 
and James C. Hill ® 
Introduction 
Stably stratified turbulence is commonly encountered in geophysical flows and 
can dramatically alter the evolutionary characteristics of the turbulence by introduc­
ing oscillatory behavior in both the scalar and velocity transport fields. Although 
only velocities in the vertical direction are subject to buoyancy forces, the horizontal 
components are also affected through nonlinear interaction with the vertical velocity 
components. If the length scales of the velocity field are small relative to those at 
which the buoyancy forces become strong, the turbulence is classified as "active" by 
Gibson [2]. In buoyancy-dominated turbulence, some or all motions have inertia! 
^Reprinted with permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers, Copyright ©1989 
Kluwer Academic Publishers 
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forces less than or equal to buoyant forces. There is also reduced turbulent scalai 
transport and dissipation compared with active turbulence of similar total energy. 
These idejis have been used by Gibson [2] in his physical modeling of this problem to 
derive criteria for discriminating stably stratified turbulent flow which is buoyancy-
dominated from inertially-dominated (active) turbulence. His results have received 
support from the experimental studies of Stillinger et al. [13] aind Itsweire et al. [4]. 
Fossil turbulence has been defined in several ways, as discussed by Gibson [2]. 
One definition is that it is a passive scalar field containing spatial deviations from 
the mean which remain after the turbulent motions of the fluid have disappeared 
due to viscous dissipation. The scalar field fluctuations are thus the remains or 
fossilized remnants created by the defunct turbulent velocity field. This situation is 
most easily envisioned in high Prandtl or Schmidt number fluids (e.g. sea water) 
in which scalar fluctuations diffuse very slowly. This definition is subject to some 
objections, as turbulence is generally considered to be a dynamic process, not a 
static scalar field. Secondly, it is somewhat restrictive in that velocity fields which 
occur in stably stratified fluids may become dominated by buoyancy forces to the 
point that they no longer possess the mixing and eddy-dissipative properties normally 
associated with nonstratified flows having the same energy content. In this sense they 
may be considered to be the dynamic remnants or fossils of the original turbulence 
(Gibson [2]). This paper will use this latter definition in a theoretical and numerical 
investigation of the characteristics of dynamic turbulence which is strongly buoyancy-
dominated. 
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Problem Statement and Linear Theory 
The problem to be addressed is incompressible homogeneous axisymmetric tur­
bulence with a uniform mean scalar gradient in the vertical direction, leading to 
stable stratification. The buoyancy forces are assumed to obey the linear Boussinesq 
approximation. The resulting equations governing the fluctuating velocity and scalar 
fields are 
(4 + w.(k,0 - f i g n i ^ k , t )  =  -|P,mn(k) (2.1) 
V / p+q=k 
(  4 +  a k A  t )  + an,u,(k, t) = ^ «,„(p, t)'d{q, t) (2.2) 
\ / p+q=k 
with 
P.mn(k) = kmPinik) + A;„P.„.(k); P.„,(k) = Sim - (2.3) 
In this paper we define 
N = (2.4) 
as the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, with a the magnitude of the scalar gradient, 13 the 
volumetric expansion coefficient, and g the gravitational constant. The unit vector 
rii is in the direction of the mean scalar gradient a. The mean scalax gradient, 
represented by the an,u,- term in equation (2.2), is assumed to be unaffected by 
the turbulence, thus leading to a constant Brunt-Vaisala frequency. It should be 
noted here that the Boussinesq buoyancy term in equation (2.1) is an additional 
(linear) force which is added to the standard Navier-Stokes equations to describe 
the buoyancy forces, and the term in equation (2.2) comes from the nonlinear 
scalar convection term but is linear because of the uniformity of the mean scalar 
gradient. The energy interchange between the kinetic and potential energy fields 
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in this problem is primarily a lineajr process with the nonlinearities confined to the 
inertial convection of energy from one wavenumber to another. 
Due to the linearity of the forcing terms in equations (2.1) and (2.2), insight into 
the behavior of the system may be obtained using (linear) rapid distortion theory 
(RDT). The linearized nondimensional two-point single-time correlation equations 
for nonzero initial total kinetic energy are 
f d  2 P \  
U + -^j ') - <) + !)1 = 0 (2.5) 
(l •*" '' " (2-6) 
/ d OUi \ 
+ + = 0 (2.7) 
with the equation for Uei{k,t) identical to equation (2.6) and where the following 
definitions are used: 
C/«(k,<) = (ut(k,i)u«(-k,i)); i,k = 1,2,3,0 (2.8) 
with UK{k,t) or Ut(k,f) given by 
u«(k,i) = UK{k,t)/uo, for K = 1,2, or 3 (2.9) 
= •d(k,t)/a\o, ioTK = 0. (2.10) 
Equivalently, the potential energy spectrum P(k, t) = Ueg{k, t)N*^/2 may be used in 
place of Uee- In equations (2.5) through (2.7), Rx = UoAo/f, Pr = i//a, and N" = 
NXo/uo, with Uo the initial turbulence intensity and Ao the initial Taylor velocity 
microscale. The eigenvalues corresponding to equations (2.5) through (2.7) and 
the equation for t/fl,(k,t) are 
. ^ (l-l-Pr)P 
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If iV = 0 the last two eigenvalues reduce to their isotropic form: 
(2.13) 
The eigenvalues and ^2 are associated with the scalar transport field (u0), ^3 cor­
responds with the velocity field and ^4 with the scalar or potential energy field. The 
eigenvalues and ^2 are always real and thus indicate purely dissipative behavior of 
the {n6) field, while the nature of ^3 and ^4 depends upon the sign of the discriminant 
in equation (2.12). A non-negative discriminant indicates behavior which is dissipa­
tive but modified from the isotropic form. Negativity of the discriminant introduces 
oscillatory behavior into the problem. 
The negativity of the discrimineint is wavenumber dependent. As the wavenum-
ber k increases from zero, the discriminant approaches zero, which occurs at a 
wavenumber value ko of 
For wavenumbers greater than ko the discriminant will be positive and the integrating 
factors are strictly dissipative (although changed from their passive scalar values), 
while for wavenumbers smaller than ko the integrating factors will consist of a dissipa­
tive real part and an oscillatory imaginary part. The dissipative part (the first term 
in equation (2.12)) is the arithmetic mean of the eigenvalues for the passive scsilar 
case. The imaginary part results in oscillatory terms with frequency dependent upon 
wavenumber. 
Figure 2.1 compares the wavenumber dependence of the magnitude of the imagi­
nary part of the eigenvalues (equation (2.12)), or the radial frequency of the resulting 
(2.14) 
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sinusoidal (and cosinusoidal) terms, with a typical initial kinetic energy spectrum. 
The hydrodynamic conditions are similar to the initial conditions of Metais and Her­
ring [9] but with Pr = 0.7 and 200. Because the oscillatory frequency is close to the 
k = 0 value over the energy-containing range of the spectrum, it appears that any 
activeness of the turbulence in the sense of Gibson [2] would be due to the initial 
conditions and tend to disappear in time. Itsweire et al. [4] reported this to be the 
case for their experiments. 
The linear integrating factors are formed by taking the exponential of the eigen­
values multiplied by the time at which the solution is desired. The part of the 
integrating factors corresponding to the real parts of the eigenvalues we designate 
the dissipative part, while that due to the imaginary portions we call the oscillatory 
pait. Figure 2.2 shows the equality of the scalar and velocity dissipation integrating 
factors for wavenumbers up to ko, after which they diverge and approach their pas­
sive scalar values with increasing k. The consequences of this behavior (for Pr < 1) 
are that energy dissipation in the velocity field is, for given spectral levels, increased 
from passive scalar levels in the lower wavenumber range, while that for the scalar 
or potential energy field is decreased. For Prandtl numbers greater than unity this 
behavior is reversed, as is evident in the figure. 
Understanding the interaction of these linear effects with nonlinear advection 
requires the solution of the full nonlinear equations. Sanderson et al. [10] used the 
direct interaction approximation (DIA) of Kraichnan [5, 44] to study stably stratified 
turbulence and make qualitative comparisons with the work of Stillinger et al. [13]. 
The DIA was also compared by Sanderson and Hill [11] with the direct numerical 
simulations (DNS) of Metais and Herring [9] and the experiments of Itsweire et 
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al. [4]. Based upon the success of this previous work the present paper compares 
the DIA predictions with those of DNS for the cases of active and strongly buoyancy-
dominated ("fossil") turbulence. 
Numerical Methodology 
The full nonlinear governing equations were solved numerically using direct nu­
merical simulation and the direct interaction approximation. The code used for the 
DNS is a modified version of the pseudo-spectral code developed by R.M. Kerr which 
employs a third order Runge-Kutta time integration scheme. DNS was used only 
for computations at Prandtl numbers near unity, while the DIA was used for these 
conditions as well as at high Pr. 
The DIA was derived following Kraichnan [7] for thermally driven turbulence. 
The tensor correlations were reexpressed in terms of their eigenfunctions. Variation 
with angle 0 between the wavenumber vector k and the direction n of the mean 
scalar gradient was represented by a Legendre series expansion, following Craya [1] 
and Herring [3]. For the velocity-velocity correlation, e.g., we have 
C«(k. i. i') = E £ i')fi(m)e?(k)e}(k), (2.15) 
A=i ;=o 
where i, j = 1,2, or 3 and 
,  k x n  2 , , ,  k x e ^ ( k )  n - k  
® \k^\ ' ® = Ik X e^(k)| ' " TkT ^ ^ ^ 
and Piifik) is a Legendre polynomial. The first eigenfunction contains only 
horizontal velocity components and is thus denoted the vortical component, while the 
second eigenfunction contains vertical and horizontal velocity components 
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Table 2.1: Initial Energy Distributions. 
Name Ehoriz. or (^hH Evert, or Vvv Epotential 
3-D Nonzero Nonzero Zero 
2-D Nonzero Zero Nonzero 
0-D Zero Zero Nonzero 
and is denoted the wave component of the velocity field (see Metais and Herring [9]. 
The velocity-velocity and scalar-scalar correlations are tensors of even order and so 
were represented by Legendre polynomials of even order (i.e. Pi{fik) with / = 2m, m = 
0,1,2,...), and the velocity-scalar and scalar-velocity correlations (vectors) by odd 
order Legendre functions of the first kind (P/(/ifc), with l = 2m -t-1, m = 0,1,2,...). 
The complete listing of the DIA equations will appear in a future paper. 
The geometric coefficients were evaluated using the method of residues (Schu­
mann and Herring [12]) while the wavenumber convolution integrals were evaluated 
using two dimensional tensor B-splines. The time integration of the differential equa­
tions was effected by the use of the exact integrating factors (determined by use of the 
eigenvalues from equations (2.11) and (2.12)) for the linear portion of the equations, 
analogous to the method outlined in Kraichnan [6]. 
Both numerical methods employed wavenumbers between 1 and 32. The simu­
lations were performed with a box size of 64® while the DIA computations used 18 
wavenumbers spaced logarithmically. In keeping with the exploratory nature of this 
study—as well as to remain within the memory limits of the available computational 
equipment—the Herring-Craya representations for the correlation and response func­
tions were limited to one Legendre coefficient each. 
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The initial energy distributions used for the DIA/DNS comparisons are summa­
rized in Table 2.1 with <^kh = 2iTk^ipQ~^{k,t=0)dk, (^vv = 2nk'^(pQ~^{k,t=0)dk, 
Ehoriz. = r f-i ^k'l[/ii(k, t=0}H/22(k, t=0)]dM,dk, Evert. = /o~ fh ^ k'C/aaik, t=0)dpikdk, 
and with EpQ^g^tial = fo° /-i 27rPP(k, t=0)dij,kdk. The 3-D case may be active or 
fossil (buoyancy-dominated) depending upon the hydrodynamic conditions, while the 
2-D and 0-D cases are used as idealizations of possible fossil turbulence situations. 
Although the value of v'vv depends, in general, upon both and Eyert.s 
lowest order truncation used in this study requires i^vv to be identically zero when 
Evert, is zero, i.e. for the 2-D and 0-D initial conditions, thus enabling a direct 
comparison between the DIA and DNS results for these cases. All nonzero initial 
energy spectral shapes were of the form ak^t~^'' with a and h constant and peak 
wavenumber k = i.76, except for the value 3.60 used with the scalar field in the 2-D 
case. A viscosity value of i/ = 0.007 was employed. All results are for Brunt-Vaisala 
frequencies N of 2i: and a Prandtl number of 0.7 unless otherwise noted. 
Results and Discussion 
The results of the (truncated) DIA theory were assessed by comparing its per­
formance in the three cases of Table 2.1 with those of the DNS. The evolution of total 
energy (kinetic plus potential) for each of the cases outlined in Table 2.1 is plotted 
in Figure 2.3 as calculated by the DNS and the DIA computations. 
Both techniques yield similar results, although the DIA results are not quite as 
sensitive to initial conditions as are the DNS results. Both predict decreased rates 
of total energy dissipation as the turbulence field is reduced in initial importance, 
i.e. as first the vertical component and then all components are initialized with 
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zero kinetic energy. This occurs despite the fact that, with Pr = 0.7, the scalar 
diffusivity is higher than the kinematic viscosity. This attests to the importance, 
even under strongly buoyancy-dominated conditions, of the nonlinear energy cascade 
in determining total energy dissipation. 
Figure 2.4 compares the predicted evolutions of the haJf-horizontal energy fields 
for the DNS and DIA. The 3-D and 2-D cases display reasonably good agreement 
between the two methods, but significant disagreement occurs in the 0-D case. Al­
though the horizontal velocity field is isotropic in all cases, the 0-D represents an 
especially severe test of the DIA treatment of the nonlinear terms, since the growth 
of the horizontal kinetic energy is due solely to nonlinearities. Thus, while some 
errors in the DIA may not be significant in the 3-D and 2-D cases, they will be quite 
obvious in the 0-D situation. It is apparent that the truncated Legendre series ex­
pansion performs most poorly in the 0-D case. The question of to what degree the 
inclusion of higher order Legendre functions can improve this performance cannot be 
answered at this time. 
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 compare the results of the two techniques for the potential 
and vertical kinetic energy histories of the 0-D problem. They are representative 
of all the cases tested. Again the DIA displays shortcomings in its treatment of 
nonlinearities, as it tends to oscillate more strongly than the DNS, behaving like 
the linear problem in that the energies become very nearly zero at their minima. 
The difference in phase is unexplained at this time but may also be due to the 
nonlinearities. 
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 compare the evolution of the scalar transport eddy dif­
fusivity ratio (£h/a = —{u3'd)/aa) and the scalar transport correlation coefficient 
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(/)u® = {usd)fu'^'d'), respectively, cis computed by the DNS for the three cases of 
Table 2.1. The large p^e magnitudes observed in air flow experiments by Lienhard 
and Van Atta [8] and numerically by Metais and Herring [9] and by Sanderson and 
Hill [11] are evident in Figure 2.8. Although oscillations of p^e for the 3-D and 2-D 
cases are opposite in phase, the differences in amplitude between the two cases are 
relatively small, apparently due to the presence in both cases of significant amounts 
of horizontal kinetic energy contributing to the nonlinearities of the problem. The 
0-D cztse displays somewhat stronger oscillations, perhaps due to reduced nonlineari­
ties caused by the low levels of the horizontal velocity field compared with the other 
Ccises. The DIA results for these quantities behave in a similar manner but display 
the same shortcomings as discussed earlier with respect to the half-horizontal kinetic 
energy field in the 0-D problem. 
The DIA also shows some interesting characteristics of the anisotropy of the 
turbulence. Figure 2.9 shows the evolution of the ratio of the vertical and horizontal 
DIA eigenfunctions at two wavenumbers in the 3-D case for conditions similar to those 
used by Metais and Herring [9] (Pr = 1, iV=0.98), in which the initial potential energy 
field was small but nonzero. The highest wavenumber (A;=29.145 or k* = fcAo = 12.15) 
is well into the dissipation range, while the lower one {k = 10.029 or k* = 4.18) 
is in the upper end of the energy containing range. Although these experiments 
showed a transition to buoyancy domination, neither wavenumber exhibits significant 
anisotropy. To obtain more history with the DIA (which requires all historical values 
of the variables due to its two time structure), subsequent studies used the higher 
value of N = 2tt. 
Figure 2.10 illustrates the DIA eigenfunction ratio for the same two wavenum-
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bers at the higher N for a 3-D problem. Significantly more anisotropy, indicated by 
the deviation of the eigenfunction ratio from unity, is evident at both wavenumbers, 
especially for k in the energy-containing range, due to the stronger stratification. The 
corresponding behavior for the high wavenumber under 0-D conditions (all initial en­
ergy in the potential field) for Prandtl numbers of 0.7 and 200 is shown in Figure 2.11 
and the same for the lower wavenumber in Figure 2.12. Both wavenumbers exhibit 
significantly stronger oscillations than for the 2-D problem. Although the low Prandtl 
number case (Pr = 0.7) has oscillatory integrating factors over a wider wavenumber 
range than does the high Prandtl number case (Pr = 200), the latter case displays 
stronger high wavenumber oscillations even though oscillations are absent from the 
linear problem at this Pr. 
The enhanced anisotropy of the kinetic energy field in the case of 0-D initial 
conditions is due to the efficient (linear) transfer of energy from the potential field 
to the vertical velocity field and the relatively slower nonlinear transfer from the 
vertical to horizontal velocity components. This is illustrated in Figure 2.13 where 
the vertical energy, predicted by DNS and normalized with respect to total energy, is 
plotted as a function of time for the three cases of Table 2.1. The 0-D case experiences 
oscillations of the largest magnitude. The effectiveness of the linear energy transfer 
is also reflected in the comparison of the scalar transport correlation coefficients in 
Figure 2.8. Although the differences are not so pronounced here, the 0-D case exhibits 
the highest oscillation peaks. With reference to Figure 2.13, it should be pointed 
out that differences in initial potential energies could account for these variations. 
However, the differences in initial potential energies are less by a factor of two, while 
the two vertical energy fields differ in peaks by a factor of approximately three. It 
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appears that the presence of significant horizontal kinetic energy may act to damp the 
oscillations in the vertical field by nonlinear energy transfer to and from the vertical 
modes. 
Figures 2.14-2.16 compare typical DNS three-dimensional spectra of the vertical 
kinetic, half-horizontal, and potential energy fields for the 0-D, 2-D, and 3-D cases at 
a Prandtl number of 0.7. The figures show that there is more scalar energy at low k 
in the 0-D and 2-D cases than in the 3-D case. Also, the energy spectra for the 2-D 
case resemble those of the 0-D case at low k and the 3-D case at high k, probably 
because of the smaller nonlinear transfer rate in the 0-D case. 
Figures 2.17 and 2.18 compare typical spectra from DIA computations for the 
0-D case and Prandtl numbers of 0.7 and 200. The vortical eigenfunction (<Pbb) 
spectrum displays a pronounced upward shift in peak wavenumber compared to the 
wave eigenfunction (Vvv) and potential energy spectra. The shift is not nearly as 
pronounced with the half-horizontal and vertical kinetic energy spectra, probably 
due to the clearer distinction between vortical and wave modes in the eigenfunction 
representation. There is a reversal of relative magnitudes of vertical and potential 
energies between the DNS and DIA results, possibly because of a phase shift in the 
energy exchange between these fields, as suggested by Figures 2.5 and 2.6. Increasing 
the Prandtl number in Figure 2.18 does not significantly affect the low k spectral 
shapes or relative peaks. This suggests that inferences from the studies of Stillinger, 
et al. [13] and Itsweire, et al. [4], concerning the large scales of the velocity and scalar 
fields, may be applied to Prandtl numbers near unity. 
Figure 2.19 compares the spectra for the horizontal, vertical and potential en­
ergies of the nonlinear DIA and the linear (RDT) problems for N = 2t. The linear 
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RDT analysis displays no spectral shift; rather, all of the spectra evolve to the same 
shape. The shift in the DIA spectrum appears to be a result of stronger nonlinear 
energy transport up the wavenumber spectrum for the horizontal kinetic energy than 
for the vertical kinetic and potential energies. Examination of the exact kinetic ajid 
potential energy equations suggests a reason for this difference. The equations for a 
vertically oriented gradient (n,- = ^ ,-3) are 
(^ + ^)t^ii(k,0 = -i-Pimn(k) ^ (um(p,iK(q,0"i(-k,0> (2.17) 
[it  ^ ~  ^
-«P3mTi(k) Y1 ("m(p,0"n(q,i)u3(-k,t)) (2.19) 
p+q=k 
- t km S  (^m(p ,0 i^ (q ,0^ ( -k , i ) ) ,  (2 .21 )  
P+q=k 
with the equation for C/22(k,f) similar to that for Un{k,t). The nonlinear terms in 
equations (2.17) through (2.21) are formed from the product of three dynamical quan­
tities. The third variable is associated with the energy variable for which the equation 
is derived: ui{—k,t) for the equation governing Uu{k,t), U3(—k,i) for the equation 
governing £/33(k,i), and i9(—k,i) for the equation governing U00{k,t). The stratifica­
tion reduces the magnitude of the vertical velocity components and scalar variables 
to values which are generally less than those of the horizontal velocity components. 
Thus the vertical kinetic and potential energy equations have nonlinear terms whose 
third factors are reduced in magnitude by the stratification, while the third factors of 
the horizontal kinetic energy nonlinear terms are the relatively undamped horizontal 
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velocity components. The nonlinear terms in the potential energy equation contain 
one velocity factor and two scalar factors and thus are doubly reduced by the strati­
fication. Consequently, the potential and vertical kinetic energies can be expected to 
behave in a somewhat more linear fashion than does the horizontal kinetic energy. 
Conclusions 
The truncated DIA tested here appears to predict qualitatively correct behavior 
of buoyancy-dominated or fossil turbulence but is inadequate for producing reliable 
quantitative results. It is possible that the angular dependence of the eigenfunctions 
requires more accurate representation by retaining higher order Legendre functions 
than used here. The numerical studies of fossil turbulence have shown some interest­
ing dependencies upon the relative energy distributions. These include (1) enhanced 
oscillations of the scalar transport correlation coefficient and the vertical kinetic en­
ergy field, (2) a higher degree of anisotropy (especially at high Prandtl numbers) for 
the cases with zero initial vertical kinetic energy compared to the case of an isotropic 
initial velocity field, and (3) a stronger spectral shift of energy to low wavenumbers 
for the scalar and vertical velocity fields than for the horizontal velocity field. This 
last effect appears to be due to the repression of the nonlinearities of the scalar and 
vertical velocity fields by the mean density gradient. The high Pr results indicate 
little effect of Pr on this peak wavenumber shift, implying a small Pr effect on the 
large scale motions. 
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Figure 2.9: Evolution of the DIA eigenfunction ratio for 
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CHAPTER 3. TURBULENT PASSIVE SCALAR TRANSPORT: 
ASYMPTOTIC STATES OF EXPERIMENT, RDT, DIA, AND DNS 
A paper to be submitted to Physics of Fluids 
Robert C. Sanderson, ^ Andy D. Leonard, ^ Robert M. Kerr, ® and James C. Hill ^ 
Abstract 
The problem of decaying turbulent passive scalar transport (Corrsin's problem 
with diffusion) is studied using linear analysis (rapid distortion theory or RDT), 
Kraichnan's direct interaction approximation (DIA) and direct numerical simulation 
(DNS) and compared with laboratory experiments. The results from both the DIA 
and DNS compare favorably with the experiments of Sirivat and Warhaft, and Bud-
wig, Tavoularis and Corrsin both qualitatively and quantitatively. The RDT study 
reveals that much of the qualitative behavior observed in experiments, such as the 
tendency for the system to evolve towards some statistically asymptotic state, are 
embodied in the linear results. Specifically, predictions from the linear theory for 
lengthscale ratios (both integral and microscale) are in good agreement with nonlin-
^Monument, Co. 80132 
^CFD Research, Corp., Huntsville, Al. 35805 
^National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Co. 80307 
^lowa State University, Ames, la. 50011 
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ear results but the linear values for the scalar transport correlation coefEcient contain 
significant error. 
Agreement between DNS and DIA are reasonbly close for the velocity field and 
scalar transport with Gaussian initial spectra, but differ significantly for exponential 
spectra. Linear and DIA runs show significant dependence of scalar transport upon 
initial spectral shapes. Although the transport problem is anisotropic, it is shown that 
DIA results using only the first Legendre functions yield integrated results identical 
to those obtained with two harmonics. 
Introduction 
The presence of a uniform mean scalar gradient preserves homogeneity while 
adding a linear source term to the scalar problem. While the linear effects of this 
term may be predicted in closed form for some spectral shapes, this is not the case 
when nonlinear convection is included. Thus the need for experiments, both phys­
ical and numerical, remains. The first such physical experiments were performed 
by Wiskind [24]. He confirmed the predictions by Corrsin [4] that 1) an initially 
uniform mean scalar gradient would retain its profile and magnitude in the presence 
of isotropic turbulence, and 2) the scalar variance would experience a linear growth 
rate. Although his instrumentation was not adequate for the accurate measurement 
of scalar transport, he obtained an eddy diffusivity ratio of about 17 and scalar trans­
fer correlation coefficient of —0.48. Hill [8] performed steady-state DIA computations 
under the conditions of Wiskind's experiment using assumed analytical velocity field 
statistics and observed corresponding values of 20-26 and -0.30 to -0.39 depending 
upon the assumed form of velocity field statistics. 
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More recent experiments by Sirivat and Warhaft [23] and Budwig, Tavoularis and 
Corrsin [3] concentrated upon the characterization of evolving low Reynolds number 
turbulent heat transfer and the effects of the initial thermal to mechanical lengthscale 
ratio upon the evolution of a turbulent scalar field and associated turbulent scalar 
transport. They found that the lengthscale ratio influenced the evolution of the 
scalar field but had minimal late time effects as the turbulent velocity field appeared 
to bring all initial fields to similar asymptotic states. 
The goal of the present work is two-fold. The first task was to perform nu­
merical computations of passive scalar transport at moderate turbulent Reynolds 
numbers (approximately Rxo of 40) using direct numerical simulation (DNS) and the 
direct interaction approximation (DIA) of Kraichnan [10] under conditions similar to 
the laboratory experiments of Sirivat and Warhaft [23]. This allows comparison of 
the numerical techniques with each other and with experiment. The DIA possesses 
demonstrated deficiencies (i.e. its lack of Galilean invaiiance with respect to small 
scale structures convected by random large scale motions) which other newer closure 
theories do not have (e.g., the test field model (TFM, see Kraichnan [14]) and the eddy 
damped quasi-normal markovianized (EDQNM, see, e.g., [2]). While these theories 
are Galilean invariant and predict a inertial spectral regime (compared with the 
fc-3/2 predicted by the DIA) they require scaling constants provided by comparison 
with experiment, whereas the DIA is a complete theory with no empirical constants. 
Thus the use of the DIA constitutes a more rigorous theoretical statistical closure 
approach. Herring [15] noted that, while Markovianized closures (such as the TFM 
and EDQNM) display superior accuracy for high Rx relative to the DIA, the latter 
performs equally well at low to moderate R\ which corresponds to the conditions for 
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this study. 
The second task, the various physical mechanisms which paxticipate in the pas­
sive scalai- transport problem are investigated. The linear mechanisms, scalar and 
viscous dissipation and the scalar transport term (which is linear due to the unifor­
mity of the mean scalar field gradient) will be studied using linear analysis (here­
inafter called rapid distortion theory or RDT, c.f. [22] or [1]) and compared with the 
nonlinear convective mechanisms. 
The spatial turbulence velocity field, u,(x,f), may be expanded in a discrete 
Fourier series 
w.(x, 0 = Z) ^ f(x, (3.1) 
k 
(c.f., Kraichnan [10]). The nondimensionalized equations (transformed to Fourier 
space) governing passive scalar transport are: 
+ u.(k,i) = -|^.mn(k) XI "m(p,0'^n(q,0 (3.2) 
P+q=k 
( ^  + ' ? ( k , < ) - h n , u , ( k , < )  =  - t k m  ( 3 . 3 )  
p+q=k 
where the variables are defined as (with the caret denoting dimensional variables and 
subscript o denoting initial time value) : 
R x { t )  =  U { t ) X g  
Pr = -
Ui{ k , t )  =  
d { k , t )  =  
a 
Mi(k,t) 
«o 
Hk,i)  
aXg 
k = kAj 
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( = 
€L  ^ "•* OiTh\ 
-Pmn(k) = + 
i'tm(k) = Sim-
where v is the kinematic viscosity, a is the scaiax difFusivity, and a is the mean scaiax 
gradient vector. The corresponding governing equations for the two point-single time 
correlations are 
d t  R x o  
— —iPirnni}^ (''''"(P) 
P+q=k 
£  { l + P r ) P  
d t  P tRxo t ,  t )  +  r i j U i j i k ,  t ,  t )  =  
-^-Pimn(k) Xi ("m(p,<K(q,<)'^(-k,t)) 
d 
p+q=k 
(3.5) 
p+q=k 
'd (l+Pr)P 
d t  P r R x o  
U e j { k , t , t )  +  n i U i j ( k , t , t )  =  
-^Pjmn{ - k )  X )  ( U m ( - p , i K ( - q , i ) ' ^ ( k , 0 )  
^ A 
p+q=k 
-ikrn {'^m{p ,t) 'd{q ,t)Uj{-k,t)) (3.6) 
p+q=k 
2k^ 
U e e { k ,  t ,  t )  + m  (17,^(k, t ,  t )  + U e i { k ,  t ) )  =  
d t  P r R x o  
(3.7) 
p+q=k 
Note that, due to the normalization chosen for the scalar field, the scaiax transport 
term does not involve the gradient magnitude, only its direction. Thus the dimen-
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sionless groups which arise from these equations are the turbulent Reynolds number, 
Rxo, and the Prandtl number, Pr. The linearized equations (derived by setting the 
right hand sides of equations (3.4) through (3.7) to zero) are given by equations (3.8). 
2fe^ 0 0 0 t ,  t )  
U i e { k , t , t )  
- n j  ( l + P r ) k ^  PTR\C 0 0 U i 0 ( k , t , t )  
U e j { k , t , t )  -rii 0 
(1+Pr)fc2 
PTR\O 0 
0  
- m  - T l j  2k' U 0 o { k , t , t )  PrRxo . U g e { k , t , t )  
(3.8) 
When equations (3.8) are solved and integrated with respect to k for given initial 
conditions, the scalar and mechanical lengthscales enter the integrated results via 
specification of the initial spectral peak wavenumbers (see Table 3.2). 
Numerical Methodology 
The DIA equations were derived by perturbation and expansion from the com­
plete turbulent flow following the development by Kraichnan [10] and Leslie [18] and 
verified by comparison with the real space DIA equations for shear and thermally 
driven turbulence reported by Kraichnan [11]. They are listed in Appendices A 
and B. The statistical functions were represented using an eigenfunction decompo­
sition described by Craya [5] and Herring [15], and the angular dependence of the 
eigenfunctions was represented using Legendre polynomials for the scalar-scalar and 
velocity-velocity functions, whereas the scalar-velocity quantities employed associ­
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(3.9) 
ated Legendre functions in a manner analogous to that of Herring [15], i.e.: 
A=1 
= 12 (k)e}(k) 
A=1 /=0 
U i g { k , t , t ' )  =  
A=1 
2 00 
Asl1=1 
Uo:{k, t , t ' )  = ^V3v(k,t,t')e)(k) 
A=1 
A=11=1 
U e e { k , t , t ' )  =  v ? „ ( k , f , i ' )  
= i f  i ' )P2l( fJ 'k)  
1=0 
This representation was previously used in studies of stably stratified turbulence 
by Sanderson et. al. (see [19, 20, 21]), In this study only the first term of each 
Legendre series representation is used. This truncation is exact for the velocity field 
and the scalar-scalar response function (which axe isotropic as described by Hill [8]). 
The scalar-velocity and scalar variance functions are anisotropic and truncation is 
expected to incur some degree of error. 
The numerical code used for the DIA studies employed a predictor-corrector time 
stepping algorithm with the linear terms treated exactly using an eigenvector analysis 
analogous to the technique described by Kraichnan [12]. Eighteen wavenumbers were 
employed with a logarithmic distribution given by 
kn = A(e^" - 1) (3.10) 
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Table 3.1: Wavenumbers used in the DIA computations. 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
k 1.00 2.06 3.20 4.40 5.68 7.04 8.49 10.03 11.67 
n 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
k 13.41 15.26 17.24 19.33 21.56 23.94 26.46 29.15 32.00 
with 
A = 15.70746468 
B = 0.06171955 
1 < k <32 
1 < n <18 
and listed in Table 3.1. The wavenumber convolution integrals were evaluated 
using two dimensional tensor B-splines to approximate the geometric coefficients, 
statistical function product, e.g., in the 
following manner: 
rssl 3=1 
t=l U=1 
The functions like Br(p) are one dimensional spline functions of argument p with 
their bilinear product (e.g., Bt(p)Bu(q)) constituting a tensor B-spline function (of. 
[6]) and the quantities Crs are the spline function coefficients. The spline functions 
at the data points may be expressed as follows: 
= Cr,B,,B.j (3.11) 
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^''{PR,t,s)(p''{qs,t,s) = CtuBtRBus (3.12) 
where the Einstein summation convention for repeated indices is followed, and 
Bri = Bripi) ,  
and similarly for the other B matrices. Equations (3.11) and (3.12) may be inverted 
to solve for the coefficients Crs and Cm-
C,. = 
Ci. = v'CpK.'.sjv'Cw.'.sj-Brs-SiB 
The tensor spline functions are multiplied together and integrated analytically. The 
complete expression is 
[I  . P. q)<P^{P, i ,  •s)v?''(9, t ,  s)  dp dq = 
JJp+<l=k 
E fl'P''iPR^t^s)ip''{qs,t,s)B-lB;^AlZn{k,Pi,qj)B-}B;}^ x 
R=1 5=1 
X f f  Brip)B,iq)Bt{p)B^{q) dp dq (3.13) 
All sums were computed using precomputed geometric coefficient Afif^^{k,pi,qj) 
values, with the exception of the R and S sums. The results were stored for use 
during the DIA computations when the specific values for ipfjipR, t, s) and (Pabils, 5) 
are known, multiplied by each other and by the appropriate B-spline coefllicients, and 
then summed over R and S to determine the current value of the pq integral. The 
time history integrals were evaluated using one dimensional B-splines in a manner 
analogous to the above method. 
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 compare p-q integration results obtained using the B-spline 
technique described above with those obtained analytically for the isotropic velocity-
velocity and scalar-scalar field nonlinear terms. The response functions were assumed 
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to be unity (i.e., i = i' = 1) for ease of the analytical integration while the correlation 
functions were assumed to be of the form . The figures show close agreement 
between the two techniques, thus validating the numerical scheme. 
The simulations were performed using the pseudo-spectral code of Kerr [9] using 
a third order Runge-Kutta time integration algorithm. The code was modified to 
allow the evaluation of the scalar gradient terms by Leonard [17]. A simulation size 
of 80^ equidistantly spaced Fourier modes was employed. These simulations were 
performed on a Cray X-MP at the National Center for Scientific Applications at 
Urbana, Illinois. 
The DIA was initialized by assigning to each wavenumber node the amount of 
energy defined by the prescribed initial spectra while the DNS was initialized by 
assigning to each node an independent, uncorrelated, Gaussian amount of energy 
satisfying the prescribed initial spectra. Initial spectral shapes for both numerical 
methods were of two types. One (which will be referred to as Gaussian) is that of 
Kraichnan [13], i.e. 
E{k,  Q = (3.14) 
where Uq is the initial turbulence intensity and ko is the peak wavenumber of the 
spectrum. A second shape (which will be called exponential) is 
Eik,Q = ^ul^e-^-k (3.15) 
These two spectra were used to numerically investigate the effects upon the system 
evolution of different initial spectral conditions. 
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Results and Discussion 
Whereas the governing equations for the turbulent fluctuating velocity and scaiar 
variables are nonlinear, it is instructive to study the simpler linear problem. In this 
way it possible to separate, at least partially, the linear effects from those due to the 
nonlinear terms so that the roles of each may be more clearly understood. In the first 
sub-section the behavior of the linear equations is studied in some detail while in the 
following sub-sections the nonlinear results are presented, discussed and compared 
with the linear results and with previous experimental results. 
Linear Analysis 
The following definitions are used for the energies (with subscript 'u' indicating 
the velocity field and subscript '5' denoting the scalar field): 
Eyy{k, t)  = 2irk^Uii{k, t)  = 27rA:^(tii(k, <)«»(—k,<)) (3.16) 
Er,g[k,t) = AirPUie{k,t) = 47rfc^(u,(k, f)i?(—k,<)) 
Egg{k, t)  = A7rk' 'Ug9{k, t)  = 47rfc2(^(k,  i )^(-k,  t))  
The various lengthscales are now defined as 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
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5 t )  dk 
Srk^E,^ik, t )  dk (3.21) 
Afl = 
12ai?2 
eoe 
\ 
6!: 'Egeik, t )dk (3.22) 
S: 'k^Ee9{k, t)dk 
The velocity integral lengthscale is longitudinal, consistent with that used by Siri-
vat and Warhaft while the transverse velocity microscale is used. Equations (3.19) 
through (3.22) yield the following relationships for the lengthscale ratios: 
Lg{t)  _  2 
Lj{t)  -  3 
M) = I 
A.(0 ~ V 
j^ issmdkf^E, ,{k, t )  dk 
j^MMmdkf^Eeg{k, t)  dk 
7o~ Eggik, t) dkS^k^E, ,{k, t )dk'  
(3.23) 
(3.24)  5 [/o°° £„„(&, t )  dk /o°° k^Eeaik,  t )  dk_ '  
Examination of equations (3.23) and (3.24) indicates that the lengthscale ratios are 
independent of the exact spectral shapes if the scalar and velocity spectra are pro­
portional to each other,  i .e .  if  Eeg{k, t)  = cE.uv{k, t) .  
The solutions for equations (3.8) are (with At = t  — to)  
^At  Evv{k, t)  = Eyy{k, to)e~  ^ ^>^0 
ll±Prl*lA/ 
E,o{ k , t )  =  E,e{ k , t o ) e -
+£?„„(A, to)  2PrRxo 
_{1-Pr)k\  
2*1 PrRXo - e At 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
Eee{k, t)  = Egeik, to)e 
Evg{kt  to)  2PrRxo 
+  E y v [ k ,  f o ) g  
_{1-Pr)k\  
PrR\o 
— e e 
2 
2)t' 
+ 
-•Ir-At e •'^Ao — e •At (3.27) {1-Pr)k^ 
with the equation governing Egv{k, t)  identical with equation (3.26). If the Gaussian 
spectral shape (equation (3.14) is used for the initialization of each field with arbitrary 
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peak spectral wavenumber, these three equations may be integrated with respect to 
wavenumber k to yield the evolution expressions for the total "energy" of each field 
(where we define the kinetic energy as dk):  
E^{t)  = Eyy{to)  
EyO{t)  = Eyg{to)  
+Eyv{io)  
1 + 
Rxo 
(3.28) 
^ (1 + Af" 
2PrR\o 
'PrRxo'  • 8 
.1 — Pr.  9^2 
• (1 + Pr)kl  At  
2PrRxo 
3 
2 \ At! l + -2^ 
"Ao 
(3.29) 
E$o{t)  = Ege{to)  \ ^ kle Atl 
PrRxo 
—Ev${to) 
+Evvito)  
PrRxo'  
L l - P r J  
\PrRxo}'  
8 
3H 
- {  1 + 
L 1  - P r J  
k l A t ]  
ovB. 
32 
1 + {1+Pr)k^yg At  
2PrRxo 
1 + klvS 
PrRxo 
+ 
Rxo 
- 2  
i l+Pr)kl ,At  
2PrRxo 
+ 1 I h i  At  
PrRxc FT (3.30) 
For the velocity field, the additional integrals required for the lengthscale ratios 
are total  dissipation (£vv(0) -^^(0 (= /o*'  Evv{k, t) lk  dk)\  
Sw{t)  — £vv{to)  
Et{t)  = E^it . )  
1  +  ^ A t  
"Ao 
k^ 
l  +  ^ A t  
•^Xo 
-2 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
while those for the scalar field are 
kloAt] £eo{t)  = £ee{to)  
— Ev${to)  
1 + 
PrRxo 
+ 
4 1 [ 
[l - PrJ 
. 
(1 + Pr)kl f  At  
2PrRxo 
1 + kle Afl 
PrRxo 
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Table 3.2: Definition of initial quantities for Gaussian initial spectra. 
Field E{Q £(<o) EHto) L{to)  m 
Velocity 3 2 
_15_p 
y^itkov 
\/2ir 
kov 
2 
kov 
Scalar 1 2PTRXO 
2y2 
3>/wfcoe 
2\/2T 
3kcS 
2 fe 
f c o o V s  
+Evti{io)  PrRxo • 16 • 
Rxo 
Egei^)  = ^oei^o) 
— Ey0{to) 
+Evv{io)  
- 2  
PrR>,o 
1 + 
-2  
{l  + Pr)klAt  
2PrR\o + 
1 + 
PrR\o 
(3.33) 
+ 
PrRxo'  1 6 / 2  / 
[l -PrJ 3 Vt 1 
1 + ( l + P r ) A L A f l  
2PrRxo 
-1 
_|_ ova 
PrRx,  
32 /2 r, ^ 
Q k l ^ i w . l - P r .  
^"'1 
I (3. 
+ 
(3.34) 
iPr[Rxo + Af][Pri2Ao + Af] 
The initial values (e.g., E^viio) for each of the above quantities are listed in 
Table 3.2. 
These expressions may now be used to generate the various lengthscaJes. It can 
be seen that the second and third terms in equations (3.30), (3.33) and (3.34) are 
zero at time Af = 0 . Thus the initial time lengthscales are identical to those for the 
isotropic turbulent scalar problem with zero mean scalar gradient: 
L$(to)  
Lf{to)  
Ap(to) 
fepv" 
he 
kos 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
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where it is obvious the relative spectral peaks are important. 
The magnitudes of the time function exponents in the third terms of equa­
tions (3.30), (3.33) and (3.34) are smaller than those appearing on the remaining 
terms. Thus at long times the third terms dominate, i.e. the velocity field contri­
butions will overwhelm the initial scalar and scalar transport fields. The various 
lengthscales at moderate times are thus 
L j { t )  —  
L e { t )  =  
1 - f - ^  A f  
•^Ao 
. 2 ; R\o 
F^{Pt)  
X g { t )  = 2\/6 At 
Rxo 
F2{Pr) 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
with 
FiiPr)  = 
FiiPr)  = 
^{1 + Pr)ln 4Pr 
y/r+~Pr{l + y/Pr) — 2y/2Pr 
(1 Pr) [(1 -F V^)(l  Pr) -  2pPr{l  Pr)  
(1 + Pr\/Pr)(l -j- PrY — ^Pr^2PT{l  + Pr) 
The Taylor microscale Reynolds number evolution is given by 
kl, R x { t )  =  R \ { t o )  l  +  ^ A t  (3.42) 
with 
Rx{to)  = Rxo = 
vka (3.43) 
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For long times the lengthscale ratios are: 
= 5 Fi^Pr) (3.44) 
^ F2(Pr) (3.45) 
These asymptotic values contain no dependence upon the spectral peaJc wavenumbers. 
At long times the contribution of the velocity field to the scalar field dominates the 
scalar field behavior so differences between the spectral peaks of the velocity, scalar 
transport and scalar fields disappear. 
Another quantity of interest is the scalar transport correlation coefficient, pus-
This is defined to be 
_ < u;i9 > 
where w is the turbulent velocity in the direction of the mean scalar gradient and 
a superscript / affixed to a variable denotes the intensity of that turbulent quantity. 
< wd > is the scalar-velocity correlation (or turbulent scalar transport) in the direc­
tion of the mean scalar gradient. For isotropic passive scalar transport the correlation 
coefficient is given (for long time t, moderate Pr and zero initial scalar transport) by 
lim ««) = 2PrV2rr-{l+Pr)Vr+7-r 
* (1 + Pr) [(1 + Pr)(l + y/P?) -  2y/2Pr{l  + Pr)\ '  
Thus, with respect to the lengthscale ratios and scalar transport correlation coef­
ficient, the linear case tends towards an asymptotic state determined only by the 
Prandtl number. As Pr varies over its range, 0 < Pr < oo it is of interest to 
determine the asymptotes of puS. Accordingly: 
\ i m p u e  =  ^  — 5 ^  =  ^  ( 3 . 4 8 )  
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and 
1 
4 l-2v/2 lim puB = 1=— P t-*00 y/^ 
Nonlinear Results 
Hv At 
= 0 (3.49) 
The inclusion of the nonlineaj convection terms in the governing equations adds 
transport of "energy" up the spectrum of each field. This will serve to alter the 
spectral shapes as well as enhance dissipation of each of the fields. The fields also 
experience enhanced decorrelation relative to the lineaj case. The effects of these 
phenomena upon lengthscale ratios and correlation coefficients will now be investi­
gated. The DIA and DNS predict nearly identical behavior for Rx{t) as shown in 
Figure 3.4. The evolution of total scalar variance is shown in Figure 3.5 for the 
case of zero initial scalar fluctuations {Le{to)f Lf{to) = 0). After an initial transient 
period, the growth is linear, in agreement with Corrsin's predictions and the results 
of experiments. The simulation results agree with those of the DIA fairly closely 
except at the last DNS point where it appears that the DNS begins to lag the DIA 
predictions. The reason for this becomes apparent in the next two figures. The total 
scalar dissipation as computed by the two techniques is compared in Figure 3.6 and 
is greater in the case of the DNS than for the DIA. The DNS predicts a higher rate of 
nonlinear scalar variance transfer to the higher wavenumbers (see Figure 3.7) leading 
to higher spectral levels at those wavenumbers than does the DIA. This results in an 
increased rate of scalar dissipation and thus reduced growth of the scalar field in the 
simulations. This difference may be due to the truncation of the Legendre function 
series representation for the DIA scalar-velocity and scalar-scalar fields. 
The discrepancy between the two numerical methods is most notable in the 
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predicted eddy diffusivity ratios, for example in Figure 3,8. The DIA results peak at 
a value of about 25 while the simulation results are lower (approximately 22). Because 
the scalar transport correlation coefficient normalizes the scalar-velocity correlation 
with the scalar intensity, the DIA and DNS results for this quantity (Figure 3.9) are 
quite close. The DIA results follow those of the DNS rather closely for the first eddy 
turnover time and, while still slowly decreasing in magnitude, level out between -0.7 
to -0.8. These results are quite close to those of experiment; eddy diffusivity ratios 
of 24 to 28 and scalar transport correlation coefficients of -0.7 to -0.8 in the studies 
of Sirivat and Warhaft [23] and Budwig, et al. [3]. 
The issue of appropriate numerical initial conditions is difficult to address due 
to the relative lack of knowledge about the experimental velocity, scalar and scalar 
transport fields immediately downstream of the turbulence generating grid. The 
experimental spectra, intensities, etc. are generally unknown as is the degree of 
inhomogeneity. The initial dissipation rates experienced in most wind tunnels (within 
a distance of x/M of approximately 30 of the grid) is considerably higher than that 
seen in numerical work using typical initial spectra. The issue of initial spectra 
was studied numerically by making comparisons between (isotropic) Gaussian and 
exponential shapes. The results are illustrated in Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 (see 
Table 3.3 for run conditions). Figures 3.10 and 3.11 exhibit the evolution of the DIA 
and DNS eddy diffusivity ratios. By the end of one eddy turnover time the evolution 
of the eddy diffusivity ratio computed by DNS is relatively unaffected by the initial 
spectra used. However the exponential initial spectra lead to values approximately 
25% higher (approximately 11.5 and 9.2) than do the Gaussian spectra. The DNS 
runs only extend to approximately one eddy circulation time while the DIA runs 
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Table 3.3: Initial conditions and identification for numerical runs. 
Run No. Rxo Ls{to)ILf{to)  Spectra Theories 
1 45 0.0 Exponential DIA/DNS 
2 35 1.0 Gaussian DIA/DNS 
3 35 0.5 Gaussian DIA/DNS 
4 35 1.0 Exponential DIA/DNS 
5 35 0.5 Exponential DIA/DNS 
6 45 0.0 Gaussian (vel.) DIA/RDT 
7 45 0.5 Gaussian DIA/RDT 
8 45 1.0 Gaussian DIA/RDT 
9 45 2.0 Gaussian DIA/RDT 
10 45 0.0 Exponential (vel.) DIA/RDT 
11 45 0.5 Exponential DIA/RDT 
12 45 1.0 Exponential DIA/RDT 
13 45 2.0 Exponential DIA/RDT 
are carried out to 8-10 circulation times, thus the long-time behavior of DNS scalar 
transport is not illustrated. The DNS and DIA eddy difFusivity ratio results with 
Gaussian initial spectra agree reasonably well although the DIA overpredicts the 
peak. The exponential results for the eddy difFusivity (Figure 3.10) show considerably 
more disagreement between the two numerical techniques. At the end of one eddy 
turnover time, the DIA is predicting values for en roughly 50% higher than does 
the DNS. This suggests a lower level of nonlinear mixing in the DIA than the DNS, 
as indicated by the spectral comparison in Figure 3.7. The DIA results do indicate 
significant long time differences in the evolution of ejj depending upon the initial 
spectral shapes. This point will be visited in more detail later. 
Figure 3.12 compares directly the evolution of the scalar transport correlation 
coefficient for the two different spectral shapes. Differences in evolution exist but 
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are small, and the final values are insensitive to the initial spectral specification. In 
addition, the DIA results are in closer agreement with those of DNS than was the 
case for e//. Both this agreement and the insensitivity to initial spectral conditions 
may be due to the ratio nature of p^e and a subsequent "cancellation of errors" 
effect. DIA overprediction of the scalar transport results in values of < w9 > as 
well cis excessive growth of the scalar variance. In puOi a too large < uji? > in the 
numerator is counteracted by a too large value for •d in the denominator leading to 
better agreement for /3„fl between DIA and DNS than is the case for < wd > and 
E g o .  
Comparison of Nonlinear and Linear (RDT) Results 
Another aspect of the initial condition problem was investigated experimentally 
by Sirivat and Warhaft [23] and by Bud wig, et al. [3]. They studied the effects 
of changing the initial scalar to velocity lengthscale ratio on the evolution and fi­
nal states of the turbulent scalar transport quantities. This was accomplished by 
physically changing the relative sizes of the grids producing the two fields. The sub­
sequent results indicated that, while the evolution of the fields might be significantly 
affected by the choice of initial lengthscale ratio, the systems evolved towards similar 
asymptotic states. 
This problem was also studied numerically using the DIA and linear (RDT) 
analysis. The initial lengthscale ratios were varied by changing the relative peak 
wavenumbers of the initial spectra for the velocity and scalar fields. Again, both 
exponential and Gaussian initial spectra were used to further study the effects of 
spectral shapes upon subsequent problem evolution. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 compare 
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the evolution of the DIA and RDT scalar variance with different initial lengthscale 
ratios for Gaussian and exponential spectra, respectively. As expected, the growth of 
the scalar energy in the RDT runs grows far more rapidly than predicted by the DIA. 
In addition, the RDT runs show enhanced scalar fluctuation levels with increased 
initial lengthscale ratio {LgolLvo)- However, after approximately 4-5 eddy turnover 
times the scalax growth rates are all quite close and not a strong function of LtolLvo' 
The DIA runs exhibit an enhancement of scalar fluctutions with increased LeojLyo but 
the differences are significantly reduced relative to the RDT case. Although the DIA 
results display a much stronger evolution towards a similar asymptotic condition, the 
runs for LgolLvo values of unity or less are more strongly asymptotic than for higher 
values. These higher LoolLyo runs may approach their asymptotic states more slowly 
than the runs lower initial lengthscale ratios due to the fact that much of the initial 
scalar "energy" is at low wavenumbers (i.e., large scales of motion) and is therefore 
not strongly affected by nonlinear mixing or diffusion. Thus more scalar transport 
and/or time is required to attain an asymptotic state than is the case for the lower 
L^olLyo runs. The presence of the DIA nonlinearities decreases the scaleu* field levels 
at 8-9 eddy circulation times (one eddy circulation time is given by tUo/Lf^) by a 
factor of 4-5. 
The effect of the initial spectral shapes upon the growth of the scalar energy 
is dramatic and displayed by both RDT and DIA computations. The exponential 
spectra lead to significant and sustained scalar field growth with no signs of abate­
ment throughout the 8-9 eddy circulation times studied. By contrast, the Gaussian 
RDT runs, while showing continual growth during this time, also exhibits significant 
abatement of the rate of that growth. 
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The DIA runs show very slow growth for LtolL^o values of unity or less while the 
run with Loojlvo of 2 actually has a declining scalar field after brief growth during 
the first eddy circulation time. Note that the nonlinear exponential scalar fields are 
all at levels of approximately 30-35 while the DIA Gaussian fields, at the same time, 
are at 5-6. Thus the exponential runs result in much more scalar growth (even for 
initially zero scalar fields) than do Gaussian initial conditions. 
These runs were conducted with the velocity spectral peak wavenumbers held 
constant as the spectral shapes were varied. While this introduced different values for 
LJo these differences were small. The Gaussian spectra, being much more peaked than 
the exponential, has a higher initial spectral peak value with subsequently shaxper 
declines in wavenumber space as k increcises. Thus the spectral gradients (i.e., the 
derivatives with respect to k) are initially larger for the Gaussian than the exponential 
spectra. This characteristic may lead to higher nonlinear transport from low to 
high wavenumbers, thus leading to higher dissipation rates than is the case for the 
exponential spectrum. As this occurs, the velocity field also nonlinearly mixes the 
scalar field in an analogous manner, which increases the rate of diffusion of the 
turbulent scalar field. The scalar to mechanical integral lengthscaie ratio also has 
an effect in determining the spectral position of the scalar energy relative to that 
of the velocity field. If this ratio is unity, the two spectra essentially lie upon each 
other. A low ratio indicates the scalar energy is concentrated at wavenumbers in 
the high k range of the velocity spectrum while a high ratio indicates concentration 
of scalar energy at wavenumbers in the low k range of the velocity spectrum. Low 
ratios may indicate a situation in which the scalar energy is not strongly convected 
by the velocity field as it lies predominantly at wavenumbers in which the velocity 
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nonlinearities are reduced from their peak. Physically this may correspond to a 
situation where the scalar field fluctuations are of such small size that the larger 
velocity fluctuations tend to convect them undistorted and not strain them into 
smaller scales. Conversely, high ratios indicate the bulk of the scalar energy resides 
at wavenumbers in the small k range of the velocity spectrum. This exposes nearly 
all the scalar energy to the strongest nonlineaj convection of the velocity field and 
thus rapid scalar energy diffusion. This corresponds to a physical picture of scalar 
fluctuations of sizes larger than most of those in the velocity field. This leads to nearly 
every velocity fluctuation straining the scalar fluctations into smaller sizes and thus 
may lead to a high rate of scalar energy diffusion. At this point this description is 
speculative but is consistent with the behavior described above. 
The eddy diffusivity ratio (Figures 3.15 and 3.16) displays no sensitivity to the 
initial lengthscale ratio. The initial velocity and scalar transport flelds, Prandtl 
number, and mean scalar gradient magnitude were the same for each run. Since the 
initial scalar transport fields were always zero, the RDT cases must have identical eu 
since they are always induced by the same velocity field acting upon the same mean 
scalar gradient. For the DIA runs, any variation from the RDT Ceises must be due 
to differences induced by the nonlinear terms in the scalar transport field equations. 
For these DIA runs those differences appear to be negligible. The initial spectral 
shapes have a pronounced effect upon the eddy diffusivity. The exponential spectra 
(Figure 3.15) lead to strongly growing RDT diffusivity ratio while the DIA results 
peak at approximately 4 circulation times and only slowly decays thereafter. In the 
Gaussian case (Figure 3.16) the RDT case peaks at about 5-6 circulations times and 
then begins a significant decay while the DIA peaks shortly after 1 eddy circulation 
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time and steadily decays afterward. In addition, the magnitudes of the exponential 
runs (155 RDT and «38 DIA) are significantly higher than those of the Gaussian 
runs («60 RDT and w20 DIA). These spectrally induced evolutionary differences 
are directly compared in Figures 3.17 (DIA runs) and 3.18 (linear runs) where the 
greatly enhanced scalar transport due to the exponential spectral shape is obvious 
even in the RDT Ccise. The effect of the nonlinear terms is to enhance the dissipation 
of scalar transport. 
The experiments of Sirivat and Warhaft also (nominally) changed only the initial 
scalar fields while maintaining constant velocity field conditions. However their re­
sults display some differences in the behavior of the eddy diffusivity ratio (see Figure 
16, Sirivat and Warhaft [23]). This occurred possibly due to different initial scalar 
transport characteristics induced by altering the temperature field producing grid. 
The evolution of the DIA correlation coefficients exhibit significant sensitivity to 
initial conditions in Figures 3.19 and 3.20. Both the RDT and the DIA results show 
strongly different evolutions strongly dependent upon initial lengthscale ratio but also 
display a tendency towards asymptotic states. The RDT runs appear to approach an 
asymptotic value very near unity with the approach rate inversely related to initial 
lengthscale ratio. The DIA results behave similarly but the asymptote is significantly 
different from that of RDT due to decorrelation by the nonlinearities. In both the 
RDT and DIA runs the asymptotic values appear to be determined by the case with 
zero initial scalar field. Although the exponential DIA runs tend to have correlation 
coefficients slightly lower in magnitude than those in the Gaussian runs, both cases 
result in asymptotic values between approximately -0.7 and -0.8. 
Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show the evolution of the DIA scalar to velocity integral 
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lengthscale ratio. The tendency towards an asymptotic state is strong and universal 
in Figure 3.21, the exponential case and holds in both the RDT and DIA cases. For 
the exponential case, the RDT cases evolve to a significantly lower ratio than do the 
DIA runs (about 0.9 vs. 1.1 at 8-9 turnover times) but all four lengthscale ratio 
runs are quite close to each other by this time. In the Gaussian cases, the differences 
between the RDT and DIA results are small and there is a marked difference in the 
behavior between the runs with initial lengthscale ratios of unity and lower compared 
with the higher values (true for both RDT and DIA runs) with final values of 0.9 
for the lower and 1.0 for the larger initial lengthscale ratios. Thus, while the effects 
of the nonlinearities in the DIA are to reduce the lengthscale ratio from its RDT 
values, these effects are strong functions of the initial spectra. Both RDT and DIA 
runs exhibit the tendency towards asymptotic states observed in experiments. The 
asymptotic DIA values of 0.9 to 1.0 are at the upper end of the experimental results 
(about 0.7-0.9) of Sirivat and Warhaft (see [23]). 
Use of the various initial lengthscale ratios and initial spectra selected for this 
study has shown that the DIA and DNS can numerically predict evolutionary be­
havior similar to that observed experimentally. In addition, the asymptotic values of 
lengthscale ratios and transport correlation coefficients are in reasonable agreement 
with those observed experimentally. However, the eddy diffusivity ratio (and sub­
sequently the scalar fluctuation field) is highly dependent upon the initial spectral 
shape used. The peak values for the DIA eddy diffusivity ratio bracket values re­
ported from experiments. However, the dependency of DIA scalar transport is shown 
here to be so strongly dependant upon initial spectra that attempting to evaluate the 
accuracy of the closure theory in predicting scalar transport seen in experiments is be-
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Table 3.4: Asymptotic values for Pr of 0,7. 
Variable RDT DIA DNS Experiment 
LeILf  0.73 w 0.9 — 0.7 to 0.9 
Xel Xg 1.196 1.2 to 1.4 — 0.9 to 1.2 
PuB -0.99 -0.7 to -0.8 -0.7 to -0.8 -0.7 to -0.8 
Table 3.5: Asymptotic values for Pr of 0.5. 
Variable RDT DIA DNS Experiment 
LeILf 0.5 0.80 w 0.9 — — 
X 9 /  X g  1.296 1.2 to 1.4 — — 
Pud -0.966 -0.65 to -0.75 — — 
yond the scope of this paper and will be addressed in a future paper. The differences 
between the exponential and Gaussian velocity spectra are illustrated in Figure 3.23 
at three different times during the runs. At early times, the Gaussian spectrum is 
more strongly peaked with a higher energy content at the peak than the exponential 
spectrum has. However, the energy content at the lowest two wavenumbers and in 
the higher wavenumber range is lower than in the exponential case. As time passes, 
the differences at the low wavenumbers reduce and the Gaussian case loses more en­
ergy at the peak and high wavenumbers than does the exponential. Over all time, 
the exponential case retains higher energy levels at the high wavenumbers. 
All fully nonlinear results presented herein were computed with a Prandtl number 
of 0.7 or (for some DIA runs) 0.5. Tables 3.4, and 3.5 list the lengthscale ratios and 
transport coefficients from linear and nonlinear computations as well as experiments. 
The available lengthscale results for all methods are surprisingly close. It should be 
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noted that the (nonlinear) analysis presented in equations (3.23) and (3.24) predicts 
an integral lengthscale ratio of 0.67 and microscale ratio of 1.10 which are aiso in 
reasonably good agreement with experiment. Thus lengthscale ratios appeax to infer 
more about relative spectral relationships than effects specific to the nonlinearities 
of the scalar transport problem. Although the range of Pr investigated is small, it 
still has a significant (if relatively small) effect upon the scalar transport correlation 
coefficient and the scalar to mechanical microscale ratio. 
While the correlation coefficients for the DIA, DNS and experiment are reason­
ably close, the linear analysis predicts magnitudes which are significantly higher than 
the nonlinear results. It is apparent that the nonlinearities serve to decorrelate the 
scalar and velocity fields at Pr of 0.7. From the few results presented here (linear 
and nonlinear) concerning Prandtl number variation, deviation of Pr from unity also 
serves to decorrelate these fields by enhancing the differences between the (viscous 
and conductive) dissipation characteristics of the velocity and scalar fields. 
These results indicate that the integral lengthscale and Taylor microscale ratios 
appear to be reasonably accurately predicted by linear analysis while the correlation 
coefficient is significantly affected by the presence of nonlinearities. 
Higher Legendre Coefficient Results 
All the DIA results presented above were obtained using only the first Legendre 
coefficients for the representation of all turbulence functions. This is exact for the 
velocity field functions (correlation and response functions) as well as the scalar field 
response function. However, it can be shown that the linear forcing terms in the 
scalar variance equation induces an angular dependence which requires the first two 
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even Lcgendre polynomials to described completely. While the lineax terms induce 
only sinusoidal angular dependence in the scalar transport field which is completely 
described by the first associated Legendre function, the presence of the scalar field 
covariances in the nonlinear terms of the transport equations implies higher order 
terms may be required to accurately describe these fields. 
The effects of including the second Legendre coefficients in DIA computations 
were studied, and the results are presented in Figures 3.24 and 3.25. The surprising 
result was that, although the second scalar variance coefficients achieved magnitudes 
approximately equal but opposite in sign to the first coefficients (as predicted by 
analysis of the RDT equations), there was no noticeable change in the actual scalar 
variance. In addition, the scalar transport field develops virtually zero magnitude in 
the second coefficient, implying that its angular dependence is accurately modeled 
using only the sinusoidal first associated Legendre function, P^{nk). In order to 
ensure the proper working of the DIA code, two other problems were studied. The 
first was passive scalar transport in anisotropic turbulence. The initial velocity field 
was anisotropic with 25% of the turbulence energy in the vertical mode and the 
remainder in the horizontal mode. The comparison of the one and two Legendre 
coefficient computations shows that inclusion of the higher harmonics reduces scalar 
transport due to the more accurate representation of the velocity field anisotropy. 
This is true for both the eddy diffusivity ratio as well as the scalar energy. The 
final problem is stably stratified turbulence with nonzero initial scalar (i.e., potential 
energy) field. Here the influence of the second coefficient is dramatic, significantly 
reducing the magnitude of the scalar field (and scalar transport) oscillations as well 
as reducing the oscillation period (increcising the frequency). The magnitude of this 
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effect is sufficient to bring these DIA results into much closer agreement with those 
of DNS (e.g., see Figure 5 of Sanderson et al. [21]). 
These results imply that the DIA code is computing the effects of the second 
Legendre coefficients correctly and is predicting that the second order coefficients do 
not affect the integrated scalar transport or scalar field intensity. The results pre­
sented above are believed to fairly represent the performance of the DIA in computing 
turbulent passive scalar transport. 
This numerical evidence is satisfactory for illustrating cases where higher Legen­
dre coefficients are necessary. However, it does not explain the mathematical reasons, 
nor provide physical insight as to why, the passive scalar transport problem requires 
only one coefficient for complete characterization of the evolution of integrated quan­
tities. Appendix C examines some numerically determined values for selected co­
efficients, wavenumbers and Legendre coefficients in a preliminary attempt to show 
that, in the case of isotropic velocity fields, the contributions in the nonlinear terms 
of each velocity eigenfunction towards building up higher order Legendre coefficients 
in the velocity-scalar covariance and scalar variance equations cancel each other out. 
Appendix A investigates analytically the nature of the coefficients for the linear forc­
ing (mean scalar gradient) term and show they contribute to only the first coefficient 
for the transport (velocity-scalar covariance) equations and only the first two coeffi­
cients in the scalar variance equations. Appendix D examines analytically the scalar 
and scalar transport field nonlinear coefficients which arise in the isotropic scalar tur­
bulence problem. The result is that these DIA coefficients, for the first and second 
eigenfunctions of the velocity field, are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign for 
the scalar transport field. Thus for an isotropic velocity field any contributions of the 
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isotropic part of the scalar transport field to higher harmonics sum to zero. Thus the 
only way that anisotropy can affect the integrated scalar trajisport (through these co­
efficients) is through anisotropy in the initial scalar field, initial transport field (which 
is normally initialized to zero) or an anisotropic velocity field. This result and those 
of the one and two coefficient runs suggest that the DIA may possibly predict only 
one nonzero Legendre coefficient for the scalar transport field and two for the scalar 
field and raises the question whether this may be also true for the exact problem. 
This is an area for future investigations. 
Conclusions 
The DIA and DNS results both appear to predict integrated single time statis­
tics in general qualitative and quantitative agreement with the studies by Sirivat and 
Warhaft, and Budwig et al. The DIA appears to underpredict the nonlinear scalar 
transfer, and thus the overall dissipation of scalar energy. This results in overpredic-
tion of the growth of the scalar variance and associated scalar transport (as shown 
in the eddy diffusivity ratio) although the scalar transfer correlation coefficient ap­
pears to be reasonably represented. Whether these disagreements are the result of 
the Legendre series truncations, the closure theory, or both cannot be determined on 
the basis of this study. Use of two Legendre coefficients did not measurably change 
the integrated results for the passive scalar transport problem while they significantly 
altered those for decaying stably stratified turbulence. The only field to develop sig­
nificant amplitude in the second coefficient was the scalar field. While it is shown 
that the linear isotropically initiated problem will only develop one coefficient in the 
velocity and scalar transport fields and two in the scalar field, it is surprising that 
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the nonlinear terms apparently develop no higher coefficients. It is speculated this 
may be a reflection of a return to isotropy type of behavior and it is proven that this 
is true for the case of the isotropic DIA scalar field nonlinear coefficients. While this 
behavior was not shown to hold for the other DIA nonlinear coefficients, it might and 
this is an area for future investigation. 
The lengthscale studies using the DIA show good qualitative agreement with the 
results of experiment. Changing the initial value of this quantity affects the initial 
evolution of the scalar and scalar transfer fields but all problems studied appeared 
to approach similar asymptotic states. This is in agreement with the experimental 
results of Sirivat and Warhaft [23] and Budwig, et al. [3]. 
Compcirison of the linear studies with the numerical and experimental work 
indicates that lengthscale ratios (both integral and dissipation) are surprisingly well 
predicted using only linear analysis. The scalar transport correlation coefficients 
cannot be accurately predicted without including the nonlinear terms due to their 
decorrelating effects. A preliminary linear study of the effect of changing the Prandtl 
number from close to unity indicates that this appears to enhance decorrelation of 
the velocity and scalar fields by changing the relative roles of moleculcir dissipation 
in these fields. 
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the geometric relationship between a, n, k, and the eigen­
vectors e'^(k). 
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Figure 3.4: Reynolds number evolution as predicted by DIA and DNS for isotropic 
turbulence. 
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of the scalar energy for DIA and DNS; 
Rxo = 45, Pr = 0.7, 1?; = 0. 
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Figure 3.6: Evolution of the scalar dissipation for DIA and DNS; 
Rxo = 45, Pr = 0.7, 1?^ = 0. 
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Figure 3.7: Spectra of the scalar energy for DIA and DNS; Rxo = 45, Pr = 0.7, 
1?;, = 0, f = 1.02. 
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Figure 3.8: Evolution of the eddy difFusivity ratio for DIA and DNS; 
Rxo = 45, Pr = 0.7, 1?^ = 0. 
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Figure 3.10: Evolution of the eddy diffusivity ratio with exponential initial spectra 
(see Table 3.3 for run definitions). 
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Figure 3.11: Evolution of the eddy diffusivity ratio with Gaussian initial spectra 
(see Table 3.3 for run definitions). 
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Figure 3.12: Evolution of the correlation coefficient with exponential and Gaussian 
initial spectra (see Table 3.3 for run definitions). 
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Figure 3.13: Evolution of Gaussian DIA and RDT scalar energy for different initial 
lengthscale ratios; Rxo = 45, Pr = 0.7. 
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Figure 3.14: Evolution of exponential DIA and RDT scalar energy for different ini­
tial lengthscale ratios; R\o — 45, Pt = 0.7. 
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Figure 3,15; Evolution of exponential DIA and RDT eddy diffusivity ratios for dif­
ferent initial lengthscale ratios; Rxo = 45, Pr = 0.7. 
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Figure 3.17: Evolution of Gaussian and exponential DIA eddy diffusivity ratios for 
different initial lengthscale ratios; Rxo = 45, Pr = 0.7. 
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Figure 3.18: Evolution of Gaussian and exponential RDT eddy difFusivity ratios for 
different initial lengthscale ratios; Rxo = 45, Pr = 0.7. 
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Figure 3.19: Evolution of exponential DIA and RDT correlation coefficients for dif­
ferent initial lengthscale ratios; R\o = 45, Pr = 0.7. 
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Figure 3.20; Evolution of Gaussian DIA and RDT correlation coefficients for differ­
ent initial lengthscale ratios; R\o = 45, Pr = 0.7. 
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Figure 3.21: Evolution of exponential DIA and RDT integral lengthscale ratios for 
different initial lengthscale ratios; R\o = 45, Pr = 0.7. 
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Figure 3.22: Evolution of Gaussian DIA and RDT integral lengthscale ratios for 
different initial lengthscale ratios; Rxo = 45, Pr = 0.7. 
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CHAPTER 4. MODELING EXPERIMENTAL PASSIVE SCALAR 
TRANSPORT USING MULTI-POINT STATISTICAL CLOSURE 
THEORY 
A paper to be submitted to Journal of Fluid Mechanics 
Robert C. Sanderson ^ and James C. Hill ^ 
Abstract 
Two point statistical closure theory, specifically Kraichnaa's direct interaction 
approximation (DIA), was used to model the experimental studies performed by 
Waihaft and Lumley as well as those of Sirivat and Warhaft of homogeneous turbulent 
passive scalar fields, with and without transport. The velocity spectral aspect ratio. 
Ay = Lf JXg, is defined and shown to be an important modeling parameter to obtain 
numerical results which are dynamically similar to those of experiment. Kinetic 
energy decay exponents could be varied over a range of -1.16 to -1.60 by simply 
varying A„. A methodology for determining appropriate initial conditions for the 
numerical predictions is outlined. Using primarily the microscale Reynolds number, 
R\, and Ay, the low and high speed velocity field reported by Sirivat and Warhaft 
^Monument, Co. 80132 
^lowa State University, Ames, la. 50011 
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were modeled by the DIA with a satisfactory degree of accuracy, both in the evolution 
of the kinetic energy and its dissipation. 
The turbulent scalar field also possesses an aspect ratio, Aj, whose ratio with 
that of the velocity field (i.e., As/Ay) was shown to have a marked effect upon the 
evolution of the scalaj field, more pronounced than the scalar to velocity integral 
lengthscale ratio, LsjLj. The effects of these ratios upon the scalar field behavior 
were documented. The passive isotropic turbulent decaying scalar results reported 
by VVarhaft and Lumley (with a velocity field similar to that of the high speed runs 
of Sirivat and Warhaft) were satisfactorily modeled by the DIA. 
The turbulent transport of a passive scalar in the presence of a uniform mean 
scalar gradient was also studied. It was shown mathematically that this problem 
(with zero initial scalar transport) decomposes into the sum of an isotropic decaying 
scalar field with all initial scalar energy and the turbulent transport problem with 
zero initial scalar field. The effects of changing the integral lengthscale ratio and 
scalar field intensity were examined and it was shown that, when the velocity field is 
properly modeled, the DIA can give reasonable quantitative estimates of the scalar 
transport. However, there appear to still exist problems with the DIA initialization, 
such as possibly nonzero countergradient scalar transport, which prevent modeling 
accuracy such as that seen for the isotropic decaying velocity and scalar fields. 
Introduction 
Theoretical and numerical studies of turbulence have been conducted for well 
over four decades. These results have been compared with, and sometimes stimu­
lated the design and execution of, experimental studies. Theoretical studies of the 
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energy spectra of turbulent velocity fields (for a summary see Hinze [26]) include the 
predictions of Kolmogorov [27] for the spectral shape of turbulence kinetic energy in 
isotropic turbulence at high Reynolds numbers and those of Corrsin [6], Batchelor et 
al. [2, 3] and Gibson [15, 16] for the spectral behavior of scalar fields in the various 
regions (inertial-convective, inertial-diffusive, viscous-convective, viscous-diffusive, 
etc.). These results spurred the experimental community to devise means for creat­
ing nearly isotropic flows and scalar fields as well as the necessary instrumentation to 
accurately measure turbulence velocity and scalar quantities in an attempt to clar­
ify, verify, or refute the theoretical results. To a surprising extent these theoretical 
results were confirmed, even though the simplified models used in the theoretical 
studies failed to include such important features of real turbulence as intermittency. 
Continued experimentation revealed the existence of, and provided data for, such 
phenomena as the structure of turbulent boundary layers (e.g., Runstadler streaks, 
bursting and inflows and other coherent structures), jets, mixing (e.g., of reactants), 
intermittency of various flows, etc. Further advances in turbulence theory such as 
the various physical closure theories (DIA, c.f. Kraichnan [28], Leslie[34], Kraich-
nan's [33] test field model, TFM, eddy damped quasi-normal markovianized closure, 
EDQNM, c.f. Cambon et al. [5] or Orszag [39], the renormalized group theory, RNG, 
c.f. Yakhot et al. [50, 16], Smith and Reynolds [46]), and numerical algorithms for 
computing turbulent flows (e.g., schemes for solving the closure theories, pseudo-
spectral methods for direct numerical simulations, large eddy simulations with their 
associated subgrid models), and the rapidity with which computer hardware has 
evolved, both in CPU/IO speed and memory capacities, have allowed the numerical 
investigation and comparison of different theoretical methods as well as various types 
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of turbulent flows. 
Often the goals of the numerical (and theoretical) studies have been restricted 
to comparison of asymptotic or steady state values of dimensionless quantities (e.g., 
decay exponents of kinetic and/or scalar energies, eddy diiFusivity ratios or time 
scale ratios). Examples include Hill[25], Sanderson et al.(see Chapter 3 of this thesis) 
and Chakrabarti [8]. Direct comparisons of numerical/theoretical predictions for 
the temporal behavior of turbulent flows, especially DNS and closure theories aje not 
common. Some examples include Metais and Herring [22], Riley et al. [41], Sanderson 
et al. [42, 43, 44], and Eswaran and O'Brien [13]. 
The transport of a passive scalar with a uniform mean gradient in isotropic 
turbulence was proposed by Corrsin [7] as the simplest possible turbulent scalar 
transport problem. He suggested this would be the best transport problem to be 
used to initially evaluate various turbulence theories and/or models by comparison 
with experimental data. Corrsin also predicted that an initially uniform mean scalar 
gradient would remain linear and of constant strength and that the growth of the 
turbulent scalar intensity would be directly proportional to time. Subsequent labo­
ratory experiments (e.g., Wiskind [49], Alexopoulos and Keffer [1], Venkataramani 
and Chevray [47], Sirivat and Warhaft [45], Budwig, Tavoularis and Corrsin [4] and 
Gibson and Dakos [17]) have not only confirmed Corrsin's original predictions but 
have also provided information on the evolution and the statistics of the scalar and 
scalar transport fields (including evolution of scalar variance, eddy diffusivity ratio, 
scalar transport correlation coefficient, and various lengthscales and timescales). 
Previous numerical studies of this problem include those of Hill [25], Chaisnov [9] 
and Chal<rabarti [8]. The primary thrust of these studies was to numerically in­
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vestigate tlie long time or asymptotic behavior of the system and its dependence 
upon such initial conditions as initial scalar to velocity lengthscale ratios cind initial 
spectral shape. Although the asymptotic behavior was in generally reasonable qual­
itative agreement with that of experiment, no effort was made to model the actual 
experimental evolution. 
This study addresses the DIA modeling of the evolution of a decaying isotropic 
velocity field convecting a passive scalar field with a uniform mean scalar gradient and 
comparing directly with published experimental data. A methodology for determin­
ing appropriate initial conditions (e.g., field intensities, spectral shapes, lengthscale 
ratios, etc.) is developed to reasonably model a given, evolving turbulence problem. 
Some significant problems exist for any effort attempting to simulate real turbu­
lence, even at the relatively low R\ values found in most laboratory turbulence studies 
(approximately 20 to 50). Perhaps the most significant and difficult to resolve is that 
of bandwidth. It has been pointed out (see the discussion in Meli, et al. [35], p. 2475) 
that the number of degrees of freedom required to accurately simulate turbulence is 
sufficiently large even at laboratory conditions to preclude accurate simulations with 
256^ points in a DNS computation. A casual perusal of turbulence variance spectra 
from such studies as Warhaft and Lumley [48], etc. shows they span a wavenumber 
range of roughly three orders of magnitude. Even a direct numerical simulation of 
512^ spans only two and a half orders of magnitude excluding the truncating effects 
of dealiasing. Thus, as Mell et al. [35] point out, any numerical "simulation" of labo­
ratory turbulence will be lacking in bandwidth and the results of such attempts must 
be considered accordingly. 
A second problem is that of appropriate initial conditions for the numerical work. 
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The initial conditions for wind/water tunnel work consist of the highly inhomogeneous 
wake flows generated by the turbulence producing grid which merge and mix to 
produce the decaying (relatively) isotropic flows which are then measured and studied. 
Codes designed to compute homogenous isotropic turbulence usually employ spectrjil 
(specifically Fourier transforms) algorithms and are incapable of modeling the wake 
flows produced by the experimentalist's grid. However, due to the highly nonlineax 
nature of turbulent flows, there exists reason to believe that the initial conditions (in 
terms of spectral type) are important only for the initial portion of the computation 
and their effects are eventually washed out by nonlinear mixing. It is upon this 
rationale that a number of different initialization schemes have been devised over the 
past few j'ears. 
A number of DNS studies have employed the technique of initializing the ve­
locity field in some manner (often using a Gaussian energy spectrum as outlined by 
Kraichnan [29, 31] and Orszag and Patterson [40]) and carrying out the computation 
for a time sufficient to fully develop the nonlinear terms to a point where the evolving 
spectra exhibit self-similarity (c.f., Metais and Herring [22], Mell, et al. [35], Riley, 
Metcalfe and Weisman [41], Chakrabarti [8]). The resulting velocity field is then used 
as the initial velocity field conditions for subsequent scalar studies with or without 
some appropriate scaling applied. It is thus assumed that the actual initial condi­
tions used in the numerical work have been nonlinearly "forgotten" by the system 
analagous to the experimental initial conditions being transformed into a relatively 
isotropic flow by the first measurement station (often at xjM of 40). This is a math­
ematically and physically satisfying approach and indeed has produced results which 
are in generally good qualitative, and sometimes good quantitative, agreement with 
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experimental data. However, previous computations employing direct numerical sim­
ulation (DNS) and Kraichnan's direct interaction approximation (DIA, c.f. [28]) have 
shown that varying the initial spectral shape (exponential vs. Gaussian in Chapter 3 
of this thesis) can significantly affect the evolution of decaying turbulence for many 
eddy circulation times. Thus this topic is not a closed one. 
This study seeks to determine a methodology which employs numerical solu­
tion of the DIA to simulate the evolution of experimental turbulence, including the 
decay of an isotropic velocity field (as reported by Sirivat and Warhaft [45]), decay­
ing isotropic scalar turbulence (Warhaft and Lumley [48]) and turbulent transport 
of a passive scalar in the presence of a uniform mean scalar gradient (Sirivat and 
Warhaft [45]). Since the goal of turbulence theory is to be predictive, attention will 
placed upon determining the criteria necessary to ensure the DIA (or other compu­
tational technique) will correctly predict the behavior of the real flow given only a 
single (complete) set of "initial" experimental conditions (e.g., field measurements at 
the first measurement station). 
Comparison of DIA with Experimental Results 
Comparisons of DIA and DNS results illuminate the differences between the two 
theoretical techniques. The goal of analytical and numerical turbulence studies is to 
gain insight into the physics of real turbulence and to determine improved means for 
a priori prediction of the behavior of a turbulent system. To this end, DIA studies 
were performed for direct comparison with experimental studies. 
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Description of Technique 
The nondimensional equations governing the isotropic turbulent velocity field 
and passive scalar field with uniform mean scalar gradient are: 
+ = -^Pimn(k)]^«„(p,0«n(q.O {4-1) 
(^ + -p^) i5(k,0 + ^u.(k,i) = -tA;„,X^tt„(p,<)i?(q,t) (4.2) 
where 
a = |al 
„(k,e) . ^  
"o 
_ ^(k,0 i?(k,f) 
k = k\g^ 
tK 
1/ 
v 
t 
Rx 
Pr 
a 
PimnO<) = knPimi^) + kmPinik) 
kikjn 
and where 
Pimi^) = 6im -
E A 
denotes the sum over all wavevectors p and q which sum vectorally to k, u is the 
kinematic viscosity and a is the scalar diffusivity. The quantity is defined to 
be an eddy circulation or turnover time and this time is used to nondimensionalize 
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the graphical evolutionary plots in this paper. The time given by Xgol^'o is used 
to nondiniensionalize the equations of motion as the initial velocity field conditions 
are stated in terms of R\, not Rl. Note that if the magnitude of the mean scalar 
gradient, a, is set to zero, equation (4.2) reduces to the decaying isotropic scalar 
turbulence equation. 
As mentioned above, a significant problem in attempting direct comparison be­
tween the DIA (or other numerical/theoretical techniques) and experiment is the 
entirely different nature of the initial conditions of the two situations. It is therefore 
necessary to determine an appropriate methodology which allows the very eaxly time 
evolution of the numerical computations to achieve a state in dynamic similarity with 
that reported for the experiments at the earliest (lowest xjM) measurement stations. 
This will involve determining appropriate initial spectral shapes, integral lengthscales, 
and initial microscale Reynolds numbers as well as establishing a rational means for 
aligning and scaling time from the computations with that of experiments. The fol­
lowing sections address these problems for the decaying, isotropic, turbulent velocity 
field, the decaying, isotropic, turbulent scalar field and the turbulent transport of a 
passive scalar in the presence of a uniform mean scalar gradient. 
The Isotropic Turbulent Velocity Field This study addresses the direct 
comparison of evolving, decaying turbulence as computed numerically using multi­
point statistical theory (specifically the DIA) to that measured in wind tunnels. Due 
to difficulties previously discussed these may not properly be considered complete 
simulations. Rather they are studies in how computations may be structured to 
result, after some initial amount of time, in evolution which is similar to that seen 
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in experiments. A secondary goal is to study the behavior of the DIA as initial 
conditions are varied. The results of this work may support an effort to directly 
simulate experimental turbulence. 
In line with this philosophy the goals of the first part of this paper are as follows: 
1. Determine appropriate initial velocity field conditions (e.g., initial values for 
^voj spectral form, etc.) which will result in evolution of Ex, kinetic energy, 
dissipation, lengthscales, etc. similar to those of experimental isotropic velocity 
fields. 
2. Determine required scalar field initial conditions (e.g., initial scalaj field inten­
sity, ks^, spectral form, etc.) which result in good agreement of numerically 
predicted scalar decay with that of experimental decaying isotropic scalar tur­
bulence. 
3. Finally, optimize the above mentioned parameters to give best agreement be­
tween DIA velocity, scalar transport and scalar fields and their characteristics 
with those of experimental passive turbulent scalar transport. 
Note that, even if very good agreement between the DIA and experimental results 
is achieved, this will not necessarily prove the accuracy of the DIA. Rather, it will 
show that initial conditions exist for the DIA which may yield time evolutionary 
results in reasonably accurate agreement with the experiments. The initial conditions 
for some other closure theory (e.g., TFM, RNG or the local energy transport or LET) 
or other technique (e.g., DNS, large eddy simulation or LES) may differ to achieve 
agreement due to their differing mathematical natures. The only way to conclusively 
prove the superior accuracy of one technique over others is to directly simulate the 
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initial conditions of experiment (s), allow the system to numerically evolve and observe 
superior agreement in the predicted results with experiment by the one technique over 
others. This type of comparison is beyond the scope of the present effort. Instead, 
we seek only to ascertain some "best" initial conditions for the DIA to create an 
evolutionary environment which closely matches that observed in certain experiments. 
In equation 4.1, the velocity field has only one dimensionless number, the mi-
croscale Reynolds number Rx, to use for dynamic modeling. However, two other fac­
tors may influence the evolution of the velocity field. These are the initial shape of the 
energy spectrum and its peak wavenumber ky^. Various initial spectral shapes have 
been implemented in previous studies (c.f., Kraichnan [29], Herring and Kerr [24], 
Riley et al. [41], Sanderson et al. [42, 43, 44], Eswaran and O'Brien [13] etc.) in gener­
ally one of two forms; Gaussian (oc see Kraichnan [29, 31] and Orszag 
and Patterson [40]) or exponential (oc fc" exp"®^''/''®^ n=l,3). Although other initial 
spectral shapes have been used on occasion (cf. Herring [20], Herring, Schertzer et 
al. [21], etc.) these two are the primary initializations used. There is no apparent 
intrinsic reason to use one or the other of these two functional forms (aside from 
some arguments indicating consistency of the Gaussian shape with the low k spectra 
measurements and/or theoretical reasonings). 
The turbulence spectral shape has been an implicitly important consideration 
in studies of various turbulence problems. For example, in the steady-state analyses 
of Kolmogorov [27] (velocity field) and Oboukhov [38] and Gorrsin [6] (scalar field), 
it wcis assumed that the lengthscales at which energy entered the problem were very 
large compared with the lengthscales at which any significant dissipation occurred. 
This condition also held in the experimental velocity and scalar field studies of Grant, 
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Stewart and Moilliet [18] and Grant, Hughes, Vogel and Moilliet [19]. This results in 
turbulence spectra which span a large range of wavenumbers. By contrast, experi­
ments conducted in most wind and water tunnels or other laboratory apparatus result 
in a relatively small range of wavenumbers due to the small size of the test section 
and the eEects of dissipation/diffusion. For example, the (Puget sound) studies had 
spectral wavenumbers which spanned approximately four to six orders of magnitude. 
In contrast wind tunnel studies (e.g., Warhaft and Lumley [48]) spanned approxi­
mately three orders of magnitude. A general, nondimensionai, quantitative way to 
characterize the wavenumber span of a given spectrum is to form the ratio of the 
integral lengthscale to the Taylor microscale, i.e., the ratio of the size of the energy 
containing eddies to that of the dissipation eddies. The larger this number, the flatter 
and broader the spectrum and small values indicate a more spikelike shape. 
The location of the spectral peak in decaying turbulence may also affect the 
turbulence evolution. If a given spectral shape and normalized intensity peaks at a 
large lengthscale (small wavenumber), the initial dissipation of energy will differ from 
the same situation located at a smaller lengthscale (larger wavenumber). Thus the 
relative importance of the initial wavenumber ratio and the exact spectral shape will 
be investigated. 
There is, however, one more problem which must be addressed before predictive 
simulation or modeling of laboratory experiments can take place. This concerns the 
rational normalization and coordination of time in the two techniques. Several differ­
ent methods have been used in the past. One is to have time f = 0 in the computation 
coincide with the time the experimental flow passes through the turbulence produc­
ing grid and normalize all variables using initial known values. This corresponds to 
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f = 0 in the computations and x / M  = 40-60 in experiments. This technique was 
used in Figures 4.1 through 4.3 and there are obvious problems with it. Although 
the Rx curves may possibly be made to coincide, the energy and dissipation curves 
never will for at least the first several eddy circulation times since the computational 
and experimental results are at the same initial values (1.0 in the above figures) at 
distinctly different times. Physically, this is an unsatisfactory technique since the 
reference variable values come from different points during the evolution of the com­
putation and experiment, indeed, at times when they are distinctly different and not 
dynamically similar. 
A second technique is to initialize the computation to some initial spectra, Rx, 
etc. and run the numerics for some length of time (e.g., 2-3 eddy circulation times) to 
allow the nonlinear energy transport to fully build up and give this mixing a chance 
to erase the "memory" of the initial conditions. This method has been used by Ri­
ley, Metcalfe, Weissman [41], Metais and Herring [36] among others. These workers 
compared numerical with experimental results and achieved satisfactory agreement. 
However, there are still two problems with this technique. The first is defining in 
a deterministic manner how long the numerics must run before comparing with ex­
periment. The second is that previous studies, both DNS and DIA, show that even 
with the nonlinearities in full force, initial spectral characteristics can still exert a 
significant influence upon the subsequent problem evolution. 
The technique used in the following work incorporated a hybrid of these ideas. 
The zero time of the computations was equivalenced to that time when the experi­
mental flow passed through the turbulence producing grid. The experimental nondi-
mensional eddy circulation time corresonding to the first measurement station was 
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determined using the variable values at that station. The numerical results were then 
searched for the point at which the numerical time, when nondimensionalized by the 
turbulence intensity and integral lengthscale at that time, was equal to the experi­
mental nondimensional time of the first measurement station. This nondimensional 
time point in the numerical results was equated with that of the first experimental 
measurement station. The numerical field variable values at this point were then 
used for all other nondimensionalizations and became the basis for comparing the 
numerical results with those of the experiment. 
In this study, the decay exponent of the normalized turbulence kinetic energy and 
the evolution of the microscale Reynolds number Rx{t) measured in experiments will 
be matched as closely as possible using the DIA by varying the initial values of R\ and 
Lf as well as the initial energy spectral shape as measured by the lengthscale ratio. 
Then the evolution of such quantities as the integral lengthscale, Taylor microscale, 
dissipation of kinetic energy, etc. will be compared with experiment. 
The Physics of Turbulent Passive Scalar Transport The physics driving 
the decaying passive scalar transport to approach an asymptotic state from varying 
initial scalar conditions are now investigated in more mathematical detail. The ve­
locity fluctuations acting upon the scalar gradient generate scalar fluctuations in a 
manner spectrally similar to that of the driving velocity field. In addition, the nonlin­
ear mixing of the scalar field by the velocity field acts in concert with scalar diffusion 
to tend to drive the scalar field into spectral similarity with the velocity field. It 
was noted during the course of this study that the initial scalar field intensity can 
strongly affect subsequent evolution of passive scalar transport in decaying isotropic 
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turbulence. For a given velocity field and meam scalar gradient, as the initial scalar 
intensity increased the effects of the transport became less apparent with the upper 
limit (lim[;?/(aA)]o —> oo) being decaying isotropic scalar turbulence. 
The governing equation for the scalar fluctuation field, with or without a uniform 
mean scalar gradient, is linear in the scalar fluctuation variable. This was noted by 
Hill [25] and used to analytically simplify the set of equations he solved in his study 
of the transport of a passive scalar in stationary turbulence. This linearity invites a 
question pertaining to the problem of scalar transport in decaying turbulence. Does 
the isotropic scalar transport problem with uniform mean scalar gradient consist of 
the sum of: 
1) a decaying isotropic scalar turbulence problem with all the scalar field initial 
conditions of the complete scalar transport problem, and 
2) a scalar transport problem with zero initial scalar field having a mean scalar 
gradient equal to that of the complete problem? 
This question is now addressed. 
The equations governing the fluctuating velocity and scalar fields are (with Um = 
T?(k,i) + nmUm(k,t) = -i/;ml^Um(p,0'^(q,0 
with initial conditions 
u,(k, t = 0) = some specified spectrum 
i?(k,< = 0) = some specified spectrum 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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Note that the scalar equation (equation (4.4) ) is linear in t?. Consider two problems 
which may be viewed as special cases of that in equation (4.4): 1) A decaying isotropic 
scalar field with initial values identical to those of the scalar field in equation (4.4) and 
2) A passive scalar transport problem with a uniform mean scalar gradient eis in the 
above complete, general scalar transport field but with zero initial scalar field. Now 
express the complete scalar field in equation(4.4) as a sum of a decaying isotropic 
scalar turbulence field ( ft4o.(k,Z) ) initialized as the initial field in the complete 
transport problem, a passive scalar transport field ( 0tranj.(k,<) ) with zero initial 
scalar field and any remaining residual scalar field ( ^rc5. (k,/) ), i.e.: 
The scalar fields in the isotropic and transport problems obey the following governing 
equations: 
i)(k,«) = <) + l'eTan.(k, i) + () (4.7) 
(4.8) 
with initial conditions 
' '?tron.(k, t) + nniUni(k, t) — ^m(P> ^)'^<ron.(qj i) (4.9) 
1?tso.(k,f = 0) = 1?(k,t = 0) 
l?tron.(k,i = 0) = 0 
=» 1?re5.(k,f = 0) = 0 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Now substitute this scalar field decomposition into equation (4.4); 
[ '^i30.(k, t) + l?fran.(k, t) + l9rea.(k, t)] + nm«m(k, t )  = (4.13) 
'^tron(Q> ^) "t" '^rea. (q,i)] (4.14) 
A 
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and subtract equations (4.8) and (4.9) from equation (4.14) to obtain 
'^re«.(k,/) = —]^Um(P>^)'?res.(ci>0 (4*15) 
Bquation( 4.15) governs the scalar fluctuations remaining in the passive scalar trans­
port problem after the above specified isotropic scalar and passive scalar transport 
problems are subtracted. Note there are no linear forcing functions in this equation. 
Since i?res.(k5^) is initially zero for all k, the nonlinear and diffusive terms are zero, 
and thus the initial time derivative is also zero. Rewriting equation (4.15) as 
Taking the time derivative of equation (4.16) yields 
—t?„5.(k,0 = 
+ "m(p,0^('?rM.(q,<)) 
d (P) 0)^res.(^» 0 
(4.17) 
= = 0 (4.18) 
as i?rea.(q,i = 0) and ^(i?rej.(qj^ = 0)) are both zero. Further, by induction 
= -ikm X) H ("»n(p, i))^1?Tes.(q, t) 
^ 1=0 
^^1?res.(k, i = 0) = 0 ('^•19) 
since, stai-ting with n = 2, |^i?res.(q)t = 0) and 5^=Ti3res.(q, i = 0) are both zero. 
Since the initial value and all initial time derivatives are zero, i9rea.(k,t) remains zero 
for all time. Thus the scalar field in an isotropic passive transport problem consists 
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of two fields; a decaying isotropic scalar field and an initially zero passive scalar 
transport scalar field, i.e., 
i?(k,0 = I?i50.(k,i) + i?fran.(k,i) (4.20) 
Further, the general problem of the fluctuating fields in passive scalar transport is 
comprised of the sum of these two simpler problems. 
We now turn to the statistical field equations. The complete two-point two-time 
velocity and scalar field variance and the velocity-scalar covariance equations are: 
= -i^.»nT,(k)5Z < um(p,i)u„(q,0ui(-k,i') > (4.21) 
^ A 
(s+1:) 
= -^•fimn(k)^ < Um(p,i)^«n(q,Oi?(-k,«') > (4.22) 
^ A 
( d \ 
I ^ j ^ ''(k,t)uj(-k,t') > < u,n(k,t)uj(-k,t') >= 
= -ikm 53 < "n>(p, t)'?(q, t)u;(-k, t') > (4.23) 
A 
^ < u,„(k,f)j9(-k,f') >= 
= < tim(p, <)'?(q, t') > (4.24) 
A 
Equations (4.22) through (4.24) include the complete scalar field variable. Note that, 
by definition, the correlation between the velocity field and the isotropic scalax field 
is zero, or 
< u,„(k,<)i9,>o.(-k,0 > = 0 (4.25) 
< duoXKt)umi-k,t') > = 0 (4.26) 
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The governing multi-point statistical equations for the isotropic scalar-scalar field 
and the transport covariance and scalar variance equations are: 
= < •Um(p,i)'?t5o.(q>0i'tio.(-k,<') > (4.27) 
A 
{li ^ >= 
= -^^'tmn(k)53 < Um(p,<)un(q,0l^«ran.(-k,0 > (4-28) 
^ A 
/ d \ [ d i  ''fan.(k,^)Uj(-k,<') > +nm < um(k,<)uj(-k,<') >= 
= -ikm < «m(p, O'^tronXq. ^ )«i(-k, 0 > (4.29) 
A 
"f" ^ ''^{ron.(k) 0'^''"a7i.(~k, i ) > +Tlm < W7n(k, f)l9jran.(~k, i ) >= 
= -ikm Y1 < ^rr,{p, t)'dtranX<i^ t)'?<ran.(-k, <') > (4.30) 
A 
Substitute the decomposition for i? (equation (4.20)) for the complete scalar 
variable in equations (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24) and invoke equations (4.25) and (4.26); 
(^ + ;|^) < u.(k,0l?(ran.(-k,0 >= 
= -^Pimn(k) X) < "m(p, Olin(q, <)l?wo.(-k, t') > 
^ A 
-^PimniM) ^)"n(q, 0''<ran.(-k, t') > (4.31) 
^ A 
^ l5tran.(k,i)Uj(-k,0 > +nm < Um{k,t)Uj{-k,t') >-
—  i k f n  y  ] < utn(p> O'^"o.(q'0'^i( k> t ) > 
A 
-ikm < "m(p, <)'?tron.(q, <)"i(-k, 0 > (4-32) 
A 
/ d A;2 \ 
( ^ + -p-^j ''t50.(k,t)l?i,o.(-k,t') > + < 1?wo.(k,0l9«ran.(-k,f') > 
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+ < l9eran.(k,t)l?i,o.(-k,^') > + < 1?tran.(k,<)l?tron.(-k,<') >] 
^ t)l?<roTi.(k, i) > = 
= J2 < ""»(?' i)'?wo.(-k, t') > 
A 
^ ^ ^ Uni(p> f)'?tso.(Q5 0'^k,t) > 
A 
^ ^ ^'Tn(Pj 0'^'''on.(Q> kji ) > 
A 
-ifcm < Um(P, i)l?tran.(q> <)l?tran.(-k, t') > (4.33) 
A 
Now subtract equations (4.22) and (4.23) for the covariances from equa­
tions (4.31) and (4.32) and the isotropic and transport variance equations (equa­
tions (4.27) and (4.30)) from equation (4.33) to obtain 
0 = -^P,mn(k)^ < Um(p,0"n(q,0l?"o.(-k,0 > (4.34) 
A 
0 = < Wm(p,i)'?i50.(q,<)«i(-k,i') > (4.35) 
A 
^'•^''•(k,0^<»'an.(-k,0 > + < 1?fran.(k,<)7?f50.(-k,0 >] = 
= [ ikm y ] < Um(P) i)l5«ao.(q» O'^'''on.( k, f ) > 
A 
-ikm Y, < "m(p, <)'?tran.(q, <)l?»o.(-k, t') >] (4.36) 
A 
Equations (4.34) and (4.35) imply the governing equations for the complete covari-
ances are 
= -^P.mn(k) X) < "m(p, i)tin(q, 0'^<ran.(-k, t') > (4.37) 
^ A 
(d \ ( ^ ^ '^(k)i)wj(—k,i) > -\-Tim < Uj7i(k,t)uj( k,f) >= 
= ^ < Um{p,t)^tranXq,t)Uj{-k,t') > (4.38) 
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The governing equations for < i?,ao.(^5^)'^tron.(-k,t) > and < T?tran.(q)0'^«»o.(~k)*) > 
may be formed from the isotropic scalar and transport scalar field equations: 
\d 
+ dt PrR\ 
~ ^Tn(p> 0'?»4O.(Q>'^)'^<>"an.( k, i ) > (4,39) 
d 
+ dt PrR\ < •^tran.(k,<)i?tso.(-k,Z') > +n„, < u„(k, t)?9iao.(-k, t) >= 
= -ikm < "m(p,<)'?tron.(q>^)'^«o.(-k,i') > (4.40) 
A 
Since there is no correlation between the isotropic scalar field and the velocity field, 
equation (4.40) becomes 
1.2 
< 1?tran.(k,i)''.»o.(-k,<') > = d 1 
-r7 + 
(4.41) 
dt PrR\ 
= -ikjn X] < Wm(p,<)l?«ran.(q5 0l'"o.(-k,0 > 
A 
We may rewrite equations (4.39) and (4.41) as 
< '^<30.(k,/)l?tro»i.(~k, i) > = 
~ PrRx df"-^ ^ '?"0.(k,0''<ran.(-k,0 > 
— X] ^ (""i(p,i))^(l?wo.(q>0)^(^<ran.(—k, f )) > (4.42) 
A »=0 j=0 
< 1?tran.(k,<)l9«o.(-k,t') > = 
p 'rR^ dt'^-'^ i?tron.(k, t)i?,jo.( k, t') > 
n-ln-i-1 Ji jj 
E < 5^;;iiZ7-rK(p,t))^(l?tran.(q,<))^(l?»o.(-k,<'))> (4.43) 
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and note that 
^ < 1?<rar..(k,i)l?.„.(-k,<') >= 0 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
since, for n = 0 and 1, < '?:4o.(k,i)j?<ron.(—k,<') >= 0 and ^ < 
i?(ran.(k, i)i?tao.(—k,/') >= 0 hold by initial conditions. With zero initial values, 
zero initial time derivatives of all orders, and no source terms, these covariances 
remain zero for all time. Thus the statistical problem of turbulent transport of a 
passive scalar is a linear superposition of the problems of decaying isotropic scalar 
turbulence with all initial scalar energy and passive scalar transport with zero initial 
conditions. 
Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 compare the complete problem (with nonzero initial 
scalar field and passive scalar transport; the solid line) with the initally nonzero de­
caying isotropic scalar turbulent problem, the zero initial scalar field scalar transport 
problem, and their sum. The three Figures present the evolution of the scalar energy 
for three scenarios; Figure 4.4 illustrates the situation in which scalar transport is 
the dominant problem during the computational time. Figure 4.5 shows the situation 
in which the two problems are of approximately equal importance and Figure 4.6 
presents the results for a dominant initial problem (at least for the first few eddy 
circulation times). These cases (all performed at Pr of 0.7) show excellent agreement 
between the results for the complete problem and the sum of the two subsidiary prob­
lems. Thus the integrated results of the DIA are consistent with the mathematical 
result that the scalar transport is the linear sum of a decaying isotropic scalar tur­
bulence problem with all initial scalar energy and a zero initial scalar energy scalar 
transport problem. 
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Figures 4.4 through 4.6 illustrate the salient point that with time the scalar 
transport (illustrated by the zero initial scalar field problem) will tend to dominate 
the problem evolution. This occurs when the initial scalar field has decayed to a level 
of relative insignificance to that achieved by the transport problem. In Figure 4.4 
this point occurs almost immediately, in Figure 4.5 it occurs at approximately 3-4 
eddy circulation times and in Figure 4.6 that point occurs at approximately 6-8 cir­
culation times. It should be noted that even before the transport problem dominates 
the isotropic scalar problem, it can strongly influence the behavior of the complete 
problem as is apparent in Figure 4.5 where, although the isotropic scalar problem 
strongly dominates the early part of the problem, the complete problem immedi­
ately deviates significantly from its evolution. The point here is that the eisymptotic 
states noted in these studies result primarily from the velocity field acting upon the 
mean scalar gradient, not from the initial scalar field conditions. The initial isotropic 
scalar field may strongly affect the early evolution of passive scalar transport as seen 
in experiments and the numerical studies reported herein, but the exact nature of 
the problem's early behavior depends critically upon the evolution of the relative 
strengths of the two problems. 
Figure 4.7 compares the spectra for the two subproblems, their sum and that 
for the complete problem. The agreement between the sum of the two subproblems 
and the complete problem is apparently exact. These results are typical of spectral 
comparisons made at different times and for the other problems. Thus the behavior 
of the DIA predicted scalar fields agrees well with the theoretical results. 
Figure 4.8 compares the evolution of the eddy diffusivity ratio for the complete 
transport problem with that of the zero initial scalar field transport subproblem. 
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They are identical implying that the initial isotropic scalar field remains uncorre-
lated with the velocity field throughout the evolution of the problem. Thus if scalar 
fluctuations are generated rapidly relative to the initial scalar field intensity, the com­
plete scalar field will become strongly correlated with the velocity field but if scalar 
transport is small relative to the initial scalar field, scalar-velocity correlation devel­
ops only slowly. This is illustrated by the evolution of the complete scalar transport 
correlation coefficients (lines labeled "Complete") seen in Figure 4.9 which shows 
situations progressing from scalar transport combined with a small initial scalar field 
through large initial scalar intensity. The former develop strong correlation between 
the scalar and velocity fields quite rapidly while the latter develop weaker correlation 
at a markedly slower pace. This Figure also compares the scalar transport correlation 
coefficients for the complete problem with the zero initial scalar field subproblem for 
(i9/aAg)^ = 1.0. Since the subproblem computes its correlation coefficients using only 
that scalar intensity attributable to scalar transport, these coefficients all have rather 
large magnitude with initial value of unity. The complete problem computes pue{t) 
using the sum of the scalar intensities from both the scalar transport and isotropic 
subproblems. Comparison of the predictions of the combined subproblems with the 
complete problem requires a combination of the subproblem correlation coefficient as 
follows: 
) " «'(()-)WW 
= (4,47) 
The solid dots in Figure 4.9 represent the combined transport subproblem correlation 
coefficients which agree very closely with those for the complete problem in all three 
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cases. 
The study of the dynamics of decaying turbulent passive scalar transport thus 
may be separated into the study of two simpler problems. The decay of isotropic 
scalar turbulence has been studied fairly extensively experimentally, theoretically 
and numerically. The problem of decaying turbulent passive scalar transport with 
zero initial scalcir fteld has been studied explicitly using numerical methods in this 
paper and in the experimental study of Sirivat and Warhaft [45] when they produced 
the mean scalar gradient prior to the production of the turbulent velocity field by 
the air flowing through the turbulence producing grid. In addition to isolating effects 
due to the two separate subproblems, this separation may be useful in determining 
appropriate initial conditions for the modeling/simulation of passive turbulent scalar 
transport experiments. 
The Isotropic Turbulent Scalar Field Equation (4.2) governs the scalar 
field in the presence of a uniform mean scalar gradient. If a is set to zero, the equa­
tion governing isotropic scalar turbulence is recovered. The addition of the uniform 
mean scalar gradient to the decaying isotropic scalar turbulence problem is a minor 
change to the governing equations and also constitutes a relatively minor change in 
algorithms such as DNS or LES. However, the presence of a nonzero scalar gradient 
produces dramatic changes in the equations necessary for statistical closure theo­
ries. The scalar gradient necessitates the inclusion of the scalar transport equations 
(i.e., the velocity-scalar and scalar-velocity correlation equations) and their response 
functions to create a closed set of statistical equations. These also must be correctly 
solved and their initial conditions properly handled in order to accurately model pas­
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sive turbulent scalar transport. The problem of decaying isotropic scalar turbulence 
involves only the velocity-velocity and scalar-scalar quantities. By initially inves­
tigating this problem the interaction between the velocity and scalaj fields may be 
studied without the complication of the scalar transport statistical equations. After 
successful modeling of decaying isotropic scalar turbulence, the transport problem 
and its accompanying additional equations may be examined. For this reason, this 
study will focus not only on the scalar transport problem but will also examine in 
some detail the decaying isotropic scalar problem. 
The equation governing isotropic scalar turbulence is; 
The velocity field is the dynamic driving force behind a decaying turbulent scalar 
field. Once the numerical technique correctly models the experimental velocity field, 
all parameters related to that field (e.g., R\, /1„, Lj) are fixed and only parameters 
related to the scalar field may be manipulated to alter the scalar field evolution. Thus 
the initial spectral shape, A, and scalar integral lengthscale, X, = /(A»o), may be 
varied to affect evolutionary behavior. Although these are valuable variables in their 
own right, their ratios with their velocity field counterparts are more useful in that 
they include the relationship between the two fields. Indeed the scalar to velocity 
integral lengthscale ratio, Xs/L/, has been the basis for a number of experimental 
and numerical studies of the decay of the turbulent scalar field (e.g., the experiments 
of Warhaft and Lumley [48], the DNS computations of Mell, et al. [35], and the 
EDQNM computations of Eswaran and O'Brien [13]). Thus LsjLj and AgjAy will 
be varied in this DIA study. As all experimental data used for comparison in this 
paper were obtained in air, Pr is restricted to a value of 0.7. 
(4.48) 
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The Problem of the Transport of a Passive Scalar The scalar transport 
problem is somewhat more complex than the isotropic scalar turbulence problem. 
The magnitudes of the initial scalar intensity and the magnitude of the scalar gra­
dient, the initial level of scalar transport, and the time delay between the start of 
the velocity problem and the onset of scalar transport may all be varied as well as 
the other scalar field variables mentioned for the isotropic scalar turbulence prob­
lem. Most of these additional variables are self-explanatory but the time delay may 
not be. All experiments designed to study turbulent scalar transport generate the 
turbulence using a grid. Whether the mean scalar gradient is generated by appro­
priately heating the turbulence producing grid bars (c.f., Warhaft and Lumley [48]), 
by a grid of resistance wires downstream of the turbulence generating grid (c.f., Siri-
vat and Warhaft [45], Budwig, Tavoularis and Corrsin [4]), or upstream of the grid 
(c.f., Sirivat and Warhaft [45] for part of their study), the turbulence field imme­
diately downstream of the turbulence generating grid consists of a number wakes 
which take some time to coalesce and form a decaying isotropic velocity field. In 
the case of the preexisting scalar gradient, the scalar field downstream of the grid 
includes wakes which will tend to mix the scalar concentrations existing across the 
width of the grid bar resulting in a more homogeneous scalar concentration across 
the wake than existed upstream of the grid. Thus, even if the scalar gradient at each 
opening is maintained across the resultant wake, the immediate downstream flow will 
not contain a smooth uniform gradient. In the case of heating grids, the gradient is 
created by initially discrete wakes of relatively uniform temperature. Both scenarios 
require some time to evolve into an homogeneous turbulent flow with uniform scalar 
gradient and homogeneous scalar fluctuations which may act to delay the onset of 
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turbulent scalar transport characteristic of the nominal mean scalar gradient (c.f. 
Pope [14], Mell, et al. [35]). The precise amount of time is unknown and, further, the 
corresponding magnitude of the transport time delay appropriate for the DIA using 
isotropic initial conditions is unknown. 
This study will activate the scalar gradient at the beginning of the computa­
tion. Furthermore, the scalar transport (i.e., the scalar-velocity and velocity-scalar 
correlations) will be initially assumed to be zero. The scalar field variables, LalLj 
and AalAy and the relative initial scalar field strength, [i^/CaAgo)]^, will be varied to 
model the experiments of Sirivat and Warhaft [45]. 
The Velocity Fields 
While the quality of experimentalists' isotropic velocity fields in wind/water 
tunnel test sections has been quite good for some time, the initial conditions just 
downstream of the turbulence producing grid are strongly inhomogeneous. However, 
the return to isotropy forces are sufficiently strong to reduce the anisotropies to 
relative insignificance by xjM positions of 40 to 60 in most experiments. The DNS 
and DIA codes used to numerically compute turbulence cannot (due to the implicit 
assumption of homogeneity in the use of Fourier transforms) be initialized to compute 
this early time flow and thus exact simulations of the experimental flows are not 
possible. Since these flows are strongly nonlinear, it should be possible to determine 
numerical initial conditions which lead to numerical problem evolution similar to the 
experiments. 
As the velocity field is the driving force for the turbulent scalar field (with or 
without a mean scalar gradient) this is the first field to be studied. The governing 
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normalized equations for the isotropic turbulent velocity field are: 
= -^•P.mn(k) Own(q, t)  (4.49) 
Dimensional analysis of this problem produces the initial microscale Reynolds num­
ber, R\, which appears explicitly in the above equation. However, past studies of 
evolving, decaying turbulence have shown that the shape of the initial energy spec­
trum can significantly affect the problem evolution. Figures 4.1 through 4.3 compare 
the evolution of the microscsile Reynolds number, total kinetic energy and dissipation 
of kinetic energy as predicted by the DIA for initial conditions which are identical 
except for spectral shapes; Gaussian and exponential (note that the kinetic energy 
and dissipation curves are normalized with respect to their initial values). All three 
quantities show significant evolutionary differences due to the initial spectral shape, 
especially the Reynolds number. Since Rx is an important modeling parameter, it is 
disconcerting to see such a large change due simply to changing the initial spectral 
shape, especially without any quantitative mathematical means for explanation. This 
effect will now be examined from a mathematical modeling point of view. 
One of the noticeable differences between the Gaussian and exponential spectral 
shapes is the greater "peakedness" of the Gaussian spectrum. This results in a smaller 
difference in the magnitudes of the integral lengthscale and the Taylor microscale for 
the Gaussian spectrum compared with the exponential shape. As this lengthscale 
relationship is determined by the spectral shape, the ratio of the integral lengthscale 
and the Taylor microscale (a dimensionless number) might be used to quantitatively 
describe the geometrical shape of any spectrum, at the initial time as well as during 
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problem evolution. We define this dimensionless number as 
A = ^  (4.50) 
A may be viewed as a spectral aspect ratio which describes the flatness (or peaked-
ness) of the energy spectrum. It is also equal to the ratio of the integral lengthscale 
Reynolds number, Rl {Rl = {u'Lj/v) to the microscale Reynolds number, Rx. While 
this quantity does not enter explicitly into the governing equations, it does appear 
in the nature of the initial conditions as well as the nature of the energy evolution. 
Kolmogorov [27] implicitly assumed a very large value for this parameter in his spec­
tral analysis of the inertial range of the velocity field. Oboukhov [38] and Corrsin [6] 
also assumed large values of this parameter applied to the spectral field. Thus A has 
played an important role in past turbulence studies. Some past numerical studies 
have used initial spectral shapes of the Gaussian type {E{k) oc A^exp"'*^ or of the 
exponential type {E{k) <x exp~^'' where n vaxies from 1 to 3. Other initialization 
schemes have involved piecewise continuous initial spectra or running the velocity 
computations for 1 to 2 eddy turnover times starting from some arbitrary initial 
condition to allow the problem to fully generate the nonlinear convection. This field 
is then taken to be the initial velocity condition for further studies. The goal is to 
develop initial conditions which minimize the "startup" time, i.e., the time required 
to fully develop the field nonlinearities and, in the case of comparisons with exper­
iment, maximize agreement with the measured data. This paper studies the effects 
of spectral aspect ratio, A, upon the evolution of decaying isotropic turbulence. 
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How A, Ha, LJ Effect Velocity Field Evolution 
In order to study the importance of initial spectral shape relative to the length-
scale ratio, several runs were made using the "Gaussian" and "exponential" types of 
spectra generalized to the forms E{k, i = 0) = afc" and afc" exp~'^''^*'°\ re­
spectively. The proportionality constants a and b were determined so that kg waa the 
actual wavenumber peak and the initial turbulence intensity was unity. Table 4.1 lists 
the values of A using these spectral forms with a number of values of the wavenumber 
exponent, n. Three comments deserve mention. First, the exponential shape tends 
to have a higher lengthscale ratio for a given value of n than does the Gaussian. This 
reflects the flatter shape of the function exp~°® compared with exp""®'. Second, 
both shapes appear to approach some asymptotic value as n increases. This is due to 
the increasingly spikelike nature of these spectra with increased n. Finally, in both 
shapes, the odd values of n result in a broader spectral shape (larger value of yl) than 
do the even values. The reason for this is unknown. 
Using Table 4.1 one may match (at least approximately) values of the lengthscale 
ratio between the two functional forms using the appropriate values of n. This allows 
the determination of the relative importance of initial spectral functional form and 
A in the subsequent evolution of the velocity field. The initial spectra resulting 
from selected values of A are illustrated in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 using the Gaussian 
and exponential functional forms, respectively. The exponential spectra exhibit a 
broader, flatter shape than do the Gaussian spectra due to the lower power on k 
in the exponent of the exponential term. However, both functional forms produce 
flatter spectra as the value of A increases. This illustrates the interpretation of A as 
the aspect ratio of the spectra; as it increases the spectra become flatter and more 
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Table 4.1: Lengthscale ratios for Gaussian and exponential spectral shapes with 
various wavenumber exponents. 
Ao--= L f / X ,  
n Gaussian Exponential 
2 1.45 1.80 
3 1.72 2.25 
4 1.25 1.44 
5 1.32 1.57 
6 1.19 1.31 
7 1.21 1.37 
8 1.15 1.25 
9 1.17 1.28 
10 1.13 1.21 
11 1.14 1.23 
12 1.12 1.17 
13 1.13 1.20 
14 1.11 1.17 
15 1.11 1.17 
16 1.10 1.15 
17 1.11 1.16 
18 1.10 1.14 
19 1.10 1.15 
20 1.09 1.13 
25 1.09 1.12 
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elongated, just as a rectangle becomes more elongated as its aspect ratio increases. 
Figure 4.12 directly compares spectra of the two forms with a value of A of 1.25 
at three different integral lengthscales. As can be seen, the peak wavenumbers are 
the same for both functional forms at each lengthscale and the spectra appear to 
be osculatory there. The spectra do have significaiit differences in the low and high 
wavenumber regimes. 
Using the values in Table 4.1 a number of DIA computations were performed 
varying initial values of A, R\, and Lj to assess the dependency of the problem evolu­
tion upon these quantities. The runs are summarized in Table 4.2. These constitute 
a parametric study of the isotropic velocity field within the numerical limitations of 
gridsize, etc. Generally the decay exponents for exponential and Gaussian forms with 
the same (or similar) values of A are very close. As A increases, the decay exponent 
tends toward smaller magnitudes. 
Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 compare the time evolution of the DIA microscale 
Reynolds number for runs with two initial values of Rx and several initial values of X/ 
and A with that of the low and high speed runs of Sirivat and Warhaft. In Figure 4.13 
it can be seen that the effect of initial spectral functional form is significantly less 
important to the subsequent evolution compared with the value of A. This is also true 
for all initial integral lengthscales shown (0.3359, 0.4950 and 0.7584). Figures 4.14 
and 4.15 illustrate the effect of changing initial A while holding all other initial 
variables held constant. Figure 4.14 uses an initial Rx of 60 which leads to Reynolds 
number evolutions which bound that of the low speed run of Sirivat and Warhaft 
while Figure 4.15 approximates their high speed run. The experimental data points 
are included for comparison. Both figures show close agreement of the exponential 
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Table 4.2: Summary of DIA run initial conditions, identification and kinetic energy 
decay exponents. 
Name A U n 
Exp, Gau, Exp. Gau. Rxo Lfo Exp, Gau. 
El G1 1.25 1.25 60 0.3359 -1.60 -1.54 
E2 02 1.25 1.25 60 0.4590 -1.54 -1.50 
E3 03 1.25 1.25 60 0.7584 -1.60 -1.59 
E4 04 1.25 1.25 120 0.3359 -1.46 -1.41 
E5 05 1.25 1.25 120 0.4950 -1.50 -1.46 
E6 06 1.25 1.25 120 0.7584 -1.57 -1.56 
E7 07 1.44 1.45 60 0.3359 -1.40 -1.31 
E8 08 1.44 1.45 60 0.4590 -1.42 -1.39 
E9 09 1.44 1.45 60 0.7584 -1.53 -1.52 
ElO OlO 1.44 1.45 120 0.3359 -1.28 -1.19 
Ell Oil 1.44 1.45 120 0.4950 -1.37 -1.41 
E12 012 1.44 1.45 120 0.7584 -1.49 -1.56 
E13 013 1.72 1.80 60 0.3359 -1.21 -1.16 
E14 014 1.72 1.80 60 0.4590 -1.32 -1.29 
E15 015 1.72 1.80 60 0.7584 -1.45 -1.45 
E16 016 1.72 1.80 120 0.3359 -1.09 -1.04 
E17 017 1.72 1.80 120 0.4950 -1.25 -1.23 
E18 018 1.72 1.80 120 0.7584 -1.41 -1.41 
E19 019 2.25 1.11 60 0.4950 -1.23 -1.76 
— 020 — 1.19 60 0.4950 — -1.59 
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and Gaussian initial spectral forms with identical initial A values. In the case of 
the curves which have exponential shape, Ao = 1.80, and Gaussian shape, Ao = 
1.72, there exists more discrepancy than for the other cases. At least two potential 
explanations exist for the differences seen between these two curves. First is the 
significant difference in the A values (about 4%) caused by the discrete nature of the 
exponents used for the exponential wavenumber premultiplier. This difference may 
be suflBcient to account for all the differences. Second is the fact that as A increases 
in value, the initial spectrum becomes flatter and broader, thus differences in the 
spectra at waveuumbers smaller and larger than the peak may have more effect in 
that they contain relatively more energy compared with the spectral peaJt region than 
is the Ccvse in the more peaked (smaller A) spectra. This, in turn, may amplify the 
effects of differences in the initial A. 
Figures 4.16 through 4.21 show the dimensional velocity turbulence energy spec­
tra at initial time and at just over 2 eddy turnover times for each of three different 
values of A. Each graph shows the results for three initial values of L/. All initial 
spectra of the same A and Lf show significant differences in shape due to the "Gaus­
sian" and exponential spectral forms. By the end of (1-2) eddy turnover times, those 
curves with the same initial integral lengthscales and similar initial values of A have 
evolved to very nearly coincide with each other in shape and magnitude although 
some slight differences remain at the lowest wavenumber or two. This similarity per­
sists throughout the remainder of these computations. Although only curves for R\g 
of 60 are shown, the same evolutionary behavior is observed at other values. 
The spectra for the smallest initial integral lengthscale and largest value of A 
for R\o = 60 appear to flatten somewhat at high wavenumbers. This suggests that 
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the problem requires a wider wavenumber range for a complete description of the 
dissipation spectra than Wcis available for these computations. Indeed, inspection of 
the corresponding dissipation spectra (Figures 4.22 through 4.27) show that, although 
the initial dissipation spectra are well contained within the numerics, the energy is 
advected to higher wavenumbers sufficiently rapidly that the problem grows larger 
than the numerical grid. While this problem generally disappears at later times, the 
inaccuracies incurred by this bandwidth limitation should not be ignored but caimot 
be quantified within the scope of this study. It is shown later that these conditions 
are not needed to best model the low speed Sirivat and Warhaft results. 
Figures 4.22 through 4.27 that, for a given initial integral lengthscale, dissipa­
tion levels generally increase as A increases. This is consistent with the increased 
spreading of the spectra with increasing A leading to higher energy levels at the high 
wavenumbers and thus higher initial dissipation. Figure 4.13, however, indicates that 
it is the higher initial values of A which lead to higher late time values for R\. This 
seeming contradiction can be resolved by examining and comparing Figures 4.16 and 
4.17 for A = 1.25 with Figures 4.20 and 4.21 for A = 1.72/1.80. Figures 4.16 and 
4.17 have generally lower energy levels than are displayed in Figures 4.20 and 4.21 
while Figure 4.16 shows higher initial energy levels in the low A spectra around the 
spectral peak than are shown in the high A spectra in Figure 4.20. Thus it appears 
that although initial dissipation levels in the low A problems is lower than in the high 
A cases, during the first 1-2 eddy circulation times dissipation occurs most rapidly 
in the low A cases, perhaps due to higher spectral energy gradients leading to higher 
rates of nonlinear energy convection into the higher wavenumbers. The later time 
(i > 2.15) higher dissipation levels in the high A cases is thus due to higher overall 
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energy levels while at early times (e.g., f = 0) aje due more to specific energy distri­
bution. All other initial conditions being equal, to induce higher levels of Rx at late 
times, the initial spectral A should be increased. 
We now turn attention to the evolution of the aspect ratio, A. Figures 4.30 and 
4.31 show the evolution of A at the same initial Rx and Lj but at several values 
of initial A and using Gaussian and exponential initial spectral shapes and compare 
them with those of the low and high speed runs of Sirivat and Warhaft. Note that 
in both of these Figures, A increases sharply during the first 2 eddy turnover times 
before gradually and monotonically decreasing (reminiscent of the evolution of the 
derivative skewnesses or scalar eddy diffusivity ratio in the passive scalar transport 
problem). This reflects the initial spectral redistribution of energy by the nonlinear 
convection which acts to move energy to the higher wavenumbers. 
Figure 4.30 specifically compares the effect of initial spectral form with that of 
initial A. There are larger differences due to the Gaussian and exponential initial 
forms than were seen in the Rx studies. However, these differences are of significantly 
less importance than those due to the original aspect ratio value. Varying A leads to 
significant evolutionary differences while varying the spectral form leads to relatively 
minor differences which tend to abate with time. The source of the differences due 
to spectral form (Gaussicin or exponential) may be due to the persistent difference 
exhibited in the energy spectra at the lowest one or two wavenumbers between the 
Gaussian and exponential initial shapes. While this has a small effect upon the Tay­
lor microscale and total energy, the integral lengthscale is sensitive to the character 
of the energy spectra in this range. Note the scattered nature of the experimental 
data compared with the smoothness of the computational data. This may be due to 
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measurement uncertainties or some anisotropies still present at the lowest wavenum-
bers of the experimental energy spectra at these wavenumbers, or a combination of 
these. In Figure 4.30 the curves for the lower initial values of A increase and peak 
at approximately 150% of the initial value while at higher initial values of A this 
increase is markedly less (roughly 133%). While this difference is remarkable, it may 
be pathological, due to the wavenumber bandwidth artificially constraining the evo­
lution of the problem since these values of A result in very flat spectra. As noted 
above, the current wavenumber bandwidth does impose limitations on the range of 
appropriate computations, i.e., values of A, which may be used. 
Figures 4.32 through 4.34 compare the evolution of A with initial R\ of 60 at 
different initial integral lengthscales, each Figure using a constant initial A, while Fig­
ures 4.35 through 4.37 show analagous curves with initial R\ of 120. In Figures 4.32 
through 4.34, as the value of Ao increases, the spreading of the curves due to the 
variance of the initial integral lengthscale also increases. In Figure 4.32 the curves 
are reasonably convergent. As the initial spectra become more spread out (increasing 
Ao) the evolutionary behavior becomes more divergent with changes in the value of 
Lu-
At high R\ (Figures 4.35 through 4.37) the convergence is noticeably poorer for 
any given A than at low R\ but there is still reasonable convergence at A of 1.25 , 
worse for 1.45 and with virtually no similarity for A of 1.72/1.80. Thus the evolution 
of A appears to be considerably more sensitive to bandwidth limitations than is that 
of R\. Nonetheless, these Figures show the DIA can reasonably model the evolution 
of experimental A's in magnitude and, at least roughly, in evolutionary dynamics. 
Figures 4.38 through 4.40 compare the evolution of the normalized kinetic energy 
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at initial values for R\ and X/ of 60 and 0.4950, respectively. Figures 4.38 and 4.39 
compare the relative effects of initial spectral form (Gaussian vs. exponential) and 
initial A. It is apparent that the initial spectral functional form haa relatively small 
influence upon energy evolution while A has a pronounced effect. Although the initial 
energy spectra exhibit significant differences (as noted above in Figures 4.16, 4.18, 
etc.) the subsequent problem evolution is primarily determined by the nonlinear 
transport and it appears this is affected significantly by the initial value of A. The 
range of the effect of Ao upon energy decay is explored in Figure 4.40 in which the 
initial value of A ranges from 1.11 to 2.25, which is the maximum range available 
using the exponential and Gaussian initial spectral functions. As the initial spectral 
aspect ratio increases the turbulence energy decay rate decreases. 
Figures 4.41 through 4.43 show the effects of changing the initial integral length-
scale holding initial Rx at 60 and A constant while Figures 4.44 through 4.46 do the 
same for Rx of 120. The data points from Sirivat and Warhaft's experiments are also 
shown in these figures for comparison. In these comparisons time and energy are nor­
malized using initial values (t=0 for DIA and a;/M=40 for experiment). In general, 
the initial lengthscale (which ranges from 0.3359 to 0.7584) has a more minor role in 
determining subsequent energy decay than does A. As noted above for A and Rx, 
the more peaked initial spectra (smaller values of Ao) lead to energy evolution curves 
which collapse upon each other better than do the flatter spectra and decreasing Rx 
improves this collapse. It appears from these initial comparisons that the energy 
decay rates measured experimentally agree best with the smaller values of Ao (i.e., 
more peaked initial spectra). Table 4.2 lists the energy decay exponents numerically 
for the runs illustrated in Figures 4.38 through 4.46. 
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Figure 4.47 illustrates the evolution of the velocity field derivative skewness for 
exponential and Gaussian initial spectral functions and initial values of A at R\o of 
60 and Lj oi 0.4950. For a given Ao the skewness is relatively insensitive to the 
spectral shape and increasing Ao decreases the skewness. This may be seen as a 
consequence of the "flatness" or breadth of the initial spectrum. Increased flatness 
decreases the wavenumber spectral energy gradients, thus reducing the driving forces 
for nonlinear energy convection towards the dissipation range. The dissipation of 
total turbulence energy is thus reduced, reducing the decay rate for that problem 
over one with a smaller initial value of A. Note that the differences between the 
various runs, after large differences during the initial nonlinear buildup, decreases 
with time. While significant differences still exist after 9 eddy circulation times, the 
skewnesses do behave as if slowly approaching a single asymptotic value. Figure 4.48 
illustrates the range of derivative skewness evolutionary behavior as initial A values 
vary from 1.11 to 2.25. Initial differences are twofold and, although they reduce to 
approximately 15% hy t = 8-9. This Figure graphically shows the dramatic effect 
that the spectral aspect ratio has, long term as well as eaily time, upon the nonlinear 
turbulent energy transport. 
Contrary to the results for the evolution of the turbulence energy, the veloc­
ity derivative skewnesses do not collapse at all as the initial integral lengthscale 
is changed. Rather they deviate from each other dramatically which is a require­
ment for the energy curves to collapse since varying the initial integral lengthscale 
affects the amount of energy initially in the dissipation range of the problem. Fig­
ures 4.49 through 4.54 illustrate how the skewnesses vary with Lf^. As de­
creases the skewness also decreases, at least for some initial period ranging from 
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about 5-10 eddy turnover times for Rx^ of 60 to in excess 10 turnover times (for 
of 120). The geometric similarity of the curves coupled with the behavior seen 
in Figure fig:exdiavvskew3 through fig:exdiavvskew8 suggests that in time all the 
skewnesses approach some asymptotic value. For Rso of 60 this value appears to be 
approximately 0.35. The R\o = 120 runs do not have as apparent an asymptotic 
behavior or value but do seem to be consistent with an asymptote of 0.35. 
The energy in spectra with large initial Lf is concentrated relatively far (spec­
trally) from the dissipation range while that in spectra with small initial Lj is con­
centrated close to the dissipation range. The latter spectra rapidly evolve a spectral 
shape which is in "equilibrium" with the dissipation range while the former must 
convectively transport a large amount of energy up to a relatively broad range of 
wavenumbers before establishing any "equilibrium" with the dissipation range. The 
spectral energy gradients in the former ca^e are larger for a longer period of time than 
are those of the latter case and thus nonlinear convection occurs at a higher rate. This 
is reflected in a higher derivative skewness. When the problem cannot be completely 
described within the confines of the numerical grid, this transport is distorted by a 
piling up of energy at the high wavenumber (ultraviolet) end and/or low wavenumber 
(infrared) end of the (truncated) spectrum. This can result in a turnup of the tail of 
the energy spectrum (due to insufficient characterization of the dissipation spectrum) 
or the same at the low end of the spectrum (due to insufficient characterization of 
the transport from that portion of the spectrum to the lower wavenumbers). The 
differences induced in the skewness due to the use of exponential or Gaussian initial 
spectral forms are negligible. Thus the nonlinear activity predicted by the DIA for 
isotropic velocity fields is primarily dependent upon the initial spectral aspect ratio, 
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A, and the initial integral lengthscale, L j .  
Simulating Experimental Decaying Isotropic Velocity Fields 
The definition of the spectral aspect ratio, A provides a quantitative nondimen-
sional modeling parameter which may be used with the Reynolds number, Rx to 
model real flows using numerical techniques. The parameter A provides quantitative 
information useful in determining the similarity of the numerical and experimental 
spectra. Similarity in this regard helps provide for similarity in nonlinear energy 
convection along the spectrum. 
The anticipated use of any theoretical/numerical turbulence prediction technique 
is to model the evolution of a given physical problem which has expected values of 
R\ and A at some point in nondimensional time. The numerical goal is thus to 
determine appropriate initial conditions which allow the computation to achieve the 
specified physical "initial conditions" at the appropriate point in time. This was the 
approach used here to compare DIA results with those of experiment. Several runs 
were made with initial (t=0) values of Rx and A which resulted in DIA predictions 
for the value of Rx equal to that of Sirivat and Warhaft at the nondimensional time 
corresponding to their first measurement station, xjM = 40. The i = 0 initial 
conditions for the DIA runs are listed in Table 4.3. The Reynolds number results of 
this exercise for their low speed run are shown in Figure 4.55 and show all curves 
approximately intersecting at the first experimental point. Note that the best match 
between DIA and experiment occur for intermediate initial values of A, i.e., 1.45 and 
1.57. The other two (1.13 and 2.25) exhibit significant deviation with the smaller 
initial A providing the worst match with experiment. Figure 4.56 compares the 
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evolution of A between the DIA runs and experiment. All DIA runs except the low 
initial A run (PZ) have at least some period of the computation when A is within 
the range of experimental values although run P3 drops to the very bottom of this 
range within 1.5 to 2 eddy turnover times. Runs P7 and P8 not only tend to remain 
within the experimental range throughout the run (after the first eddy turnover) 
but are also quite close to each other. The significance of these differences in run 
evolutions are seen in the next two Figures. Figure 4.57 compares the evolution of 
the normalized turbulence kinetic energy. The energy is normalized with respect 
to its value at the nondimensional time equal to the experimental nondimensional 
time corresponding to the first meeisurement station in the experiments of Sirivat and 
Warhaft. Somewhat surprisingly all four runs give reasonably good predictions of the 
decay of turbulence energy. However, as can be seen in Figure 4.58, the normalized 
dissipation rate predictions are more strongly dependent upon the initial conditions. 
(The dissipation is normalized by multiplication by the value of A^/(i/£?„„(f)) at the 
time corresponding to the first measurement station of Sirivat and Warhaft.) All DIA 
runs with initial A above 1.45 agree satisfactorily with the experimental results while 
run PZ with initial A of 1.13 overpredicts the dissipation rate in the (self-similar) 
portion of the problem evolution. 
Figures 4.59 through 4.62 illustrate the same situation relative to the high speed 
experimental run. In this case. Figure 4.59 shows reasonable agreement of all DIA 
R\ evolutions with experiment although PL (with Ao = 1.13) is somewhat poorer 
than are the other three. Figure 4.60 shows that neither of the lower Ao runs (PK 
and PL) ever achieve A values within the range of experimental values for this high 
speed run but runs PC and PF do for a brief period of time before dropping below 
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Table 4.3: Summary of DIA run conditions for comparison with the experimental 
runs of Sirivat and Warhaft [45]. 
Name Ao Rxo Ljo nsv 
P3 2.25 60 0.7584 -1.37 -2.01 
P7 1.45 80 0.4950 -1.37 -2.26 
P8 1.57 75 0.4950 -1.36 -2.21 
PZ 1.13 75 0.7584 -1.66 -2.52 
PC 1.80 140 0.7584 -1.40 -2.11 
PF 2.25 125 0.7584 -1.33 -1.98 
PK 1.25 155 0.7584 -1.55 -2.38 
PL 1.13 145 0.7584 -1.64 -2.52 
S/W Low « 2.37 32.4 — -1.29 -1.94 
S/W High « 2.77 50.4 — -1.36 -1.91 
experimental values. This might suggest that the experimental wavenumber band­
width is larger than can be accommodated using the functional forms chosen for 
this study. Nonetheless it is instructive to further examine the results from these 
runs. Figure 4.61 compares the decay of turbulence energy for DIA and experiment. 
As seen with the low speed results, all DIA runs give nearly the same agreement 
with experiment. In this case the DIA runs appear to have decay rates somewhat 
reduced from that of experiment and in less agreement than in the low speed results. 
However, any of these would give about the same decay rate estimate. Again, as in 
the low speed case, the dissipation evolutions shown in Figure 4.62 exhibit a strong 
dependence upon initial A values with only the two highest (PC and PF) exhibiting 
behavior similar to that of experiment. As initial A values are reduced from 1.80, 
the disagreement with laboratory data increases. 
The numerical decay exponents for turbulence energy and dissipation rates are 
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listed in Table 4.3 for the DIA runs as well as the experiments. In nearly every case, 
the DIA predicts exponents whose magnitudes are somewhat larger than those of 
experiment and these discrepancies increase with decreasing Ao. The DIA results 
with low Ao contained errors in the decay exponents as high as 20-30%. The runs 
with higher Ao include less than 10% error (approximately 6% for the low speed run 
and 3% for the high speed run) in the energy decay exponents. The dissipation de­
cay exponents display more error (approximately 17% and 11% for the low and high 
speed ruiis, respectively). The normalized levels of energy are generally within 10% 
of measurements for all runs as are the dissipation predictions by runs with high Ao. 
In the runs with low Ao the dissipation predictions are in error by as much as 50%. 
These discrepancies may be the result of excessive nonlinear energy transport pre­
dicted by the DIA (in the inertial range this results in a spurious inertia! range 
spectral behavior rather than the proper i"®/®). However, from the results presented 
here it might also be due, at least in part, to wavenumber bandwidth limitations or 
initial integral lengthscale values. Despite the errors, it appears plausible to obtain 
reasonable estimates of the behavior of isotropic turbulent velocity fields using the 
DIA if appropriate modeling of R\ and A is ensured. 
From the above results it may be said that simple agreement between the initial 
numerical and experimental microscale Reynolds numbers, or, perhaps, even their 
evolution is insufficient to guarantee correct modeling of the physics occurring in the 
physical problem. While energy decay may be appropriately modeled, only those 
runs which also appropriately modeled the wavenumber bandwidth could properly 
model the energy decay. When performing laboratory studies, the turbulence energy 
is generally the quantity concentrated upon to deduce the physics being observed. 
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However, in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) problems, the turbulence energy 
dissipation is a quantity of interest as this determines the effective eddy viscosity. 
The results presented here suggest that not only must Rx be modeled correctly but 
also A. Since A consists of two lengthscales, it would appear from the results of 
this study that two lengthscales are required to properly model isotropic turbulent 
velocity fields. 
Figures 4.63 through 4.66 summarize the two DIA runs which best fit the ex­
perimental data, one for the low and one for the high speed runs. The agreement 
between the numerical and experimental data is very satisfactory for the microscale 
Reynolds number, turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation of the kinetic energy. 
The agreement for the aspect ratio is not quite as good, in part due to the scatter of 
the experimental data and also due to the inadequacy of the numerical bandwidth 
to accurately compute the high speed run. 
A brief summary of the velocity field results is now in order. The two mod­
eling parameters used here for isotropic turbulent velocity fields are the microscale 
Reynolds number, R\ and the spectral aspect ratio, A. It should be noted that these 
are not the only choices. The integral lengthscale Reynolds number, Rl, could be 
used instead of either R\ or A since, as required by dimensional analysis, any product 
of two dimensionless numbers forms third, equally valid dimensionless parameter. We 
may form Ri by the product of A and Rx, A x Rx = R^. However, Rx is the usual 
Reynolds number of choice for these types of studies while A possesses a reasonably 
direct geometric spectral interpretation not available with Ri and thus these two 
were selected for use in this study. 
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The Zero Transport Scalar Field 
Although the primary interest of this paper is isotropic turbulent transport of 
a passive scalar with uniform mean gradient, it is appropriate to briefly investigate 
the behavior of the zero gradient isotropic turbulenct scalar field as predicted by the 
DIA. This is prompted by two reasons. First is the decomposition of the passive 
scalar transport problem into a decaying isotropic scalar field and a scalar transport 
problem with zero initial conditions as discussed above. Thus for those transport 
problems which have significant initial scalar fields not generated by the action of the 
turbulent velocity field upon the mean scalar gradient, it will be necessary to model 
a decaying isotropic scalar field. 
Second, there exists a fundamental mathematical difference between DNS com­
putations and those using statistical closure theories. The DNS algorithm involves 
the primitive velocity and scalar variables only. When a uniform mean scalar gradi­
ent is imposed upon the system, the only change is the addition of a linear source 
term to the scalar equation at each node. In the case of the statistical closure theory 
algorithms, not only is the additional source term added to the scalar equation but 
additional equations governing the scalar transport fields (i.e., the velocity-scalar 
covariance and scalar-velocity covariance equations and their associated response 
functions) are also derived and solved. These quantities also contribute to the non­
linear terms in the scalar equations. Thus the statistical closure theory algorithm 
adds some complexity merely by the addition of the scalar field and adds consider­
ably more complexity when computing the scalar transport problem. A brief study 
of the zero gradient scalar problem and comparison with experiment thus gives some 
idea of the fidelity of the DIA in the simplest turbulent scalar problem. 
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The nondimensional equations governing the velocity and scalar variables in the 
problem of isotropic scalar turbulence are: 
Here the scalar variable, i?(k, t) is nondimensionalized by its initial intensity, "d'^. The 
nondimensional terms arising from a dimensional analysis of these equations and 
the isotropic  scalar  turbulence problem are  the microscale  Reynolds  number,  R \ ,  
the velocity spectrum aspect ratio, = Lj/Xg, the Prandtl number, Pr, and the 
scalar-velocity integral lengthscale ratio, LajLj. The scalar spectrum also possesses 
an aspect ratio, A, = La/X,. R\ and are determined by matching the DIA 
velocity field with that of the experiment of interest while the Prandtl number, Pr, 
is set by the experimental working fluid. Thus the only parameters which may be 
varied in the initial scalar field are A, and LajLj. The integral lengthscale ratio 
determines the relative position in wavenumber space of the initial spectra of the 
velocity and scalar fields. A, determines the relative spectral flatness but what may 
be more important in determining the evolution of the scalar field is the flatness of 
the scalar spectrum compared with that of the velocity field. This ratio, AajAy = 
{La!Lj)[XglXa) could be replaced by Xg/Xa as the ratio of spectral aspect ratios 
contains the scalar/mechanical integral lengthscale ratio which could be divided out 
using the rules of dimensional analysis. However, the ratio of aspect ratios has a 
more meaningful physical interpretation in conjunction with the integral lengthscale 
ratio than does the Taylor microscale ratio. Thus in the following work, the ratio 
As/Au will be the aspect ratio number of choice for describing the scalar spectral 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
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shape characteristics. 
Previous work has studied the relationship of the decay exponent of the scalar 
Held variance with the initial naechanical to thermal lengthscale ratio and found 
significant dependence. Mell, Kosaly and Riley [35] performed DNS computations 
investigating this relationship and found that for a range of lengthscale ratios spzin-
ning almost an order of magnitude (0.8-5.0) the decay exponent varied only from 
-2.23 to -2.76 (experiments have measured exponents from -0.87 to 3.20, cf. Warhaft 
and Lumley [48]). Mell, et al. initialized their velocity field using a Gaussian ini­
tial spectrum and allowing the DNS to run for sufficient time to fully establish the 
nonlinear interactions. The subsequent velocity field was then saved and used (with 
selected amplitude and wavenumber scaling to achieve an appropriate initial R\) as 
the initial velocity field for each of their scalar turbulence runs. This cannot be prac­
tically applied to a two time statistical closure theory such as the DIA, Thus none of 
the runs reported here are duplications of Mell et al.'s results. 
Previous studies (including those of Mell, et aJ.) have used initial values for R\ 
on the order of 40-50. While this is larger than or of the order of values experienced 
in most laboratory experiments, the Rx evolution in time drops out of the range of 
the experimental values (e.g., see Mell, et al. [35]). As shown above, significantly 
higher initial Rx^s are required to obtain numerical DIA behavior similar to experi­
ments. The question arises of what effect varying Rx has upon the scalar decay rate. 
Although the Reynolds number will not be altered in the DIA runs reported here 
which compare directly with experiment, it is of interest to know how these results 
(run at higher initial Reynolds number than other computations) might be affected 
by reducing the initial Reynolds number. To this end, some brief comparisons are 
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Table 4.4: Dependency of decay exponents upon initial Reynolds number, integral 
lengthscale ratio and ratio of spectral aspect ratios, n is the decay expo­
nent for the scalar energy and m is the decay exponent for the diffusion 
of scalar energy. 
Run L>ILj AsIA, Rx n m 
SU 0.50 0.48 30 -2.15 -3.24 
SI 0.50 0.48 60 -2.20 -3.30 
SM 0.50 0.48 90 -2.22 -3.33 
SQ 0.50 0.48 120 -2.23 -3.32 
ST 0.50 0.94 30 -1.06 -2.09 
SH 0.50 0.94 60 -1.09 -2.20 
SL 0.50 0.94 90 -1.10 -2.23 
SP 0.50 0.94 120 -1.10 -2.21 
SS 1.00 0.48 30 -1.93 -2.83 
SC 1.00 0.48 60 -1.91 -2.82 
SK 1.00 0.48 90 -1.90 -2.80 
SO 1.00 0.48 120 -1.87 -2.76 
SR 1.00 0.94 30 -0.95 -1.86 
SB 1.00 0.94 60 -0.95 -1.94 
SJ 1.00 0.94 90 -0.95 -1.95 
SN 1.00 0.94 120 -0.94 -1.90 
SE 2.00 0.94 60 -0.74 •1.47 
SF 2.00 0.48 60 -1.19 -2.07 
made at different Figure 4.67 compares the decay of scalar energy at two 
initial Reynolds numbers with different initial ratios of spectral aspect ratios, while 
Figure 4.68 shows the scalar variance diffusion for these runs and others involving dif­
ferent initial thermal to mechanical lengthscale ratios. The effect of initial Rx upon 
scalar variance evolution is quite weak especially compared with those due to varying 
the integral lengthscale ratio or the ratio of the spectral aspect ratios. The scalar 
energy decay exponents for these runs are listed in Table 4.4. It is quite remarkable 
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that the decay exponents are so insensitive to initial Ry, the maximum deviation ex­
hibited in the table due to it is less than approximately 4% over a four-fold increase 
in initial R\. By contrast, changing the integral lengthscale ratio by a factor of two 
(0.5 to 1.0) results in a 15% decrease in the decay exponent while changing by a factor 
of four (0.5 to 2.0) results in a 25-50% decrease in decay exponent. Nearly doubling 
the ratio of initial aspect ratios (from 0.48 to 0.94) produces a 50% reduction in the 
decay exponent. These data show that the most influential variable in determining 
the behavior of the scalar energy decay, between Rx, LajLf^ and AajA^, is the latter 
one. 
For the case of L a J L j { t  =  0) less than unity, the bulk of the scalar energy is 
initially situated in a stronger portion of the diffusive range than is the case for larger 
values of Lg/Lj{t = 0). The former case results in more rapid scalar diffusion and 
a high magnitude decay exponent because the scalar energy does not need to be 
nonlinearly convected to the diffusive region which requires time to accomplish. In 
other words, the large La/Lf{t = 0) case is a convection limited situation whereas the 
low La/Lj{t = 0) case is primarily diffusion limited. Therefore the integral lengthscale 
ratio may be viewed as the parameter which determines the relative initial placement 
of the bulk of the scalar energy and affects the decay characteristics primarily by that 
location. (It should be emphasized that these comments are intended to apply to the 
current situation only. Altering Pr may change the behavior of the scalar field.) 
Figure 4.69 compares the evolution of scalar energy with different initial values 
for both scalar to mechanical integral lengthscale and ratio of aspect ratios. Reducing 
the lengthscale ratio places more scalar energy at high wavenumbers, thus increasing 
initial dissipation rates and decreasing the total energy levels in a marked manner. 
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This also tends to increase the rate of decay (i.e., the magnitude of the decay ex­
ponent). Maintaining a constant initial integral lengthscale ratio but decreasing the 
ratio of aspect ratios also decreases somewhat the initial dissipation rates. How­
ever, the effects upon the final decay rates is more pronounced than occurs with the 
lengthscale ratio change. The decreased ratio of aspect ratios leads to greatly en­
hanced rates of decay of the scalar energy. Apparently, the reduced ratio of aspect 
ratios slows the initial rate of scalar energy decay due to reduced energy levels at 
high wavenumbers. However, this same characteristic eventually leads to enhanced 
rates of nonlinear convection and larger decay rates. 
Figures 4.70 through 4.72 plot the time evolution of the mixed scalar skewness 
for initial values for Aa/Ay of 0.48, 0.58 and 0.94, respectively with each figure illus­
trating the effects of changing initial LgfLj from 0.5 to 2.0. Both AalA^it = 0) and 
L,fLj{t = Q) effect the short time {t < 2-4 eddy circulation times) evolution of the 
skewness significantly. As the lengthscale ratio increases the initial surge in skewness 
increases dramatically. At later times, these differences decrease but never disappear 
as the curves appear to approach a common asymptote during the computations. 
Thus the relative wavenumber location of the energy distribution acts to affect the 
convective transport and diffusion rates. As LsjLf{t = 0) decreases, the scalar en­
ergy is concentrated increasingly in the strongly diffusive region of the problem and 
away from the wavenumber region in which the strongest convection effects act. This 
increases the total rate of diffusion while decreasing'the nonlinear convection. 
Altering AJAv has a pronounced effect upon the scalar field evolution. This 
occurs due to the difference in spectral shapes between the two fields. At low values 
of As/Ay (e.g., 0.48) the velocity spectrum is relatively flat compared with that of 
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the scalar field; the scalar spectrum more resembles a spike of scalar energy. Thus 
the convection by the velocity field can act upon a large concentration of scalar 
variance and rapidly transport it (due to the high scalar spectral gradient) to high 
wavenumbers and subsequent diffusion at early times. At higher values of A,fAv the 
spectral shape of the scalar field is flatter relative to the velocity field, the scalar 
spectral gradients are lower, the concentration of scalar energy at the peak of the 
spectrum is lower and the nonlinear convection of scalar variance is subsequently 
lower, leading to lower initial diffusion rates. After a time, the nonlinear convection 
(skewness) increases to a value actually somewhat higher than that for lower Aa/Ay 
cases. However, it is insufficiently high to make up for the large initial convection in 
these latter cases and this leads to lower diffusion rates (and decay exponents). This 
can be seen in Figures 4.73, 4.74 and 4.75 which compare the mixed scalar skewnesses 
for various values of Aj/Av at a given value oi Lg/Lf. As A^/Ay decreases, the initial 
convective transport (and thus the skewness) increases due to the enhanced scalar 
spectral gradients. Although this effect lasts only approximately two or four eddy 
turnover times, examination of Figure 4.67 shows that this is the time during which 
the decay characteristics are determined. After this time the skewness evolutions 
show a reversal, i.e., the skewness (transport) increases with increasing AsJA^ which 
reflects primarily the significantly higher energy levels in these problems due to their 
reduced early time diffusion. 
Thus both LsfLv and A^jAv play important roles in determining the nonlinear 
scalar convection. Choosing an initial value for L,/serves to place the scalar energy 
either in a region subject to strong nonlinear convection (large values) or relatively 
isolated from it (small L^ILy). This has the physical interpretation that large initial 
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Lj/Xu indicates the scalar fluctuations are predominantly of scales much larger thaji 
those of the velocity field. The velocity fluctuations strongly distort these large scale 
scalar fluctuations, straining them into ever smaller scales. A small initial LajL.^ 
indicates that variations in the scalar field are primarily of scales small relative to 
those in the velocity field. Thus velocity fluctuations are more apt to simply convect 
the scalar fluctuations in their entirety without significant straining or distortion. 
Small initial indicates the scalar fluctuations tend to be close to the scales 
characteristic of the peak wavenumber and velocity fluctuations of scales smaller 
than these will strain the scalar field. Large initial AajA^ indicates a wide range 
of scalar variation sizes, the large ones susceptible to nonlinear convective straining 
while the small ones tend to be convected whole, with little straining. These two 
ratios also interact as a large initial LajLy will indicate a situation in which all 
scalar fluctuations, even if there is a wide range of scales, will be subject to straining 
by the velocity field and the scalar convection will be strong for all initial values 
of Aa/Ay. This can be seen in Figure 4.73 in which LajLy has an initial value 
of 2.0. Not only is the skewness large but varying Aa/Ay from 0,48 to 0.94 has 
little effect upon the nonlinearities. As the initial lengthscale ratio is reduced to 1.0 
(Figure 4.74) and 0.5 (Figure 4.75), the initial spike and subsequent minima in the 
skewness decrease as the relative scales of the scalar field become smaller than those of 
the velocity field and more scalar fluctuations are simply convected without significant 
straining. Furthermore, as LajLy is reduced, the initial As/Ay has a stronger effect 
upon the nonlinear behavior of the scalar field. Smaller initial AafAy concentrates 
scalar fluctuation scales closer to the spectral peak, subjecting a higher percentage of 
them to nonlinear straining and leading to higher skewness values. It is interesting 
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to note that all cases shown in Figures 4.71 through 4.75 have achieved values of 
approximately 0.30 by the end of the computations (approximately 9 eddy turnover 
times) although the scalar energy levels at this time are approximately 1-5% of their 
original values. While this may not be a condition of final stages of decay, the bulk 
of decay has occurred. 
The energy spectra (Figures 4.76 through 4.79 for the case of initial integral 
lengthscale ratio of unity) reflect this in the great change in the spectra for runs with 
low Aj/Avit = 0) which initially have spectra that differ radically at high wavenum-
bers from those with high AsjA^it = 0). Within two eddy turnover times, they 
achieve spectral shapes very similar to the high AafA^it = 0) runs at all wavenum-
bers but the lowest ones. Thus the value of AajAy^t = 0) acts to determine the 
initial scalar spectral gradients which in turn determines the initial rates of nonlinear 
scalar convection. Note that the low AjAyit = 0) spectra in these figures maintain 
higher levels at high wavenumbers than do the high AgfAy^t = 0) spectra after the 
initial time. This is what maintains the more rapid energy decay rate of the low 
AalAv{t = 0) runs. It is only at the lowest one or two wavenumbers where the high 
AalAv{t = 0) spectra are higher than the low ones. This is, however, sufficient to 
maintain a higher total (integrated) energy level in the high AajAy^t = 0) runs than 
the low As/A„(< = 0) runs after approximately 2.5 eddy turnover times. Figures 4.80 
through 4.83 show the same spectra but in Cartesian coordinates. In these figures it 
is easier to see why the high As/A„(t = 0) runs have more total energy due to the 
significantly higher spectral levels at the low wavenumbers. 
Figures 4.84 through 4.87 show the spectra at the same times as before but 
for an initial integral lengthscale ratio of 0.5. Here the same comments apply as 
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for the LaJLj^t = 0) = 1.0 case. In addition, it should be noted that, while the 
low AsfAv{t = 0) runs do convect sufficiently at early times to have higher high 
wavenumber spectral levels than the high As/Au(f = 0) runs (see Figure 4.85), by 
4-5 eddy turnover times these levels are approximately equal (Figure 4.86) and by 6.5 
eddy turnover times (Figure 4.87) the low Aa/Ay(t = 0) runs once more have lower 
spectral levels than do the corresponding high Aa/Avit = 0) runs at all wavenumbers. 
This is due to the effects of placing the spectra higher in the wavenumber range 
relative to the velocity field than was the case for the Lg/Lf{t = 0) = 1.0 runs. 
The lower initial AJA^ has a higher scalar energy level at the spectral peak which 
leads to enhanced convection. In Figures 4.76 through 4.79 this peak remains higher 
than that for the high initial Aj/Au runs, although in Figure 4.79 they have become 
comparable. In Figures 4.84 through 4.87, the lower initial value of places the 
scalar spectral peaks in a region of stronger diffusion and this reduces the low AgjAy 
spectral pealc at a more rapid pace than was the case for LajLy of unity. 
Figures 4.88 through 4.91 illustrate the time progression of the spectra for 
LslLj{t = 0) values of 0.5 and 1.0 at AalAv{t = 0) of 0.94 while Figures 4.92 
through 4.95 show similar runs for AajAv{t = 0) = 0.48. Note that the initial value 
of Rx was determined by adjusting the viscosity so for given initial values of 
and AsjAy, the initial energy spectra did not change with Rx. These figures show 
that while the high LslLj{t = 0) runs possess initially low spectral energy levels 
at high wavenumbers, over time the nonlinear transport raises these above those of 
the low Xs/L/(f = 0) such that the low La/Ljit = 0) runs are uniformly lower over 
the wavenumber range of the problem. It may also be noted that reverse nonlin­
ear convection occurs at a higher rate for the low L,fLf{t = 0) runs than the high 
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LalL}{t = 0) runs. The former increase their low wavenumber levels by nearly three 
orders of magnitude while the latter by only one. This reverse cascade is sufficient to 
bring the spectral shapes into approximate similarity but not to equality. Even by 
6.5 eddy turnover t imes,  the high L a / L j { t  = 0) runs have a  sharper rol lofF a t  high k  
than the low ones, thus yielding a somewhat lower energy decay rate. 
The differences between the high and low AalAy{t = 0) runs lies primarily in 
energy distribution about the spectral peaJc. High = 0) initial conditions 
lead to a flat spectrum which spreads energy broadly about the peak while a low 
As/A„(Z = 0) concentrates it near the peak. The former produces relatively more 
rapid energy decay during the early part of the run (see Figure 4.67), roughly the first 
2 to 3 eddy turnover times, but this achieves a "steady state" condition dominated 
by nonlinear convection down a scalar spectrum which descends gradually from a low 
wavenumber peak (Figure 4.91). The low Aj/A„(< = 0) runs have relatively lower 
initial decay due to the very low initial energy levels in the high wavenumber diffusion 
range. The sharply peaked initial spectra lead to strong convection into the diffusion 
range where scalar energy is diffused at a "steady state" rate more rapid than that 
of the high As/Ay{t = 0) runs. Comparison of Figure 4.91 with Figure 4.95 shows 
how even after 6.5 eddy turnover times the low AalArj{t = 0) runs have spectra with 
more pronounced peaks and, although the total energy at these late times is lower 
in the low than the high A,/Av{t = 0) runs, the scalar energy levels at the higher 
wavenumbers is comparable or higher, thus leading to significantly higher normalized 
decay rates. From this evidence, it appears reasonable to conclude that nonlinear 
convection of the scalar energy from low to high wavenumbers is stronger under 
conditions in which the scalar spectrum is sharply peaked (i.e., low Aa/Av{t = 0)) 
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than if it is broad (i.e., high AsjA^uit = 0)). 
The unexpected aspect of this is that Aj/A„ values are more effective than are 
L,ILj values in changing the physics of isotropic scalar turbulence behavior. One ex­
planation for this is that changing the initial value of La/Lf{t = 0) changes only the 
wavenumber position of the spectrum. The spectral gradients remain the same so the 
scalar convection will be initially similar in all these cases. The changes in nonlinear 
convection (due to changes in the spectral gradients) is induced by the enhanced dif­
fusion which occurs in the low L,ILj{t — 0) due to the higher wavenumber location 
of the spectrum. When As/Ay(t = 0) is varied at a given La/L}{t = 0), the spectral 
wavenumber peaks are similar but the initial scalar spectral gradients are dramati­
cally changed, which can dramatically alter the initial convection characteristics and 
subsequent decay of scalar energy. 
When L , J L j { t  = 0) is less than unity, this indicates that the scalar field "energy 
containing eddies" are smaller than are those for the velocity field. Figure 4.96 shows 
the evolution of this ratio for two different initial values of AajA^, two of LajLv, and 
three of R\. While R\ can have a noticable effect upon the evolution of LaJLf the 
most interesting effect is due to varying AsjAy. The runs with AajAy = 0.94 show 
significant growth of LajLj while those with As!Ay = 0.48 show significant decline 
or modest growth depending upon the initial value of LafLf. Runs with either 
initial value of LajLj (0.5 or 1.0) appear to approach roughly similar eisymptotic 
values in the range 0.6-0.7 and 1.2-1.4, respectively, and these asymptotic values 
are dependent upon the initial value, not of Xs/X/, but of AsfAy. As shown above 
the inverse cascade of energy is not £is efficient as the forward cascade. Thus the 
low wavenumber shape of the spectra tends to be more strongly dominated by the 
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initial spectral shape. Since this is important in the determination of the integral 
lengthscale, the initial AsjAv is apparently more important in the long term thaji 
initial LajLj in determining later time values for the latter ratio. 
Figure 4.97 shows the evolution of As for these initial conditions and, without 
exception, this ratio grows to some extent and then begins declining. The magnitude 
of the peak increases with the initial Rx and inversely with initial LJLf. The effects 
of LsjLj tend to disappear at long time (5-7 eddy turnover times) but the R\ and 
Ail Ay effects do not. It would be expected that, given sufficient time, the velocity 
field would generally act, through the nonlinear convection, to reform the scalar 
spectrum into a shape related to its own. Indeed, under conditions of steady state, 
the scalar spectral shape would depend heavily upon that of the velocity field (as 
well as any sources of scalar fluctuations). 
Comparison of DIA with Experiments 
Figures 4.99-4.104 compare the DIA results which best agreed with those of 
Warhaft and Lumley for the scalar energy and scalar diffusion. It should be noted 
that the experimental results were at conditions analogous to those of the high speed 
experiments of Sirivat and Warhaft. Thus the DIA computations were made with 
an excessively small bandwidth resulting in an ultraviolet buildup of energy at the 
higher wavenumbers for a period of time. Thus these computations should be viewed 
strictly as approximate models of the experiments with the inherent deficiencies due 
to the faults of the theory (lack of Galilean invariance) plus numerical deficiencies 
due to the bandwidth problems. The conditions used to achieve these DIA results 
are not expected to be appropriate for a proper numerical evaluation of the DIA for 
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this problem. Given these caveats, it is surprising that the DIA implemented here is 
capable of such close agreement with experiment. 
The experimental values for the scalar energy are measured values, but the scalar 
diffusion values were not reported by Warhaft and Lumley. What is shown are the 
diffusion values predicted by the experimentally determined scalar energy decay rate. 
The scalar diffusion evolution equation, integrated over all k is derived as follows: 
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(4.54) 
(4.55) 
where U  is the mean tunnel velocity. The quantities U ,  M  and are determined by 
the laboratory windtunnel setup while n and B were determined from the mecisured 
decay of the scalar energy for each experiment. Equation (4.55) was used to compute 
the experimental values for the diffusion of the scalar energy for comparison with the 
DIA results. 
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Summary of Results 
While previous studies (experimental and numerical) have determined that the 
initial relationship between the integral lengthscales of the velocity and scalar fields 
can have significant effects upon the evolution of decaying isotropic scalar turbulence, 
this study shows that the initial ratio of the spectral aspect ratios of the two fields 
exerts an even more profound influence. Initial Reynolds number eflFects are generally 
fairly minimal relative to these other two. Using various combinations of initial 
LsjLj and AJAy in a series of DIA runs, this study has shown that nearly as wide 
a range of scalar variance decay exponents may be achieved as that seen in various 
experimental studies, and much wider than that reported by Mell, et al. [35]. The 
largest magnitude decay exponents measured in laboratory studies were not attained 
in this study, perhaps due to the inability to model a lower initial AsjAy using the 
specific spectral forms chosen. Future work could expand these possibilities by further 
generalizing the available initial spectral functional forms (e.g., arbitrary powers in 
the exponent of the exponential). 
The results of this study indicate that the role of the initial LajL/ is to place the 
scalar spectrum relative to the velocity spectrum in wavenumber space. Thus, using 
the same spectral shapes and changing LsjLj acts to affect the initial scalar diffusion 
rates. Also, due to the varying effect of diffusion upon the scalar field depending upon 
its initial wavenumber placement, the "self-similar" decay rate may be varied. This 
occurs because the diffusion affects the scalar spectral gradients differently as La/Lf 
varies. These spectral gradients are profoundly affected by the choice of initial AgjA^ 
and, since these shapes tend to persist, especially at the low wavenumbers, AgjAv 
has a stronger effect upon the decay exponent than does LajLj. In terms of the 
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spectral gradients, as the initial Rx increases, it tends only to broaden the scalar 
spectrum which has a minimal effect upon overall scalar decay. Therefore, in studies 
of decaying isotropic scalar turbulence, as in decaying isotropic velocity turbulence, 
the value of Aj/Av chosen for the initial conditions has a significant impact upon the 
evolution of the system and must be taken into account in any attempt to model 
real physical turbulence. Further, the DIA shows promise as a useful tool for the 
prediction of the behavior of isotropic scalar turbulence. 
The Passive Scalar Transport Problem 
Once the appropriate initial conditions have been determine to model the velocity 
field, the next step is to determine the appropriate initial scalar conditions to properly 
predict the evolution of the scalar field. As the velocity field conditions are now fixed, 
this task consists of determining an appropriate initial scalar field (just as in the 
isotropic decaying scalar problem), and appropriate transport characteristics. This 
section studies the effects of these upon the evolution of the scalar field. 
The Scalar Field 
Previous experimental studies of passive scalar transport have examined the 
effects of varying the mean scalar gradient, initial integral lengthscales, initial integral 
lengthscale ratios and initial scalar field intensity. These variables will also be studied 
here using the DIA closure theory. Figure 4.105 illustrates the effects of changes in the 
mean scalar gradient. Note that runs TB and TK (with zero initial conditions) yield 
identical growth of the scalar energy field. This is a consequence of the normalization 
of the scalar variable using the magnitude of the scalar gradient. Since the scalar 
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governing equations are linear in the scalar vajiable and the scalar gradient only 
multiplies the (linear) velocity term this normalization reduces the scalar gradient 
term to a vector of unity magnitude. Thus this result is mathematically consistent 
and predictable and the DIA computations reflect this. Experimental results, such 
as those of Sirivat and Warhaft [45], are consistent with this. 
Figures 4.106 and 4.107 show the results of changing initial scalar intensity on 
scalar field evolution at two different initial integral lengthscale ratios (0.25 and 0.50). 
Both Figures use run TB (with zero initial scalar field) as a reference. Clearly chang­
ing the initial scalar intensity or lengthscale ratio significantly influence the early 
time behavior of the scalar field. However, all runs asymptotically approach run 
TB. This is a graphic numerical confirmation of the trends observed by Sirivat and 
Warhaft. This asymptotic behavior as determined by the zero initial scalar field 
transport problem plus the linearity of the scalar field governing equations prompted 
the investigation into the viability of using linear superposition of a problem of de­
caying isotropic scalar turbulence incorporating all nonzero initial scalar conditions 
with a passive scalar transport problem incorporating all transport characteristics 
but zero initial scalar field and mathematically, this superposition principle holds for 
homogeneous passive scalar transport with uniform mean scalar gradient. 
Figure 4.108 compares the scalar field evolution for problems with identical initial 
(normalized) scalar intensities but different initial integral lengthscale ratios (La/Lv). 
As this ratio varies from 0.00 to 1.50 the scalar field behaves quite differently. Low 
nonzero initial lengthscale ratios represent situations in which most of the scalar en­
ergy resides at higher wavenumbers than the velocity peak spectral wavenumber, in 
the dissipation region of the velocity spectrum. As LajLy increases, the scalar energy 
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increasingly shifts frona wavenumbers high in the velocity spectrum to wavenumbers 
below I lie velocity peak, thus placing a decreasing fraction of scalar variance in this 
dissipation region. This is reflected in the Figure by decreasing scalar diffusion rates 
at early times (actually initial scalar growth for Lj/Zu of 1.50). This has the ad­
ditional effect of delaying the time and rate of approach to the asymptotic state 
represented by run TB. Thus, as seen experimentally, the initial value of LajLy can 
significantly affect the initial evolution of a passive scalar transport problem. 
The next few Figures compare the evolution of the DIA scalar energy with that 
measured by Sirivat and Wai-haft. Figure 4.109 compares the DIA results for zero 
initial scalar field (i.e., the asymptotic state for DIA runs with nonzero initial scalar 
conditions) with several low speed runs reported by Sirivat and Warhaft. These were 
preferentially selected as they appear to have minimal initial scalar field values. The 
velocity field was that found to best agree with the low speed turbulence velocity fields 
and thus the value of the Taylor microscale used to normalize the DIA scalar field 
was that at the nondimensional time corresponding to the experimental x/M = 40 
measurement station. Two differences are notable. The first is that, although the 
DIA results are quite close to those of experiment at early times, it is at the low 
end and remains there up to about 4 eddy circulation times. The growth rate of 
the DIA scalar field is close to, although also somewhat lower than, the measured 
results. More dramatic, and more troubling, is that, after 4 circulation times, all 
three experimental runs exhibit a significant increase (roughly a doubling) in the 
growth rate while the DIA results experience a slow but steady decrease of its growth 
rate. Figure 4.110 shows the low speed Sirivat and Warhaft results which appear to 
have a significant initial scalar energy field since these two runs have scalax diffusion 
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dominating the scalar transport. These are compared with DIA runs having various 
initial levels of scalar intensity. All DIA runs exceed the experimental results over 
much of the measurement regime. By varying the combination of initial values of 
scalar intensity and Xj/Xv the DIA results can be manipulated to yield a wide range 
of behavior during the first roughly 3 eddy circulation times. The scalar variance 
minima occur in the 2.6-3.0 circulation time region while those for the DIA generally 
occur before that. Run TJ is the sole DIA run which hits a minimum in this time 
region but it does not possess sufficient curvature or a small enough magnitude to 
accurately model the experiments. Finally, when the experimental results do begin 
growing, the growth rate is again significantly higher than that of the DIA results. 
While the proximity of the DIA and experimental results in magnitude is en­
couraging, the qualitative differences indicate that there are still differences of some 
significance. The shapes of the two curves in Figure 4.110 relative to those of the 
DIA results suggest two possibilities, both related to the low growth rates exhibited 
by the runs until nearly 4 eddy cycles. One is that the initial scalar fields may be 
quite large to account for the broad and rather significant minima displayed. DIA 
runs such as TD and TF appear to account for the scalar energy drop exhibited in 
the experimental run "S/W Low; 2.24" while run TJ exhibits the broad minimum 
and approximately correct timing of the minimum point of "S/W Low; 1.78". It 
might be possible, with the correct combination of initial scalar field and initial value 
for LajLv to correctly model these two runs. A second possibility is that, with a 
moderate (or negligible) initial scalar field, the generation of the scalar gradient may 
have produced some initial net counter-gradient scalar transport between the wakes 
of the mandoline wires prior to the final establishment of the mean scalar field. While 
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this would serve to establish a growing scalar field early in the flow, it would take 
some time after the mean field waa well established to reorient the scalar flux in 
the down gradient direction, during which scalar fluctuation production would be 
reduced allowing diffusion to reduce its intensity. Numerically this could be simu­
lated by initializing the scalar transport fields to some positive value which, in time, 
would be reoriented to a negative value by the action of the velocity field upon the 
mean scalar gradient. All runs in this study were initialized with zero initial scalax 
transport. 
A final possible explanation for the discrepancies between the numerical and ex­
perimental results arises from bandwidth limitations in the computations. At later 
times in the DIA runs, the spectral peaks are at the low end of the spectral grid, typ­
ically residing close to the second to lowest wavenumber grid. This might introduce 
error into the computations of the nonlinear convection terms. 
Figures 4.111-4.115 compare a range of DIA runs with all the low speed ex­
perimental data. While the various initial conditions for the DIA runs provide for 
varying degrees of agreement with experiment at early and intermediate times, all 
tend to converge to the same asymptotic behavior which differs from that of the final 
experimental points. 
Figure 4.116 compares a number of DIA runs, differing in the initial scalar field 
conditions, with the high speed experimental "toaster" runs of Sirivat and Warhaft. 
As was mentioned in the discussion of the modeling of the high speed velocity field, 
the spectral bandwidth of the DIA computations was inadequate at the high end, 
yielding an accumulation of kinetic turbulence energy at the higher wavenumbers 
during a portion of the runs. This did not seem to harm the isotropic decaying scalar 
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turbulence simulations but here it results in a significant overprediction of the scaJax 
field growth. As in the low speed results, the different initial conditions significantly 
alter the early time behavior but the tendency towards similar asymptotic states is 
also present. 
Figures 4.117-4.119 compare the evolution of the scalar spectral ratio, A,, as 
predicted by the DIA and measured experimentally. It is not surprising that, in 
time, all runs approach similar asymptotic states since the velocity field is the same 
in all cases and it (through the scalar transport) dominates the problem with time. 
Note, however, that the reduction of the mean scalar gradient magnitude from 1.0 
to 0.5 significantly affects A3 throughout the run in both Figures 4.117 and 4.118. 
This does not appear to affect the total scalar field. In all cases with unity mean 
scalar gradient, both for the low and high speed problems, the DIA and measured 
spectral aspect ratios are quite close in evolution and magnitude. Although this is 
gratifying, it is not unexpected as the DIA velocity fields were matched to those of 
the experiments as closely as possible. 
The behavior of the scalar/mechanical integral lengthscale ratio is more perplex­
ing. This is shown in Figures 4.120 through 4.122. Again the value of the mean scalar 
gradient significantly affects the evolution of this quantity although it still appears 
that the final asymptotic value is unchanged. In all low speed cases, the DIA ratio 
peaks at 1-2 eddy circulation times and then decreases to some asymptotic value. 
The experimental values, with the exception of the "S/W Low: 2.24" run, tend to 
hover around the 0.8-1.0 range. The low speed DIA values appear to tend towards 
unity, with the runs with mean scalar gradient of 0.5 being significantly slower in 
their approach. The high speed DIA runs are significantly higher than experimental 
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values, probably because the bandwidth of the computations was too narrow for this 
vigorous a flow. 
The Scalar Transport Field 
The eddy difFusivity ratios are presented in Figures 4.123 through 4.125. All 
scalar transport fields were initialized at zero, the velocity fields were identical for 
all the low speed and all the high speed runs and the only scalar field terms entering 
into the computation of the scalar transport nonlinear terms are the response func­
tions. Thus the DIA predicted diffusivity ratios for a given initial velocity field are 
essentially identical, being independent of the initial scalar energy fields. The low 
speed DIA results lie in the middle of the experimental range of results and their time 
evolutionary behavior is very similar to that of the experiments which appeared not 
to have significant initial scalar energy or counter-gradient diffusion. The two runs 
which did appear to have these initial conditions ("S/W Low; 1.78" and especially 
"S/W Low; 2.24") display a different evolution with sustained growth of the eddy 
difFusivity. 
While the high speed DIA difFusivity ratio evolution (Figure 4.125) appears to 
decay in a manner consistent with that of experiment, it achieves too high a peak 
value due to the inadequate modeling of the velocity field. Nevertheless, the DIA 
results are surprisingly close in magnitude to measured values so correction of the 
bandwidth appears to be the solution for correcting the DIA errors. 
Figures 4.126 and 4.127 compare the DIA low speed scalar transport correlation 
coefficients with those measured by Sirivat and Warhaft while Figure 4.128 compares 
the high speed results. In Figures 4.126 and 4.127 it can be seen that the low ini­
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tial scalar/mechanical lengthscale ratios result in a too rapid buildup of p^g and the 
asymptotic value has somewhat too high a magnitude. Initial values of of 0.5 
to 1.5 (in Figure 4.127) better simulate the behavior of the experiments. The two 
experimental runs labeled "S/W Low; 2.24" behave in a manner consistent with an 
initially positive correlation coefficient (corresponding to an initial countergradient 
transport of scalar) while the mean scalar field is establishing itself. This cannot be 
positively verified. Although the high speed DIA results must be viewed with skep­
ticism due to the insufficiently wide bandwidth, the experimental data does appear 
consistent with a small initial Lg/Lx,. The DIA results are comparable in value to 
mecisurements because the increased DIA scalar transport is normalized and com­
pensated by the increased scalar field magnitude. 
The final point of comparison between the DIA and experiment is the mechan­
ical/thermal timescale, r, shown in Figures 4.129-4.131. The DIA results generally 
achieve values at the high end or higher than those measured in both low and high 
speed experiments. The low speed experimental values appear to asymptote to values 
in the range of 1.4-1.8 while the numerical asymptote appears to be somewhat less 
than 2. 
Conclusions 
In this study the DIA was used to study and model decaying isotropic turbulent 
velocity fields of two strengths, several decaying isotropic turbulent scalar fields of 
different decay behavior, and several problems involving isotropic turbulence trans­
porting a passive scalar in the presence of a uniform mean scalar gradient. DIA runs 
were designed to model the experimental velocity and passive scalar transport results 
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of Sirivat and Warhaft and the decaying isotropic scalar experiments of Warhaft and 
Lumley. 
The study of the decaying isotropic turbulent velocity field showed that the most 
important modeling parameters were the Reynolds number (Rx) of the turbulence 
(based upon the Taylor microscale) and the spectral aspect ratio, Ay = Ly/Xg. This 
aspect ratio w£is shown to explain the different dynamic behavior of computations 
initialized with exponential and Gaussian initial spectral shapes in that they have 
different spectral geometries. "Exponential" and "Gaussian" spectra which were 
designed to have similar initial values of the cispect ratio (by varying the exponent 
(n) of the fc" multiplying the exponential term) led to velocity fields which evolved 
similarly. Matching the evolutionary behavior of both R\ and Ay between the DIA 
computations and experiments was shown to yield accurate modeling of the evolution 
of the turbulence kinetic energy and its dissipation. 
To accurately model the decaying isotropic scalar field requires first the accurate 
modeling of the dynamics of its velocity field. This was done as outlined above. This 
study found that, in addition to the initial scalar/mechanical integral lengthscale 
ratio {L,/Lv), the initial scalar/mechanical aspect ratio (i4j/A„) plays a very impor­
tant role in determining the time behavior of the scalar field. Employment of the 
proper combination of initial values of these two modeling parameters allowed accu­
rate computation of the behavior of several decaying isotropic scalar fields reported 
by Warhaft and Lumley. Both scalar energy and scalar diffusion were accurately 
computed. 
The turbulent transport of the passive scalar reported by Sirivat and Warhaft 
were also modeled using the DIA and the velocity conditions found to accurately 
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compute their velocity fields. Due to the linearity of the governing equation for the 
scalar fluctuation variable it was shown that this problem was a linear superposition of 
a decaying isotropic turbulent scalar field with all the initial scalar field conditions and 
a passive transport problem with zero initial scalar field. This allows the decoupling 
of their effects. A number of runs were made using various initial scalar fields and it 
was shown that, except for a couple of lengthscale quantities, the magnitude of the 
mean scalar gradient did not influence the problem (normalized as it was). While 
highly accurate modeling of these problems was not accomplished, the DIA was able 
to reasonably predict the magnitude and temporal behavior of the scalar and scalar 
transport fields. It appeared that some of the experimental results were consistent 
with either very large initial scalar fields and/or initially counter-gradient scalar 
transport. This was not investigated in detail by this study. 
In summajy, this study shows the DIA may be of value in modeling the behavior 
of isotropic velocity fields and their associated scalar fields, with and without uniform 
mean scalar gradient transport. 
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of DIA Rx for Gaussiaji and exponential initial spectra, 
L^o = 0.495. 
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of DIA kinetic energy for Gaussian and exponential initial 
spectra, L^o = 0.495. 
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of DIA energy dissipation for Gaussian and exponential initial 
spectra, Lyo = 0.495. 
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re 4.6: Comparison of spectra for the complete scalar problem, &compi^)i 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of eddy diffusivity ratios for complete and zero initial scalar 
field scalar transport problems. 
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Figure 4.11: Initial Gaussian spectra for different values of A, L^o = 0.495. 
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Figure 4.12: Initial Gaussian and exponential spectra for different values of 
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Figure 4.13: Evolution of Reynolds number for experiment and Gaussiaji and expo­
nential initial DIA velocity field spectra and A = 1.25. 
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Figure 4.15: Evolution of Reynolds number for experiment and DIA with, different 
initial values of A and Lvo = 0.7584. 
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Figure 4.16: Initial DIA velocity field spectra for 72^=60, A=1.25, L„o=0.495. 
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Figure 4.17: DIA velocity field spectra for i2A=60, A=1.25, t=2.15. 
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Figure 4.18: Initial DIA velocity field spectra for i2A=60, j4=1.45. 
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Figure 4.19: DIA velocity field spectra for Rx=60, A=1.45, t=2.15. 
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Figure 4.20: Initial DIA velocity field spectra for Rx=60, i4=l.72/1.80. 
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Figure 4.22: DIA velocity field dissipation spectra for i?A=60, ^4=1.25, t=0.00. 
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Figure 4.23: DIA velocity field dissipation spectra for ilA=60, A=1.25, t=2,15. 
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Figure 4.24: DIA velocity field dissipation spectra for Rx=60, A=1.45, t=0.00. 
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Figure 4.25: DIA velocity field dissipation spectra for Rx=60, A=L45, t=2.15. 
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Figure 4.27: DIA velocity field dissipation spectra for Rx=QO, A=l.72/1.80, t=2.15. 
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Figure 4.29: DIA velocity field dissipation spectra for i?A=60, ^4=1.72/1.80, t=8.61. 
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Figure 4.30: Evolution of A for experiment and DIA with L„o = 0.4950, Rxo = 60 
comparing exponential and Gaussian spectral shapes. 
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Figure 4.31: Evolution of A for experiment and DIA with L„o = 0.4950 R\o = 60. 
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Figure 4.32: Evolution of A for experiment and DIA with Ao = 1.25 R)^o = 60. 
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Figure 4.33: Evolution of A for experiment and DIA with Ao = 1.45/1.44 Rxo = 60. 
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re 4.34: Evolution of A for experiment and DIA with Ao = 1.72/1.80 R\o = 60. 
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Figure 4.35: Evolution of A for experiment and DIA with Ao = 1.25, R\o = 120. 
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Figure 4.36: Evolution of A for experiment and DIA with Ao = 1.45/1.44, Rxo = 
120. 
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Figure 4.37: Evolution of A for experiment and DIA with Ao = 1.72/1.80, i?Ao = 
120. 
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Figure 4.38: Evolution of turbulence energy with Ao = 1.25, \A4:/\Ab, Rxo =60 and 
Lvo = 0.4950 using Gaussian and exponential initial spectral shapes. 
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Figure 4.39: Evolution of turbulence energy with Ag = 1.25, 1.72/1.80, Rxo =60 and 
Lvo = 0.4950 using Gaussian and exponential initial spectral shapes. 
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Figure 4.40: Evolution of turbulence energy as a function of A using R\o =60 and 
Lyo — 0.4950. 
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Figure 4.41: Evolution of turbulence energy as a function of L^o with Ao = 1.25 and 
R\o = 60 using Gaussian and exponential initial spectral shapes. 
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Figure 4.42: Evolution of turbulence energy as a function of £„o with Ag = 1.45/1.45 
and Rxo = 60 using Gaussian and exponential initial spectral shapes. 
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Figure 4.43: Evolution of turbulence energy as a function of L^o with Ao = 1.72/1.80 
and Rxo = 60 using Gaussian and exponential initial spectral shapes. 
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Figure 4.44: Evolution of turbulence energy as a function of L^o with Ao = 1.25 and 
Rxo = 120 using Gaussian and exponential initial spectral shapes. 
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Figure 4.45: Evolution of turbulence energy as a function of L^o with Ao = 1.44/1.45 
and Rxo = 120 using Gaussian and exponential initial spectral shapes. 
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Figure 4.46: Evolution of turbulence energy eis a function of Lvo with Ao = 1.72/1.80 
and Rxo = 120 using Gaussian and exponential initial spectral shapes. 
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Figure 4.47: Evolution of the derivative skewness with Ag = 1.25, 1.44/1.45, 
1.72/1.80, Rxo =60 and Lvo = 0.4950 using Gaussian and exponen­
tial initial spectral shapes. 
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Figure 4.48; Evolution of the derivative skewness as a function of A using Rxo = 60 
and Ltio = 0.4950. 
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Figure 4.49: Evolution of derivative skewnesses as functions of using Ao = 1.25 
and Rxo = 60. 
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Figure 4.50: Evolution of derivative skewnesses as functions of Ly using Ao = 1.45 
and Rxo = 60. 
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Figure 4.51: Evolution of derivative skewnesses as functions of Ly using Ao = 
1.72/1.80 and Rxo = 60. 
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Figure 4.52; Evolution of derivative skewnesses as functions of Ly using AQ = 1.25 
and Rxo = 120. 
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Figure 4.53: Evolution of derivative skewnesses as functions of Ly using Ao = 
1.44/1.45 and Rxo = 120. 
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Figure 4.54: Evolution of derivative skewnesses as functions of using Ao = 
1.72/1.80 and i?Ao = 120. 
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Figure 4.55; Evolution of DIA microscale Reynolds numbers as functions of Ag 
and R\o compared with low speed experimental results of Sirivat and 
War haft. 
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Figure 4.56: Evolution of DIA aspect ratios, A, as functions of Ao and R\o compared 
with low speed experimental results of Sirivat and Warhaft. 
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Figure 4.57: Evolution of DIA turbulence energy, Ew, as functions of A© and Rxo 
compared with low speed experimental results of Sirivat and Warhaft, 
(i„„=0.495). 
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Figure 4.58; Evolution of DIA turbulence energy dissipation, as functions of Ao 
and Rxo compared with low speed experimental results of Sirivat and 
War haft. 
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Figure 4.59; Evolution of DIA microscale Reynolds numbers as functions of Ag 
and Rxo compared with high speed experimental results of Sirivat and 
Warhaft. 
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Figure 4.60: Evolution of DIA aspect ratios, A, as functions of Ao and Rxo compared 
with high speed experimental results of Sirivat and Warhaft. 
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Figure 4.61: Evolution of DIA turbulence energy, E^, as functions of Ao and Rxo 
compared with high speed experimental results of Sirivat and Warhaft. 
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Figure 4.62: Evolution of DIA turbulence energy dissipation, Cw, as functions of Ao 
and compared with high speed experimental results of Sirivat and 
Warhaft. 
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Figure 4.63: Evolution of best fit DIA microscale Reynolds numbers compaxed with 
the experimental results of Sirivat and Warhaft. 
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Figure 4.64: Evolution of best fit DIA aspect ratios, A, as compared with the ex­
perimental results of Sirivat and Warhaft. 
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Figure 4.65: Evolution of best fit DIA turbulence energy, as compared with 
the experimental results of Sirivat and Warhaft. 
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Figure 4.66: Evolution of best fit DIA turbulence energy dissipation, e„„, as com­
pared with the experimental results of Sirivat and Waxhaft. 
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Figure 4.67: Evolution of scalar energy at different spectral aspect ratios. 
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Figure 4.68: Evolution of scalar energy diffusion for different spectral aspect ratios. 
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Figure 4.69: Evolution of scalar energy for different initial integral lengthscales and 
spectral aspect ratios. 
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Figure 4.70: Evolution of scalar mixed derivative skewness at different initial inte­
gral lengthscales, Ag/Ay = 0.48. 
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Figure 4.71: Evolution of scalar mixed derivative skewness at different initial inte­
gral lengthscales, As/A„ = 0.58. 
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Figure 4.72: Evolution of scalar mixed derivative skewness at diiFerent initial inte­
gral lengthscales, AsjAy = 0.94. 
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Figure 4.73: Evolution of scalar mixed derivative skewness at different initial spec­
tral aspect ratios, Lg/Ly = 2.0. 
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Figure 4.74: Evolution of scalar mixed derivative skewness at different initial spec­
tral aspect ratios, I-j/Lu = I.O. 
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Figure 4.75: Evolution of scalar mixed derivative skewness at different initial spec­
tral aspect ratios, L^jLy = 0.5. 
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Figure 4.76: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral aspect ratios, 
LJLy = 1.0, t = 0.00. 
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Figure 4.77: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral eispect ratios, 
LsjLy = 1.0, t = 2.16. 
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Figure 4.78: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral aspect ratios, 
LJLy = 1.0, t = 4.32. 
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Figure 4.79: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral aspect ratios, 
LsIL^ = 1.0, t = 6.49. 
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Figure 4.80: Scalar energy spectra at different initial R\ and spectral aspect ratios, 
L,ILy = 1.0, t = 0.00. 
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Figure 4.81: Scalar energy spectra at different initial R\ and spectral aspect ratios, 
LJLy = 1.0, t = 2.16. 
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Figure 4.82: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral aspect ratios, 
L.jLy = 1.0, t = 4.32. 
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Figure 4.83: Scalar energy spectra at different initial R\ and spectral aspect ratios, 
L,ILy = 1.0, t = 6.49. 
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Figure 4.84: Scalar energy spectra at diiFerent initial Rx and spectral aspect ratios, 
Ls/L^ = 0.5, t = 0.00. 
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Figure 4.85: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral aspect ratios, 
L,/Lv = 0.5, t = 2.16. 
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Figure 4.86: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral aspect ratios, 
LsfL^ = 0.5, t = 4.32. 
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Figure 4.87: Scalar energy spectra at different initial R\ and spectral aspect ratios, 
Ls/Lv = 0.5, t = 6.49. 
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Figure 4.88: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral lengthscale 
ratios, AJAy = 0.94, t = 0.00. 
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Figure 4.90: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral lengthscale 
ratios, As/Ay = 0.94, t = 4.32. 
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Figure 4.91: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral lengthscale 
ratios, AJA^ = 0.94, t = 6.49. 
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Figure 4.92: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral lengthscale 
ratios, Aa/Ay = 0.48, t = 0.00. 
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Figure 4.93: Scalar energy spectra at different initial Rx and spectral lengthscale 
ratios, A,/A„ = 0.48, t = 2.16. 
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Figure 4.94; Scalar energy spectra at different initial R\ and spectral lengthscale 
ratios, AsjAy = 0.48, t = 4.32. 
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Figure 4.95: Scalar energy spectra at difFerent initial Rx and spectral lengthscale 
ratios, As/Ay = 0.48, t = 6.49. 
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Figure 4.96: Evolution of scalar to velocity integral lengthscale ratios. 
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Figure 4.97: Evolution of scalar spectral aspect ratios. 
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Figure 4.98: Evolution of ratio scalar to velocity spectral aspect ratios. 
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Figure 4.99: Best lit of DIA to scalar energy evolution reported by Warhaft and 
Lumley. 
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Figure 4.100: Best fit of DIA to scalar energy evolution reported by Waihaft and 
Lumley. 
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Figure 4.101: Best fit of DIA to scalar energy evolution reported by Warhaft and 
Lumley. 
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Figure 4.102: Comparison of DIA to scalar diffusion evolution reported by Warhaft 
and Lumley. 
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Figure 4.103: Comparison of DIA to scalar diffusion evolution reported by Waxhaft 
and Lumley. 
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Figure 4.104: Comparison of DIA to scalar diffusion evolution reported by Waxhaft 
and Lumley. 
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Figure 4.105: Evolution of DIA scalar variance for different initial variances and 
scalar gradient magnitudes (Rx^ = 80, = 0.50). 
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Figure 4.106: Evolution of DIA scalar variance for various initial vaxiances and 
{Rx, = SO, = 0.25). 
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Figure 4.107: Evolution of DIA scalar variance for various initial variances and 
{Rx, = S0,LJLy, = 0.50). 
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Figure 4.108: Evolution of DIA scalar variance for various initial variances and ini­
tial LstLyS = 80,ivo = 0.50). 
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Figure 4 .109; Comparison of experimental and DIA scalar variance for the low speed 
runs of Sirivat and Warhaft (Rx„ = 80, £«» = 0.50). 
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Figure 4.110: Comparison of experimental and DIA scalar variance for the low speed 
runs of Sirivat and Warhaft = 80,L„o = 0.50). 
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Figure 4.111: Comparison of experimental and DIA scalar variance for the low speed 
runs of Sirivat and Warhaft (iZ^o = SO) a=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.112: Comparison of DIA scalar variances for various initial conditions and 
scalar gradients {R\^ = 80, a=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.113; Comparison of experimental and DIA scalar variance for the low speed 
runs of Sirivat and Warhaft (initial DIA LafLy of 0.50, a=LO or as 
noted). 
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Figure 4.114: Comparison of experimental and DIA scalar variance for the low speed 
runs of Sirivat and Warhaft (initial DIA LajLy of 0.25, a=1.0 or as 
noted). 
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Figure 4.115: Comparison of experimental and DIA scalar variance for the low speed 
runs of Sirivat and Warhaft (initial DIA La/Lv of 1.0 or 1.5. 
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Figure 4.116: Comparison of experimental and DIA scalar variance for the high 
speed runs of Sirivat and Warhaft (DIA a=LO or as noted). 
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Figure 4.117; Evolution of scalar field A, (integral lengthscale/Taylor microscale 
ratio) for low speed experiment and DIA (DIA a=LO or as noted). 
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Figure 4.118: Evolution of scalar field A, (integral lengthscale/Taylor microscale 
ratio) for low speed experiment and DIA (DIA a=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.119; Evolution of scalar field A, (integral lengthscale/Taylor microscale 
ratio) for high speed experiment and DIA. 
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Figure 4.120: Evolution of scalar to velocity field integral lengthscale ratio for low 
speed experiment and DIA. 
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Figure 4.121: Evolution of scalar to velocity field integral lengthscale ratio for low 
speed experiment and DIA (DIA o=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.122: Evolution of scalar to velocity field integral lengthscale ratio for high 
speed experiment and DIA (DIA a=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.123: Evolution of eddy difFusivity ratios for low speed experiments and 
DIA (DIA a=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.124: Evolution of eddy diffusivity ratios for low speed experiments and 
DIA (DIA a=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.125: Evolution of eddy diffusivity ratios for high speed experiments ajid 
DIA (DIA a=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.126: Evolution of scalar transport correlation coefficients for low speed 
experiments and DIA (DIA a=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.127: Evolution of scalax transport correlation coefficients for low speed 
experiments and DIA (DIA a=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.128: Evolution of scalar transport correlation coefficients for high speed 
experiments and DIA (DIA a=1.0 or as noted). 
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re 4.129: Evolution of mechanical/thermal timescale ratios for low speed ex­
periments and DIA (DIA a=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.130; Evolution of mechanical/thermal timescale ratios for low speed ex­
periments and DIA (DIA a=1.0 or as noted). 
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Figure 4.131: Evolution of mechanical/thermal timescale ratios for high speed ex­
periments and DIA (DIA a=1.0 or as noted). 
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY 
The DIA was used to study homogeneous turbulent scaiar transport, with and 
without buoyancy effects, and compare with the results of DNS computations and of 
experiments. The DIA was also used independently to study some aspects additional 
aspects of isotropic scalar turbulence and to simulate results of some experimen­
tal studies of isotropic decaying velocity fields, decaying isotropic scalar fields and 
isotropic passive scalar turbulent transport. 
Comparisons of DIA and DNS for decaying, low Reynolds number isotropic ve­
locity and scalar fields indicated reasonable agreement. The study of active and fossil 
stably stratified turbulence showed reasonably good qualitative agreement between 
the DIA and DNS results. However, using only the first Legendre coefficients resulted 
in degraded quantitative accuracy of the DIA results. The initiation of zero energy in 
the vertical kinetic energy field resulted in a significantly more strongly anisotropic 
velocity field than with nonzero initial conditions. When all initial energy was in­
vested in the potential energy field (e.g., a "blob" of higher density fluid placed in 
lower density ambient fluid) all velocity fields experienced very strong oscillations. In 
the more conventional situation (a substantial or all of the energy initialized in the 
velocity field) the half-horizontal energy experienced relatively minor oscillations. 
It was shown that for the case of isotropic transport of a passive scalar the change 
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from one Legendre coefficient to two coefficient computations altered the angular 
behavior of only the scalar field but did not affect the behavior of the integrated 
scalar field or the scalar transport field. It was further shown numerically that the 
addition of the second Legendre coefficient did affect the integrated scalar field and 
scalar transport results in the case of a anisotropic velocity field and for buoyant 
scalar problems. 
The nonlinear two-point two-time passive scalar transport problem was shown, 
both in the exact problem and numerically using the DIA, to be equivalent to the lin­
ear superposition of the isotropic passive scalar turbulence problem with all nonzero 
initial scalar conditions plus the isotropic passive scalar transport problem. This was 
due to the linearity of the formally nonlinear scalar fluctuation equation in the scalar 
fluctuation variable and the isotropy of the velocity field. Although this result may 
be expected to hold in the fluctuation equations, it was not obvious for the statistical 
equations due to the introduction of cross-correlations between the two scalar fields 
by the decomposition which need not be necessarily zero. 
In addition, the direct comparison of DIA with experiment also showed reason­
able agreement using a comparison paradigm developed by the author. This tech­
nique involves the assumption that the initial (dimensional) time for experiment is 
the moment the flow passes through the turbulence producing grid while the initial 
time for the numerical computations is t = 0. The normalization for the experiments 
can be accomplished by using data no earlier than at the first measurement station 
(typically at xjM = 40). Using this point as the basis for normalization of measured 
data, a straightforward way to put computational results on a rational comparison 
basis with measured data is to find that time in the computation at which the nondi-
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mensional time coincides with that at the first experimental measurement and use 
that numerical point as the analog of that experimental point. Further, it was shown 
that the initial spectral shapes, as described by the spectral aspect ratios A„ or Ag, 
could exert a profound effect upon the evolution of the decaying turbulence fields. 
Good agreement between DIA and experiment was achieved for the isotropic velocity 
fields and the decaying isotropic scalar fields. The scalar transport problem proved 
more troublesome, although reasonable agreement in behavior and magnitudes were 
achievable for the eddy difFusivity ratio (for the low speed runs), scalar transport 
correlation coefficient, lengthscale ratios, timescale ratios. The scalar energy was 
of the correct magnitude for the low speed runs but differences in the evolutionary 
trends were noted. For the high speed runs, scalar transport was considerably too 
high (the computations experienced ultraviolet buildup of turbulence energy at high 
wavenumbers during the first 2 to 3 eddy turnover times due to insufficient numerical 
wavenumber bandwidth for this high R\ run) leading to excessive growth of the scalar 
energy. Surprizingly, the isotropic decaying scalar runs were accurate using the same 
velocity field conditions. This remains an area for future work. 
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APPENDIX A. THE DIRECT INTERACTION EQUATIONS FOR 
PASSIVE SCALAR TRANSPORT 
Tlie DIA equations used in this study were derived for the case of a nonzero 
vertical mean scalar gradient with no buoyancy effects consistent with the deriva­
tion by Kraichnan [43] for shear and thermally driven turbulence. The correlation 
and response functions were reexpressed in terms of their eigenfunctions following 
Herring [32], i.e.: 
A=1 
A=1 
A=1 
Uee ik , t , t ' )  =  
These eigenfunctions are substituted into the DIA equations and the equations solved 
for the eigenfunctions. The response function equations are treated in the same 
manner. The resulting equations form the DIA closure to the passive homogeneous 
turbulent scalar transport problem and are: 
(Deaiie)£= f; •£ (A.1) 
D I A  l i , m , n = 0  
d . Ic'\ , 
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=  P ,  ( l )  ^  t \  • s ) V v v „ ( P ,  5 ) ¥ ' v v „ ( 9 ,  - s )  d s  < i p r f 9 +  
-H 11. ^if/rmnC^'. P, 9) / i?«„„(p, i, 5)vj;;„„(5, t, s)(p^^i,{k, t', s) ds dpdq (A.2) 
DIA"^ JO 
=  1 2  l ^ ^ l l Z n U ' ' > P : ( l ) f  3 L u i k , t ' , s ) i p l ^ ^ { p , t , s ) ^ ' ^  { q , t , s ) d 3 d p d q +  
DIA •' •'0 
. PJ 9) ^  933it{k,i', s)v(f„„(p, 5) 
- ^  JJ^B'^nZni^yPi9)^ Pvv„(P.t,5)v'iw/(^>-s) rf5dpdg (A.3) 
PrRx ) ^ ^ ~ ^  ^ ^iiWVvviii^i0 = 
~^ Jj^  P' 9) 9v«„(p. s)V4v„(9,<, •s)¥'vv(/(fc, •s) <^ 5 <ipd9+ 
^'5'2fCn(^. P) 9) ^  i, s)(p'^^Jq, t, 5)</5^,„(^) </p<i9+ 
~  J ^ ^ S 3 u Z n V ' , P , Q )  I  < v „ ( P , ^ , s K v „ ( 9 , i , 5 ) ¥ J ^ „ i / ( A ! , < ' ,  5 )  d s d p d q  
~^JP) 9) ^ 5'«m(p. if> (q, i, i,{k,t',s)ds dpdq (A.4) 
BB^,{k)ipy3i,{k,t,t') = 
SSm (P) 5)V'w„(9> i, 5) rfs dp <i9+ 
+ ^  ^S 2 f , Z ^ { k ,  p ,  q) g,,/,(A, f', (p, f, {q,t,s)ds dpdq+ 
+ JJ^^S3fiZnU-^P^(l) 9svi,{k^'^\s)ip'i^^{p,t,s)ip''^^^{q,t,s)dsdpdq-\-
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-12 IL V, <l) [ 9vvm i'P' ^)'P3Vn i9,i, s)(p^^i,ik, t', s) ds dpdq+ 
D l A ' ' . / O  
assm (p. i. 5) Vvv™ (9. <» Ii{k, t', s)dsdp dq+ 
DlA •' 
- E IL^S^nZn{k,P,q) [ </^„„(p,*,5K„„(9,f,5)(^^„„(^,t',s)(i5dpd9 
D I A ' ' ^ 0  
"E Ii^S^Wrnvk^^P^^i) I 9>sr„{p,t^s)ip''^,S^,t,s)ip)^i,{k,t\s)d3dpdq (A.5) 
D I A  ^  • ' 0  
The equations governing the response functions for all four fields are now given. 
= - E //, ^ '^uZni^^P^(/) / (P,i,s)^vv„{^,i,-s,0 <^5(A.6) 
D I A ' ' J t /  
= - Z) // SS2fCn{k,p,q) [ 9,sm{p,t,s)^vv„iQ^i^s)9^su{Ks,t')d3dpdq (A.7) 
A(^ '^ '^ ' )  -  £  E BBl;{k)gi^ i ,{k,t,t') = 
= -Z)  I L B S l f , Z n { ^ ^ P , < l )  [  9 L m i P ^ i ^ ^ W s v n { 9 ^ i ^ s ) g ^ v i > i K s , t ' ) d s d p d q +  
D I A  ^  
-E f  L ^ ^ ' ^ u Z n i ^ ^ P ^ Q )  f  9ss„iP,t,s)^v^„{q,t,s)g^^„{k,s,t' ) d s d p d q +  
DIA •' •'^ •"' 
- Z) fI.BSZ\iZ^{k,p,q) I 9svmiP^'^^^)flvni^^^^^)9tuiKs,t')dsdpdq 
DIA"^ ''^  •"' 
- E  I I  9ss„ { p , t , s ) ( p ' '  { q , t , s ) g ^ „ I , { k , s , t ' ) d s d p d q  (A.8) 
g ' , , ^ { k , t j ' )  = Q  (A.9) 
The single time DIA equations are formed from exact single time equations in the 
same manner as the two time DIA equations are and will not be Hsted here. 
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The geometric coefficients for the velocity-velocity and velocity-scalar equations 
are now listed. 
/U""(k,p,q) = lf''-(k,p,q)f'»'(k,p,q) (A.IO) 
/12*"'{k,p,q) = /•*"'(k,p,q)(k.e"(p)) (A.ll) 
Bl*"(k,p,q) = Al*'"'(k,p,q) (A.12) 
The above equations make use of the following definitions: 
F^'"'(k,p,q) = (k-e''(q))(e'^(k) •€"(?))+ (k-e''(p))(e\k).e''(q)) 
I'^^''(k,p,q) = (q-e'\k))(e''(p)-e''(q))-(k-e''(q))(e\k)-e''(p)) 
The corresponding coefficients for the scalar-scalar and scalar-velocity equations are: 
ASl"»'(k,p,q) = (k-e-(q))(k-e"(q)) (A.13) 
AS2*"-(k,p,q) = (k.e»(p))(k.e-(q)) {A.U) 
AS3»'-(k,p,q) =(k-e»(p))F^"(k,p,q) (A.15) 
B51^'"(k,p,q) = (k.e'-(q))i^»'(k,p,q) (A.16) 
BS2*"-(k,p,q) = ASl'»-(k,p,q) (A.17) 
B53"'"(k,p,q) = (k.e''(q))i^»'(k,p,q) (A.18) 
B54*»'(k,p,q) = (k.e''(q))(p-e^(k)) (A.19) 
The final forms for the coefficients are obtained by representing the eigenfunc-
tions in terms of Legendre function series and solving for the Legendre coefficients. 
The resulting DIA geometric coefficients, (used in the actual numerical computations) 
are now listed. The coefficients for the velocity field are; 
'llfcli-. p. 9) = P' p. q)ia°n(w^.,) dfk (A.20) 
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P, ?) = P' q)^''"''(k, P, q)iffi°n(»,,,,) d4. (A.21) 
The coefficients to be used in the velocity-scalar field equations are 
= ['jl\F^'"(k,V',ci)F^'"(Kp,'l)P!i\^Sm^^)il'kd4, (A.22) 
Ai'SUk, V, ?) = r I' F"'(k, p, q)(k. e'(-q))P,!£•(/<»«) (A.23) 
*/0 J -"I 
B^uUk, p, q) = p, q)f ^ ""(k, p, q)P,Cn(w,M) df^t dt (A.24) 
The coefBcIents for the scalar-scalar equations are: 
ASlt',nil<,V,q) = J^'Jj'k-e'm{k-e-iq))P^„i,ii,.,.,)diia't (A.25) 
'lS2i;C.(4.P.5) = /^"£(k-e''(p)){k.6'-(q))PS(w,M)<iw<'^ (A.26) 
(i, p,,) • = _("£ p, q)(k. e«(p))Pa rf/ij (A.27) 
BSltZ.lhP,'l) = £'£(k-e''(q))i'"'(k,p,q)Pffii(M„).iwrf^ (A.28) 
iSS2t(J:,p,5) = £'£(k.e-(q))(k.e-(q))P,9,'irn(«,,,)iw<l^ (A.29) 
BS3tZ„lk.p,q) = £'£L»"'(k,p,q)(k-e''(q))P,S;(pt.,^)iw<i«l (A.30) 
'8S4i;E;„((:,p,,) = £'£L»'»'(k,p.q)(k-e-(q))P,5Si(/'t.,^)^W<i«> (A.31) 
The coefficients to be used in the scalar-velocity field equations are 
AS3}Z.ik,v,q) = ("f F^'-'{k,p,q)lk-e'(p))PifZ{ft.,.,)dlitd^ (A.32) 
«/0 »/ —1 
^SlitanCfc.P,?) = £'£(k.e-(q))i^»»(k,p,q)P,!SUck,p,,)<i;'li<i^ (A.33) 
BS2fZ„(i-,P.9) = £'£(k-e"(q))(k-e-(q))P,!r„(/xt,,.,)rfw# (A.34) 
BS3ilC„(«.-.P.«) = £'£i>'"'(k,p,q)(k.e''(q))P,lS,°(w,p.,)<i»# (A.35) 
P , « )  =  £ * £  i - ' " ' ' ( k ,  p ,  q ) ( k  •  a " ( q ) ) ( p  •  e ^ ( k ) ) P , 4 f t - 3 6 )  
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where 
k • n p • n q • n , a n>,\ y-k = /. . ) Mp = ; ) y-l = / (A.37) 
V k  • k  v^p-p  •  q  
and 
= PfMPlMPMPiM (A.38) 
where the superscripts talie the values 0 or 1 depending upon whether the appropriate 
Legendre function is a polynomial (0) or associated Legendre function of the first kind 
(1). represents an associated Legendre function of the first kind which are 
used in the series representation of the velocity-scalar and scalar-velocity functions. 
Linear Forcing Terms and Their Coefficients 
The velocity-velocity and velocity-scalar correlation and the velocity-velocity 
response functions are the only functions involved in the linear (meaji scalax gradient) 
forcing terms. Since the velocity-velocity field is isotropic it has only one non-zero 
Legendre polynomial coefficient; the zeroth one. This is also true of the velocity-
velocity response function. The two sets of coefficients we are studying here are 
given as follows: 
ALSlUk) m (A.39) 
ALHTSlfj.{k) = • n] (A.40) 
Note that these coefficients are nonzero only for A = 2 as the A = 1 eigenvector is 
perpendicular to the mean scalar gradient (which has direction n) since e^~^(k) = 
k A n/(/o sin 6k). Thus the dot product of n and e^~^(k) is identically zero. The dot 
product n,e;^~^(k) can be shown to be — sin^fc so we are thus interested in 
ALSlli.{k) = -^^j'^P,{(ik)P'{fik)smekdx (A.41) 
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ALUTSlf,.(k) m (A.42) 
The definition of P/(a') (where x  = H k )  is 
(A.43) 
At this point the most important piece of information needed is under what 
conditions the integral in equations (A.41) and (A.42) is zero. We now show that this 
integral may be expressed entirely in terms of (constant) coefficients and Legendre 
polynomials from which it may easily be deduced under what conditions it will have 
nonzero values. 
Now we have (concentrating only upon the scalar-scalar coefficient for the mo­
ment; the scalar-velocity coefficient is easily deduced from this one), substituting x 
for i-ik and noting that (1 — x^)2 = sin^*,: 
where jP/;(x) = -^Pi'ix). Two more useful identities for Legendre polynomials are 
(A.44) 
( l - i^ )P; i (x)  =  nPn-i{x) - nxPn{x) 
(2n + l)iP„(a:) = (ji+ l)P„+i(x) + nP„_i(x) 
(A.45) 
(A.46) 
(A.47) 
2 n o / .  ^  o  / . X  . .  r r ^  +  i i o  .  r  
(A.48) 
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Using equation (A.48) in (A.44) yields 
2/ + 1 /•» 
ALSlt,{k) = 
2 J - i  ' \  2/' + l 
2/ + 1 
2 
2 / + i  
2 
2/ + 1 
2 
[P;/+l(x) - P/'_i(s)] dx 
IliLtll] f;: 2  .  _ 2 _ 1 , .  
2/' + 1 J 2{V + 1) + 1 - 1) + 1. ^  ^ ^ 
Due to the evenness of the velocity-velocity and scalar-scaleur functions, only the 
even Legendre polynomials and odd associated Legendre functions will be used. 
As can be clearly seen in equation (A.49) the only times ALSlii,{k) will be 
nonzero is for / = /' — 1,/' + 1, or in words, only associated Legendre functions of 
order adjacent to that of the Legendre polynomial (numerically above or below the 
order of the Legendre polynomial) may interact in a nonzero manner. However, at the 
lower end of the series, even these interactions are limited. For example, for / = 0 (the 
lowest Legendre polynomial for the scalar-scalar correlation) there exists no /' = — 1 
associated Legendre functions for this problem and thus, only one scalar-velocity 
coefficient (/' = 1) may interact with the ^ = 0 scalar-scalar coefficient. In practical 
terms for the current problem this implies that the scalar-velocity correlation and 
response functions develop only the first coefficient as a result of interaction with the 
isotropic velocity field since it has only one coefficient (/ = 0) although it is possible 
for an anisotropic velocity field with nonzero / = 2 coefficient to influence the first 
coefficient of the scalar-velocity functions. The scalar-scalar correlation function 
may develop two coefficients due to / = 0,/' = 1 and / = 2,/' = 1// = 2,/' = 3 
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Table A.l: Illustration of location of the linear coefficients' zeros. 
O
 
II II CO
 II II II 00
 o
 
II (
M
 II 
II 0 0 0 0 0 
II CO
 
0 0 0 0 0 
/' = 5 0 0 0 0 0 
II 0 0 0 0 0 
II 0 0 0 0 0 
/' = 11 0 0 0 0 0 
/' = 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 
interactions but no linear / = 0,/' = 3 interactions are possible due to the structure 
of the linear coefficients. 
A tabic showing the /, /' combinations which produce nonzero values for the 
coefficient integral is instructive: 
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APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF HOMOGENEOUS DIA 
COEFFICIENTS 
Here we list the DIA geometric coefficients for the case of homogeneous 
anisotropic turbulence and passive scalar field with uniform mezin scalar gradient 
oriented in the direction of gravity. 
Velocity-Velocity Equation Coefficients 
The velocity field (or velocity-velocity equation) coefficients are here derived by 
expressing the tensors in the velocity-velocity equation in terms of the eigenfunctions 
and corresponding eigenvectors. 
/ll»»-(k,p,q) = i«„„(k)i'.^(k)ei(k)e?(k)<(p)ef(p)<(q)e^(q) (B.l) 
/12*'"(k,p,q) = /=i„„(k)tie?(k)C(p)e|;(p)e;;(q) (B.2) 
Bl»"''(k,p,q) = -i'i„,(k)f,..(p)6j(k)s?(k)e»(p)e;(p)e:;(q)e^(q) (B.3) 
B2»'»'(k,p,q) = -J'i„„(k)wej(k)e?(k)<{p)e;(q) 
B3'^'"'(k,p,q) = -Pi;„„(k)pbe^(k),<(p)e;;(q)e^(q) 
(B.4) 
(B.5) 
Now define 
F»'"'(k,p,q) = Pi„„(k)e?(k)e»(p)eUq) 
i*'"'(k,p,q) = -P.t4PK(p)4(k)e;(q) 
(B.6) 
(B.7) 
r 
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Employing these definitions and rewriting the products of qujintities with 
summed indices as dot products, the coefficients may be reexpressed as follows: 
In order to complete the evaluation of these coefficients it is only necessary to derive 
the dot product expressions for p, q) and L^'"'(k,p,q). 
f p, q) = Ik • e»(p)| p(k). e»(q)l + (k • e-(q)l (e^(k) • e'Cp)] (B.13) 
p, q) = [q • e^(k)] [e»(p) • e'Cq)] - [p • e''(q)] [e''(p) • e-'lk)] (B.14) 
Now the velocity-velocity equation's coefficients may be easily evaluated for any 
specified wave vector arguments (k, p,q). 
Scalar-Scalar Equation Coefficients 
The scalar field (or scalar-scalar equation) coefiicients are here derived by ex­
pressing the tensors in terms of the eigenfunctions and corresponding eigenvectors. 
Rewriting these coefficients in terms of dot products and the F and L functions 
defined earlier for the velocity-velocity coefficients we obtain: 
/ll»»'(k,p,q) = iF»'"'(k,p,q)f'"-(k,p,q) 
/12"'"'(k,p,q) = f^»''(k,p,q)|k-e'(p)l 
Bl*'"(k,p,q) = f»"'{k,p,q)i^w(k,p,q) 
B2^'"'(k,p,q) 
B3*"(k,p,q) = -F*»'(k,p,q)(p.e-(q)l 
(B.8) 
(B.9) 
(B.IO) 
(B.11) 
(B.12) 
/151^»'(k,p,q) = [k-e»(p)|lk-e»(p)j 
/lS2^"'(k,p,q) = lk-e''(p)llk.e'(q)] 
/lS3'"(k,p,q) = F^'"'(k,p,q)[k.e»(p)l 
(B,15) 
(B.16) 
(B.17) 
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= £^''-(k,p,q)lk • e'(P)l (B.18) 
BS2*»'(k,p,q) = [k-e'Cp)! [q e \k)\ (B.19) 
BS3""(k,p,q) = -lk-e»(p))[p- e''(q)] (B.20) 
B54*'"'(k,p,q) = Ik-e'CqMlq-e-Hk)] (B.21) 
BS5*'"'(k,p,q) = - [k • e'(q)l [p • e'ici)] (B.22) 
BS6^»'-(k,p,q) = i»'"'(k,p,q)(k •e-'lq)] (B.23) 
(B.24) 
Some Comments and Observations Concerning the Various DIA Coeffi­
cients 
By inspection we can discern some relationships between the various coeflScients. 
For example 
-[jBl^'"'(k,p,q) + 51^'"'(k,q,p)] (B.25) 
/12^'"'(k,p,q) = -53^'"'(k,q,p) (B.26) 
/I5l^'"'(k,p,q) = B55^'"'(k,q,p) (B.27) 
A52^'"'(k,p,q) = -553^'"'(k,p,q) (B.28) 
552^'"'(k,p,q) = -B54^'"'(k,q,p) (B.29) 
/I53^'"'(k,p,q) = A2^'"'(k,p,q) (B.30) 
= 
- [jB5l^'^''(k, p, q) + q, p)] (B.31) 
These relationships may be used to reduce the numerical computation required 
for evaluation of these coefficients. 
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APPENDIX C. ANALYSIS OF DIA COEFFICIENTS 
In order for an isotropic velocity field to induce no additional anisotropy into 
the scalar field in passive homogeneous turbulent scalax transport than is produced 
by the linear forcing term, there must be some special relationships between certain 
coefficients to allow the cancellation of nonlinear anisotropic contributions but allow 
these to be significant in the case of an anisotropic velocity field. This appendix 
strives to discover these relationships and explain this phenomenon. 
The DIA equations are here reiterated in the Legendre representation format to 
allow easy access and reference. We define 
2 
E  E - (C.1) 
D I A  l ' , m , n  i i , u = l  
S + (C.2) 
D I A  ^  "  
+ fL dq (C.3) 
nrA*' •'0 
DIA''•'0 
+ 12 f P. q) [ Sss,, {k, t', (p, t, (?, t, s)ds dp dq 
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(C.4) 
{it + E«<e;Hk)v5i,,(A:,<,0 = 
= E JL^SHTZii;',''„^^^{k,p,q) I gy^ {k,t',3)<p'i^^{p,t,s)ip'',^^{q,t,s)dsdpdq 
DIA •' •'^ JO ' 
+ J2 JL q) j gas„{p,t,s)(p';,^^{q,t,s)tp^ (k,s,t')ds dp dq 
D I A  • ' 0  
+ E Jf.-BSHT!ji ';'^{k,p,q) I (/.,„(p,<,sK„„(g,t,5)¥'^ (fc,5,0<isdpdg 
DIA •' •'^ •'O 
+ E J f 55v,„(P><.5Kv„(<7,<,5)v?v„,,(^:,s,i')<^3 dp dq 
DIA •' •'^ •'O 
(C.5) 
{li "*• ^) = 
= T, f L P. ^ ) / 5^3,, (^% i', •s)Vw„(P, -S^MnC?, <^P «?9 
DIA-' •'^ JO 
+ E I 9s3A^,t',s)(p'^,^{p,t,s)(p'' {q,t,s)dsdpdq 
DIA •' •'O 
+ YlJj^^^'^u!',m,n%PA) ^  55\,(-fc,<',5)Vw„(p,f,5)v?^„„(g,i,s)d5 dp d? 
+ E //, P> ?) /  ^•s)¥'!;„„(9, i, s)<^l {k, s, t')ds dp dq 
D I A  ^  • ' °  
+ E / / .  /  Sf5 ,„(p , f , sK,„(9 , t ,3 )vL ( fc,s,0d5 i^prf? 
/J/X •'O 
+ E IlBSifi::„Jk,p,q) [ 93sAP^t,s)ipl^^{q,t,s)ip,,^,{k,s,t')d3 dp dq 
DIA •' •'^ •'0 
The geometric coefficients are now defined in the form used in the DIA computations. 
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Those for the velocity and scalar variance equations are: 
AVI^Z„(I=,m) = C^" ['(C.7) 
BY\'r^,(k,p,q) = C,"'jf'*£p,?r„(w,„)SVl^'"(k,p,q)<iw<i^t {C.8) 
ASllZM:, p. g) m Ct" ['j\ iC;(w„,)A5l'"(k, p, d4>k (C.9) 
/»2?r /*1 
A52fc(/:,p,5) = /_^PS(^,.,.,)A52^''''(k,p,q)d,Xfec/^fc (C.IO) 
/•2ir /*1 
AS3f,C„(A;,p,9) = 
/*27r /*l 
BSlX„(k,P,q) = C^l /_^P,yrn(A/..,,,)BSl»'-(k,p,q)<i/.i<iA (C.12) 
BS4Z.{kM) = C,"••"/"£p,K° ,)BS4^'"(k,p,q)<iA»* (C.13) 
BS6iC„(i.P,9) = Cf"fl'^P!I^M^^)BS5^{k,p,q)dMdh (C.14) 
i»2ir /•! 
BSeXnikM) = J_^PS!SHH.P.,)BS6""ik,p,q)di.,dh(C.lt) 
where e,'" = 
2 K 
•PuS(/'»,M) = (C-n) 
and those for the velocity-scalar covariance equations are: 
y»27r /*! 
AVHTltZ.lh,P,q) = A'"/, /_/,K(w.P,.)^^'l'"''(k,p,q)<Jwi«C.18) 
AVHTiiW, p, 1) 3 flf" P. qj-iw <'^iC.19) 
3 A"' £7.'i ^ '.rr,(w.p..)BVl*"(k,p,q)dM <i#}.20) 
ASHT3fZ.{k,P.<l) s A"' /^ "£ ^™n('"M)'4S3^"'(k,P,q)'i» ii«C.21) 
P, 9) = A"' £7-' ''"•«n(j'te«)BSl»»''(k, p, q)<J/<» (i«C.22) 
BSHTilZSk, P. 1) = Of £'£ P,S!.(*.t,„)BS4''"(k. p, q)</w 'i«C.23) 
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BSHTi^fUk.V,'!) = «(»,p.,)B55'"'(k,p,q)<i« rf^(C.24) 
BSimfZniKp, 1} s Df" P,q)<(w <i«C.25) 
It sliould be noted here that of the statistical functions here used, the velocity-
variance and response functions are isotropic as is the scalaj response function. Thus 
these functions will have only the first terms in their Legendre representations pos­
sessing nonzero coefficients. It will be further assumed that the scalar treinsport and 
scalar fields will be initialized at zero levels. This implies that all anisotropy in these 
fields will be due to the action of the velocity field upon the mean scalar gradient 
and nonlinear interactions, not to any initial conditions which are not of interest in 
this study. In addition, the two-time equations will be the only ones studies here at 
this point as the single time equations should behave in a similar majiner. 
A general comment is appropriate here. As can be seen in equations (C.4) and 
(C.5), the scalar-scalar correlation function does not appear in any of the nonlinear 
integrals. Thus the only way that nonzero Legendre coefficients beyond the first 
may be induced is by the nonlinear interaction of the first terms of the velocity field 
(correlation and response function), the scalar field response function and the scaJar 
transport functions. 
The Velocity-Scalar Functions 
We will first investigate the velocity-scalar correlation equation. The velocity-
scalar equations are the following; 
where wheiei;, _ 2/(/+i)fc (C.26) 
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=  E  I P ,  Q )  [  ^ ' >  5 ) V v v „  ( p .  < ,  s ) < p ' ; ^ ^ { q ,  t ,  s ) d s  d p  d q  
DIA '' •'° 
+ J2 IL f g ,s, ,{k,t ' ,s)(pf^^Jp,t,s)<p';,^^{q,t,s)ds dp dq 
DIA''./O 
+ Zi //, / 5v„„(p.i,«K„„(9,i,5)¥J^ (A:,s,0d5 (fpdg 
D I A ' ' ^ 0  
(C.27) 
The first and third terms on the right hand side of this equation contain all velocity-
velocity functions with p and q arguments with the coefficients AVHT\\^!' .^.JJt^p,q) 
and BVHTlff"^^^{k,p,q). Thus, due to the isotropy of the velocity field, if, for a 
given or s, i'), the coefficients possess the property that 
t  AVHTl',Z.i{h,P,t) = 0 (C.29) 
^."=1 
•£ BVHTl',Zi.ii.k,P,q) = 0 (C.30) 
n,l/=l 
these nonlinear terms will not contribute to the second Legendre term of the velocity-
scalar correlation representation. The second term on the right hand side would need 
a coefficient relationship of 
t .AVHTllZ.iil 'M) = 0 (C-31) 
H=l 
Tables C.l and C.2 list these coefficients for two different k—p—q combinations. 
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Table CM: Example numerical values for the coefficients used in the velocity-scalar 
two-time equations for k = 1.0000,p = 0.7500,9 = 0.6614. 
A V AVHTl AVHT2 BVHTl 
1 1 1 2.42565E-02 1.29190E-01 -2.42565E-02 
1 1 2 -6.42075E-02 O.OOOOOE-00 6.42075E-02 
1 2 1 -4.99392E-02 -1.29190E-01 4.99392E-02 
1 2 2 8.98902E-02 O.OOOOOE-00 -8.98902E-02 
2 1 1 1.07928E-01 O.OOOOOE-00 -1.07928E-01 
2 1 2 -6.80191E-03 -2.34159E-01 6.80191E-03 
2 2 1 -2.12265E-01 O.OOOOOE-00 2.12265E-01 
2 2 2 1.11139E-01 2.34159E-01 -1.11139E-01 
Table C.2: Example numerical values for the coefficients used in the velocity-scalar 
two-time equations for k = 1.0000,p = 0.6614,9 = 0.7500. 
A V AVHTl AVHT2 BVHTl 
1 1 1 1.25402E-01 -8.56100E-02 -1.25402E-01 
1 1 2 -8.54512E-02 O.OOOOOE-00 8.54512E-02 
1 2 1 -1.09866E-01 8.56100E-02 1.09866E-01 
1 2 2 6.99147E-02 O.OOOOOE-00 -6.99147E-02 
2 1 1 9.70990E-02 O.OOOOOE-00 -9.70990E-02 
2 1 2 -3.59236E-02 2.55402E-01 3.59236E-02 
2 2 1 -1.60216E-01 O.OOOOOE-00 1.60216E-01 
2 2 2 9.90411E-02 -2.55402E-01 -9.9041 lE-02 
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Summing up AVHTl2'^i^i^i{k,p,q) or BVHTl2xi,i{^iPil) over fi ajid i/ and 
A.VHT22'^^^i i{k,p,q) over fi all result in a zero result. Thus the first coefficients 
cannot contribute to any second coefficient growth through nonlinear interaction and 
for a situation with zero initial second coefficient for the velocity-scalar correlation 
this equation will contribute nothing to that second coefficient. 
The Scalar-Velocity E\inctions 
The governing equations for the scalar-velocity correlation and response function 
are: 
{jt = 
= E f  I  {k,t ' ,s)<p>i^Jp,t,s)ip' '^^^{q,t,s)d3dpdq 
DIA 
+ E fL BSHTllfr^^^{k,p,q) f dp dq 
DIA ^  " 
+ E jiBSHT\\^r^^^{k,p,q)f gs3,n{p,1^,s)^p' '^>n^q,t,s)ip^ X^,3, t ')ds dp dq 
DIA 
+ E fL^SHT5ff'^,^{k,p,q)[ 
DIA ' '  
+ T. a BSHT6}},':^,,{k,p, q) f  g;^(p,t,t , f)ds dp dq 
DIA •'  
(C.32) 
= E //, BSHTlfi;, ';^^^{k,p,q) f gi;^Jp,t,s)ip',^„{q,t,s)g^ ik,s,t ')ds dp dq 
DIA ' '  
+ BSHT4lf, ' '^^^^{k,p,q) g,s,„{p,t,s)^'(„^{q,t,s)g^^^X^,s,t ')ds dp dq 
+ E I {k,p,q) i gs3r„{p,i,s)ip'^^„{q,t,s)g^ {k, 3,t ')ds dp dq 
DIA- '  Jo  '  
+ E //, -S5i?r6^f/^_„(A:,p,g) f  g^^^{p,t,s)ip';,^^{q,t,3)g^ {k, 3, t ')ds dp dq 
D I A  •'0 
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Table C.3: Example numerical values for the coefficients used in the scalar-velocity 
two-time equations for k = 1.0000, p = 0.7500,9 = 0.6614. 
A A' u ASHT3 BSHTl BSHT4 BSHT5 BSHT6 
1 1 1 1.29190E-01 -2.11402E-01 -5.41478E-03 1.15573E-01 1.54097E-01 
1 1 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO -1.15573E-01 -1.54097E-01 
1 2 1 -1.29190E-02 2.11402E-01 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
1 2 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 1 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 1.15573E-01 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 2 -2.34159E-01 2.49695E-01 1.80386E-01 -1.15573E-01 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 2 1 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 2.56828E-02 
2 2 2 2.34159E-01 -2.49695E-01 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO -2.56827E-02 
Here are written, in tabular form, these coefficients for two different k 
combinations for the (2,1,1,1) Legendre coefficient combinations. 
(C.33) 
- p - q  
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Table C.4: Example numerical values for the coefficients used in the scalar-velocity 
two-time equations for k = 1.0000, p = 0.6614, q = 0.7500. 
A /i u ASHT3 BSHTl BSHT4 BSHT5 BSHT6 
1 1 1 8.56100E-02 -2.39707E-01 -3.38404E-02 5.43782E-02 8.22121E-02 
1 1 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO -5.43782E-02 -8.22120E-02 
1 2 1 -8.56100E-02 2.39707E-01 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
1 2 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 1 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 5.43782E-02 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 2 -2.55402E-01 2.29720E-01 1.11093E-01 -5.43782E-02 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 2 1 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO -1.55365E-02 
2 2 2 2.55402E-01 -2.29720E-01 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 1.55365E-02 
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Fi'om Tables C.3 and C.4 we have 
j2ASHTt';iu(k,p,q) = 0 (C.34) 
#*=1 
SBSffrifcjC.-,?,?) = 0 (C.35) 
M=1 
j:^BSHT^ZU>'<M) = 0 CC.36) 
t/=l 
X;BSifr6a,,{i,p,,) = 0 (C.37) 
J/=l 
and from inspection of equation (C.32) we see that the relationships of equa­
tions (C.34) through (C.37) guarantee no nonlineax contributions to the second co-
efficients from the first coefficients. However, BSHT62'^i"i^i{k,p,q) does not sum to 
zero in any way and thus may contribute to the second coefficient for this two-time 
scalar-velocity correlation. As the scalar-velocity response function also contains a 
nonlinear term incorporating the coefficient it may also develop 
some nonzero second coefficient as will the single time velocity-scalar/scalar-velocity 
correlation. However, each of these functions receives input from only one of the five 
(or four for the response function) which may thus be expected to be small. The two-
time velocity-scalar correlation retains zero second coefficient for this problem and 
its corresponding response function is identically zero for this passive scalar problem. 
The Scalar-Scalar Functions 
The governing equation for the scalar-scalar correlation is; 
= ^ IL ?) /  9s,i,  {k, t ' ,  (p, t ,  (?, t ,  s)ds dp dq 
niA •' •'0 
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E  J 9 )  I  d p  d q  
DlA-'- '^ 70 
E j I  9^,v^X-Kt\s)ip'^^^{-p,t,s)ip' ' ,^^[q,t,s)d3 dp dq 
DIA ^  70 
^IL 33.miP,t,s)Vvsn{Q,'t^s)^t3,,i^,s,t ')ds dp dq 
J2^  //^-S55fj;^^_„(A:,p,g)^ ^)Vvv„(9,<,5)v?„,,(fc, s.^Vs ^9 
J^L Jo (p> ^)Vvvn (9. (^' "S, dp dq 
(C.38) 
£IM •' •'^ •'° 
(C.39) 
Here are written, in tabular form, these coefficients for two different k — p — q 
combinations. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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Table C.5: Example numerical values for the coefficients used in the scalar-scalar 
two-time equations for k = 1.0000, p = 0.7500, g = 0.6614. 
A 1/ AS3 BSl BS4 BS5 BS6 
1 1 1 -1.55028E-01 -2.53683E-01 6.49774E-03 1.23278E-01 1.84917E-01 
1 1 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 -1.23278E-01 -1.84917E-01 
1 2 1 1.55028E-01 2.53683E-01 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO 
1 2 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 
2 1 1 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 1.23278E-01 O.OOOOGE-00 
2 1 2 2.80990E-01 2.99634E-01 -2.16463E-01 -1.23278E-01 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 2 1 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 3.08193E-02 
2 2 2 -2.80990E-01 -2.99634E-01 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 -3.08192E-02 
Table C.6: Example numerical values for the coefficients used in the scalar-scalar 
two-time equations for k = 1.0000, p = 0.6614, g = 0.7500. 
A t/ AS3 BSl BS4 BS5 BS6 
1 1 1 1.02732E-01 -2.87649E-01 4.06085E-02 7.45757E-02 9.86545E-02 
1 1 2 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO -7.45757E-02 -9.86545E-02 
1 2 1 -1.02732E-01 2.87649E-01 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
1 2 2 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 1 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 7.45757E-02 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 2 -3.06483E-D1 2.75664E-01 -1.33311E-01 -7.45757E-02 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 2 1 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO -1.86438E-02 
2 2 2 3.06483E-01 -2.75664E-01 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 1.86438E-02 
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Tcilsle C.7: Example numerical values for some of the coefficients used in the 
scalar-scalar two-time equations for k = 1.0000, p = 0.7500,9 = 0.6614. 
A V ASl BS5 
1 1 1 -1.62253E-08 6.16389E-01 
1 1 2 2.20967E-08 -6.16389E-01 
1 2 1 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO 
1 2 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 1 -1.62253E-08 6.16389E-01 
2 1 2 2.20967E-08 -6.16389E-01 
2 2 1 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 2 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO 
Let us assume that the scalar transport field has only one Legendre functional 
representation (for either the correlations or the response function). We know this 
to be true for the isotropic velocity field correlation and response function and the 
scalar field response function. In order for the second Legendre function of the scalar 
field to affect the integrated scalar field quantities requires some special relationships 
for the coefficients i45lii'i''2(k, p,q) and BS'5i2ii(k,p,q). We now list their values in 
Tables C.7 and C.8. 
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Table C.8: Example numerical values for some of the coefficients used in the 
scalar-scalar two-time equations for k = 1.0000, p = 0.6614, g = 0.7500. 
A V ASl BS5 
1 1 1 -1.22773E-08 3.72879E-01 
1 1 2 1.24644E-08 -3.72879E-01 
1 2 1 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO 
1 2 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 1 -1.22773E-G8 3.72879E-01 
2 1 2 1.24644E-08 -3.72879E-01 
2 2 1 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 2 2 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
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The coefficient 555t2u(k, p, q) is antisymmetric with respect to i/ and thus will 
contribute nothing to the first Legendre coefficient of the scalar-scalar correlation. 
The coefficient ASli{'i''2(k, p, q) is not antisymmetric, although the two entries are op­
posite in sign. Most importantly, these values are numerically very small so that any 
contribution from this term to the first coefficient equation will be correspondingly 
small. 
Another concern is the effect of the second coefficient of the scalar-velocity corre­
lation and response functions. These may affect the first coefficient equation through 
the coefficients /15'2ii''i''2(k,p,q), A53ti72(k,p,q), A53mi(k,p,q), i453i^i'2(k,p,q), 
B5ltrr2(k,P,q), and jB56tr2i(k,p,q). 
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Table C.9: Example numerical values for the coefficients used in the scalar-scalax 
two-time equations for k = 1.0000, p = 0.7500,9 = 0.6614. 
A A52IU2 A53iii2 A5'3I211 AS3i2i2 
1 1 1 1.41459E-08 -2.25496E-01 1.55028E-01 -3.51725E-01 
1 1 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
1 2 1 O.OOOOOE-00 2.25496E-01 -1.55028E-01 -5.71540E-01 
1 2 2 -3.05347E-08 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 1 1.41459E-08 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 2 O.OOOOOE-00 -L49151E-01 -2.80990E-01 8.90342E-02 
2 2 1 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 2 2 -3.05347E-08 1.49151E-01 2.80990E-01 4.20058E-01 
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Table C.IO: Example numerical values for the coefficients used in the scalar-scalar 
two-time equations for k = 1.0000,p = 0.7500,9 = 0.6614. 
A u BS\\u7, J556ii2I 
1 1 1 -5.44771 E-09 3.28741E-01 
1 1 2 O.OOOOOE-00 -3.28741E-01 
1 2 1 -5.16173E-09 O.OGOOOE-OO 
1 2 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 1 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 2 -1.91766E-01 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 2 1 O.OOOOOE-OO 4.38322E-01 
2 2 2 1.91766E-01 -4.38322E-01 
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Table C.ll: Example numerical values for the coefficients used in the scalar-scalaj 
two-time equations for k = 1.0000, p = 0.6614,9 = 0.7500. 
A u •A'S'2hi2 A53III2 AS3I2II AiS'3I212 
1 1 1 2.1714SE-0S -3.28741E-01 1.02732E-01 -2.61844E-01 
1 1 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
1 2 1 O.COOOOE-00 3.28741E-01 -1.02732E-01 -3.46721E-01 
1 2 2 -1.20924E-08 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OQ O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 1 2.17148E-08 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 2 O.OOOOOE-00 -2.46556E-01 -3.06483E-01 1.70241E-02 
2 2 1 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 2 2 -1.20924E-08 2.46556E-01 3.06483E-01 3.90380E-01 
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Table C.12: Example numerical values for the coefficients used in the scalar-scalar 
two-time equations for k = 1.0000, p = 0.6614,9 = 0.7500. 
A u BSlnu BS61121 
1 1 1 -1.50856E-08 2.25496E-01 
1 1 2 O.OOOOOE-00 -2.25496E-01 
1 2 1 7.22600E-10 O.OOOOOE-OG 
1 2 2 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-00 
2 1 1 O.OOOOOE-00 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 1 2 -1.91766E-01 O.OOOOOE-OO 
2 2 1 O.OOOOOE-00 3.40917E-01 
2 2 2 1.91766E-01 -3.40917E-01 
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APPENDIX D. MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF DIA 
COEFFICIENTS 
The antisymmetry of the DIA coefficients is apparently responsible for the lack 
of effect upon the single time quantities of including the second Legendre coefficients 
in computations of passive homogeneous turbulent scalar transport. Numerical eval­
uation of these coefficients for selected k—p—q triples have pointed out this antisym­
metry but mathematical analysis and proof of this property would be more general, 
acceptable and potentially more revealing of the mathematics of this phenomenon. 
To this end we will first examine the simplest of all the coefficients. 
"Isotropic Scalar" Coefficient 
The simplest of the DIA coefficients for the scalar-velocity correlation is: 
= £' jjk • dx di (D.l) 
The case of interest is that in which all functions of the integrand are the lowest order 
coefficients while the coefficient being computed by the equation is the second order 
one. Thus the specific coefficient to be studied is 
•®'S'5frmn(^>P)9) = ^ j e''(p)]^-P(L3(®)^jLi(®)-Pm=o(/«p)-Pn=o(/i9) dx dcf) 
= J y [k • e''(p)]^  sin0fc(5 cos^  9k — l)j sin^*, dx d<l> 
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j  [k-e''(p)]' ^sin^0fe(5cos^0jt - l)j dx d<f> 
Jk • e''(p)]^ |(1 - x^)(5a;^ - 1)] dx (D.2) 
Obviously the dot product term is always nonnegative since it is a real quantity 
which is squared. Since — 1 < a: < 1 the term f (1 — x^) is always nonnegative. 
The final term in the integrand, (5x^ — 1), may be either positive or negative. Since 
this coefficient has only one eigenfunction, /i, the antisymmetry must occur between 
fj, = I and fj, = 2 and these must be studied to infer and/or prove what occurs as this 
eigenfunction number is changed. Specifically we have 
The terms cos a, cos /3 and cos 7 and the corresponding sin terms depend upon the 
angles prescribed by the triangle formed by k, p and q and are thus constants for 
given lengths of these vectors. The terms cos^p and cosOg may be reexpressed as 
follows: 
BS5a'^^^''{k,p,q) = ^ y^Jk-e''-^(p)P ^(1 - a;2)(5z2 - 1)] dx d<l) 
X ^^(1 - s^)(5x^ - l)j dx d<f> 
BS5fi'^=^''{k,p,q) = ^ y^Jk-e''=2(p)p[|(l-a:2)(5a;2-l)] dx d(l> 
(D.3) 
(D.4) 
cos^p = X COS7 — \/l — COS sin7 (D.5) 
(D.6) 
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cos 0, = COS  ^ x + COS <f> sin /3 Vl — 
sin Qq = yT—cos^ 
(D.7) 
(D.8) 
Thus we may rewrite the coefficients as 
= //X, 
— [—fc\/l — x^sin^sin7 
sinds 
X 
^^(1 — s')(5x^ — l)j dx d<l> 
do^\,i=2u,i X _ \^([a;cos7 - Vl - a:^ cos^sin7] cos7 - x) 
X [^(1 — a:^)(5i^ — l)j dx dij> 
(D.9) 
(D.IO) 
For the first cissociated Legendre functions of the scalar-velocity function, in 
determining the evolution of the higher order coefficients from the first coefficients of 
the integrand we have the Legendre product (where fik = x) 
Pi {x)Pii^-^{x)Pm=Q{lJ-p)Pn=oif^q) — 
= Pi-{x)y/l -  a:2(l)(l) 
= \n^Plix)vr^ 
"K^+1) 
2/H-l 
where the last identity was shown in Appendix C. 
The generalized form for the four term product of Legendre functions is 
Pnx)PXx)P^{t^,)PM = 
(D.ll) 
= Vl - x2p/(x)v'l - X^Pl,{x)Pm{Hp)PnilJ.q) 
= {l-x')Pl{x)P',{x)PMPn{fi,) 
(D.12) 
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Using these results in the expression for the coefficient yields 
r '('+1)1 
B55icr(fc,p,5) = I J 
n 
fir . » 
2/ + 1 
2^ /•! [—fcx/T"—x^sin^sin7 
0 J-I 
[P/+i(a;) - P/-i(x)] dx d<l> 
sind. 
X [Pi+i{x) -  P/-i(x)] dx d4> 
n\ •1 
X 
2i + l 
—k\/\ — sin <j) sin 7 
yl — [x cos 7 — \/l — cos ^sin7] ^  
Ki + i) 
X [P(+i(x) — P/_i(x)] dx d<f> 
ni -1 
2/ + 1 
k^{l — x^) sin^ (j) sin^ 7 
1 — |xcos7 — y/l — x^ cos 0sin7j 
r /(i+i)' 
X [P/+i(x) — P/_i(x)] dx d<t> 
2/ + 1 
(D.13) 
^•S5S''(4,P,«) = jf"£[k-e»="(p)l '(' + !)• 
2/ + 1 
[P/+i(x) - P-i(x)] dx d(f> 
ni -1 A:([x COS7 — y/1 — x"^ cos (j)sin7] cos7 — x) 
^1—|xcos 7 — VT—^ cos ^ sin 7j 
'(/ + 1) 
X [P(+i(x) — P/_i(x)] dx d(f> 
21 + 1 
ni  •1 fc([x cos7 — A/I — x^ cos (j)sin7] cos 7 — x) \/l- [®C0S7-\/r^ x^ cos (t> sin 7 
^(^ + 1) 
2/ + 1 
X [P(+i(x) — P/_i(x)] dx d(f> 
r2rt fl |&([xC0S7 — VT"—^COS ^sin7] COS7 — x)] 
Jo J-i 1 — ^x C0S7 — Vl — COS sin7]^^ 
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X [Pi+iix) -  P/-i(a;)] dx d<l> 1(1+1) 
21 + 1 
(D.14) 
At this point it is instructive to examine the relationship between the two coef­
ficients k • e^(p) and k • e'^(p). We have 
, . —fcsin(isin7\/l — k - e ^ p  =  
sm 0„ 
(D.15) 
,  .  k(cosO„cos'y — x) 
^ smt/o 
cos dp COS 7 — X 
sin 6„ 
ktjcos'^ 6p cos^ 7 — 2x cos Op cos 7 -|- x^ 
sin dp 
fc^cos^ 7 — sin^ Op + sin^ Op sin^ 7 — 2x cos Op cos 7 + x^ 
sindp 
fc^sin^ Op sin^ 7 + x^ — sin^ 7 + cos^ 9p — 2x cos Op cos 7 
sindp 
k |sin^ Op sin^ 7 + x^ — sin^ 7 + x^ cos^ 7 — 2 cos ^ 5 sin 7 cos 'yxy/l — x^ 
sin Op 
+ cos^ ^sin^7(l — x^) — 2x^cos^7 + 2 cos ^ sin7 cos 7XVl — x^j 
sin Op 
k^sin"^ Op sin^ 7 — sin^ 7 + x'^{\ — cos^ 7) + cos^ <j}sin^ 7(1 — x^) 
sin dp 
ky sin^ Op sin" 7 — sin^ 7 H- x^ sin^ 7 + cos^ (j) sin^ 7( 1 — x^) 
sin dp 
k y j sin^ O p  sin^ 7 + (x^ — 1) sin^ 7 + cos^ 4  sin^ 7(1 — ar^) 
sin dp 
k\Js\n^ dp sin" 7 + (cos^ <j) — l)sin^7(l — x^) 
sin dp 
k^Jsin^ dpsin^ 7 — sin^ <^sin^7(l — x') 
sind„ 
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sin^ Op sin^ 7 — k"^ sin^ ^ sin^ 7( 1 — ^ 
sin^B 
yjk"^ sin^ Op sin^ 7 — sin^ flp[k • e^(p)]2 
sin Op 
= \/ k"^  sin^ 7 — [k • e \P)]' (D.16) 
Employing analagous analyses we may show that 
k-e^(q) —A:sin^sin./?\/l 
sin 0q 
— x"^  (D.17) 
k • eHq) = ^ sin^ /5 — [k • ei(q)]2] (D.18) 
and 
P • e^(k) = p sin sin 7 (D.19) 
P • e^(k) = •yp2sin^7-[p- eHk)]2 (D.20) 
and 
q.e^(k) = —gsin0sin/3 (D.21) 
q-e2(k)  =  sin^^-  [q-ei (k) ]2  
Thus, using equation (D.16) we find that 
r2^ - . r /(/+1) 
(D.22) 
. /7_,Ik ^ 
^ '"] L l-\ T ~ ^ • ®'(p)l 
[p,+i(s) - P/-i(a;)] dx d<f) 
21 + 1 
X [P/+x(a:) — P;_i(x)] dx d^ 
/ ( / + 1 )  
X 
+ 
2/ + 1 
/ ( / + 1 )  
2/ + 1 
[P/+i(x) - P(-i(x)] dx d<f> 
Jo /-x - -f'-i(®)] dx d<f> 
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1(1 + 1) 
21 + 1 
+ -555£''(fc,p,g) 
[fc  ^sin^ 7] j  ^ [Pi+i (x) - Pi-i (x)] dx 
(D.23) 
For I > 2 the first integral in equation (D.23) is zero as the Legendre polynomial 
integral in x is Po{x) multiplied by higher order polynomials. Thus the two coefficients 
are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign which means that lowest order velocity 
field and scalar field quantities cannot contribute to the evolution of any higher order 
scalar transport coefficients in the nonlinear terms containing this coefficient. 
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APPENDIX E. P - Q  WAVENUMBER INTEGRATION 
TECHNIQUE 
Herein are described the details of the wavenumber integration used in the eval­
uation of the DIA geometric coefficients. This is a two-dimensional integration over 
the magnitudes of wavevectors p and q which form the vectoral sum p + q = k. 
Examples of the domains of integration are illustrated in Figure E.l. Although each 
is of relatively simple shape, its geometrical orientation and position with respect to 
the p and q axes renders the integration difficult due to the nonconstancy of the limits 
of integration for the first integral(s). Beginning with the point on the q axis and pro­
ceeding clockwise, the equations for the sides of the integration domain corresponding 
to k are 
p — q = k 
q - p  =  k  
p + q  =  k .  
p = k 
q = k 
'max 
'max 
(E.1) 
(E.2) 
(E.3) 
(E.4) 
(E.5) 
For the case of fc = kmax, equations E.l and E.4 do not apply. 
Since all quantities in the DIA coefficients are represented in terms of cubic 
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B-splines in the p and q directions, appropriate geometric transformations of the 
integrand can render the integration easier. The transformations to be described 
rotate the domain of integration so that its centerline lies on the p axis and then 
transform the original pentagonal shape into a rectangle. These two transformations 
are illustrated in Figures E.2 and E.3. 
The first variable transformation rotated the domain by 7r/4 in the clockwise 
direction and expanded the domain. It consisted of 
III = p + k (E.6) 
vi = p — k (E.7) 
The second change of variables tranformed the pentagonal shape into a rectangle and 
consisted of 
u  =  u ' — „ ' >  0  ( E . 8 )  
"max - U' 
U = u' (E.9) 
u' 4-u' 
"mo» * ^ 
V = v\'iu' (E.IO) 
The final integral was of the form 
t^max 
/
Vmo» y* 
'VmaT^2 
A{k,p,q)J{u,v\u',v')J{u',v'\p,q)du dv (E.ll) 
The numerical work necessary to compute the DIA geometric coefficients using 
the above outlined transformations can be reduced still further. The geometric DIA 
coefficients as derived for the tensor DIA equations scale with uniform scaling of the 
(k,p,q) arguments as the scaling constant cubed, i.e., for G constant 
/i;r((3k, Gp, Gq) = p, q) (E.12) 
r-
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Furthermore, the domains for all k greater than the minimum k are merely scaled 
subsets of that for the minimum k as shown in Figure E.4. If the data points for 
the approximation of the geometric coefficients (less the Legendre functions) are 
chosen to characterize these coefficients with a minimum of error for the case of the 
minimum k and then computed numerically, these same coefficients may be used for 
the domains of all the other fc's merely by scaling them by a factor of (k/kmin)^- This 
feature allows, with a minimum of computations, the highly accurate approximation 
of the geometric coefficients for the domains of all values of k while paying the 
computational cost only for accurate representation of the domain of fcmtn- To simplify 
the integrations, DIA coefficients were computed along the outer boundaries of the 
integration domain (i.e., those corresponding to p = k and q = kin the p—5 domain) 
with a sufficient additional number to allow accurate interpolation by the B-splines 
between data points. 
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Figure E.l: Domains oi p — q integration for k values of 1, 4 and 32. 
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Figure E.2: Domain oi p — q integration rotated to the horizontal and expanded. 
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Figure E.3: Domain of the p — q integration transformed into a rectangle. 
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Figure E.4; Comparison of scaled domains of integration for k values of 1, 2, and 4. 
